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Abstract

Liquid-liquid phase separation has been studied for a long time in the context
of chemical physics. More recently, it has been discovered that this process also
occurs in living cells. Homogeneous fluid demixing of macromolecules, such as nucleic acids and proteins into liquid phases, leads to the formation of biomolecular
condensates, also known as membraneless organelles. Such biomolecular condensates can also nucleate at the membrane, thereby generating mechanical forces.
In the context of chemical physics and biophysics, the response of biomembranes
to liquid-liquid phase separation of aqueous polymer solutions and the resulting
water-in-water droplets have been studied at the micrometer scale, using optical
microscopy and membrane elasticity theory. These systems involve membrane wetting phenomena, which are caused by the attractive interactions of the condensate
droplets with the elastic membranes. In this thesis, we use computational methods
to study the polymorphism of biomembranes at the nanoscale.
In chapter three, we use molecular simulations based on dissipative particle dynamics to investigate nanodroplets with high interfacial tensions of the order of
mN/m. When a droplet adheres to the membrane, it forms a contact area which
is bounded by a contact line. For a micrometer-sized droplet, the line tension
associated with this contact line can usually be ignored compared to the surface
tension. However, for a small nanoscopic droplet, this line tension is expected to
affect the membrane-droplet morphology. The effects of line tension on the dropletmembrane morphology are shown to depend strongly on another key parameter,
the mechanical tension of the membrane. For a large membrane tension, a droplet
adhering to the membrane can only be partially engulfed by the membrane, and
the membrane-droplet system exhibits an axisymmetric morphology. A reduction
of the membrane tension leads to an increase in the droplet-membrane contact area
and a decrease in the interfacial area of the droplet. During this process, the system initially retains its axisymmetric shape, which implies a circular contact line
and a circular membrane neck. However, when the tension falls below a certain
threshold value, the system undergoes a morphological transition towards a nonaxisymmetric morphology with a non-circular membrane neck. This morphology
persists until the nanodroplet is completely engulfed by the membrane and the
membrane neck has closed into a tight-lipped shape. It is found that this breaking
of axisymmetry is caused by a negative line tension, which is shown to be a robust
feature of membrane-droplet systems. A closed membrane neck with a tight-lipped
shape would suppress both thermally-activated and protein-induced scission of the
neck, implying a reduction in the cellular uptake of nanodroplets by pinocytosis
and fluid-phase endocytosis.
In chapter four, we study nanodroplets with low interfacial tensions of the order
of µN/m. For such low tension as found for biomolecular condensates, molecular
simulations become unfeasible. As we decrease the interfacial tension, the width
of the interface increases, and we would need to simulate larger and larger droplets
to obtain reliable results. Therefore, to explore the low interfacial tension regime,
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we used an alternative approach based on energy minimization, which is computationally less expensive. This approach allows us to explore a wide range of
parameters and to systematically determine the dependence of membrane wetting
phenomena on interfacial tension, bending rigidity, line tension, and spontaneous
curvature. We observe a new morphological transformation that involves both
vesicles and droplets, including another regime with broken rotational symmetry.
Finally, we determine the boundary between symmetric and asymmetric contact
line geometries within the three-dimensional parameter space corresponding to
vanishing spontaneous curvature.
In chapter five, we use molecular simulations to monitor the morphological transformations of individual nanovesicles with different degrees of asymmetry between
the two leaflets of the bilayer membranes. We start with the assembly of spherical
vesicles that enclose a certain volume of water and contain a certain total number
of lipids. When we reduce their volume, the spherical vesicles transform into a multitude of nonspherical shapes such as oblates and stomatocytes as well as prolates
and dumbbells. This polymorphism can be controlled by redistributing a small
fraction of lipids between the inner and outer leaflets of the bilayer membranes.
As a consequence, the inner and the outer leaflets experience different mechanical
tensions. Small changes in the vesicle volume reduce the overall bilayer tension
by two orders of magnitude, thereby producing tensionless bilayers. We show how
to determine, for a certain total number of lipids, the unique spherical vesicle for
which both leaflet tensions vanish individually. We also compute the local spontaneous curvature of the spherical membranes by identifying the first moment of the
spherically symmetric stress profiles across the lipid bilayers with the nanoscopic
torque as derived from curvature elasticity. This systematic study makes it possible to distinguish the induced spontaneous curvature due to lipid density mismatch
from the one induced by absorbed particles. Another rather interesting question is
the nucleation of liquid droplets at membranes. For multi-site nucleation, the different droplets will compete for membrane area and may then lead to coexistence
of partially and completely engulfed droplets.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Phasentrennung in Flüssigkeitsmischungen in der chemischen Physik seit langem untersucht. In jüngster Zeit konnten solche Prozesse auch in lebenden Zellen
beobachtet werden. Die homogene Entmischung von Makromolekülen, wie Nukleinsäuren und Proteinen, im Cytosol der Zellen, führt zur Bildung von biomolekularen
Kondensaten, auch bekannt als membranlose Organellen. Solche biomolekularen
Kondensate können sich auch an der Membran bilden und so mechanische Kräfte auf diese ausüben. Die Reaktion von Biomembranen auf die Phasentrennung
von wässrigen Polymermischungen und die dabei entstehenden Wasser-in-WasserTröpfchen im Mikrometerberreich, wurden mit Hilfe von optischer Mikroskopie und
der Theorie der Membranelastizität untersucht. Bei diesen Systemen spielen Membranbenetzungsphänomene, die durch die attraktiven Wechselwirkungen der Kondensattröpfchen mit den elastischen Membranen verursacht werden, eine wichtige
Rolle. In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir den Polymorphismus von Biomembranen
im Nanometerbereich anhand von molekularer Modellierung und Computersimulationen.
Im dritten Kapitel werden molekulare Simulationen basierend auf Dissipative
Particle Dynamics genutzt, um Nanotröpfchen mit relativ großen Oberflächenspannungen in der Größenordnung von mN/m zu untersuchen. Wenn ein Tröpfchen an
der Membran haftet, bildet es eine Kontaktfläche, welche durch eine Kontaktlinie
begrenzt wird. Bei einem mikrometergroßen Tropfen kann die mit dieser Kontaktlinie verbundene Linienspannung im Vergleich zur Oberflächenspannung normalerweise ignoriert werden. Bei einem nanoskopisch kleinen Tröpfchen ist jedoch
zu erwarten, dass diese Linienspannung die Membran-Tropfen-Morphologie beeinflusst. Es kann gezeigt werden, dass die Auswirkungen der Linienspannung auf die
Tropfen-Membran-Morphologie zusätzlich stark von einem weiteren Schlüsselparameter abhängen, der mechanischen Spannung der Membran. Bei einer großen
Membranspannung kann ein an der Membran haftender Tropfen nur teilweise von
der Membran umschlossen werden, und das Membran-Tropfen-System weist eine
achsensymmetrische Morphologie auf. Eine Reduzierung der Membranspannung
führt zu einer Vergrößerung der Kontaktfläche zwischen Tropfen und Membran
und einer Verringerung der Grenzfläche des Tropfens. Dabei behält das System
zunächst seine achsensymmetrische Form, was bedeutet, dass sowohl die Kontaktlinie als auch der Membranhals kreisförmig sind. Fällt die Spannung jedoch unter
einen bestimmten Schwellenwert reduziert wird, vollzieht sich im System ein morphologischer Übergang zu einer nicht-achsensymmetrischen Morphologie mit einem
länglichen Membranhals. Diese Morphologie bleibt bestehen, bis das Nanotropfen
vollständig von der Membran umschlossen ist und sich der Membranhals zu einer engen Lippenform geschlossen hat. Dieser Bruch der Achsensymmetrie wird
durch eine negative Linienspannung verursacht, die sich als robuste Eigenschaft
von Membran-Tropfensystemen erweist. Solch ein geschlossener Membranhals mit
einer eng anliegenden Form würde sowohl die thermisch aktivierte als auch die proteininduzierte Fission des Halses unterdrücken, was eine Verringerung der zellulä-
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ren Aufnahme von Nanotropfen durch Pinozytose und Flüssigphasen-Endocytose
bedeuten würde.
Im vierten Kapitel untersuchen wir Nanotropfen die eine relativ kleine Oberflächenspannungen in der Größenordnung von µN/m haben. Für solche Spannungen,
wie sie etwa bei biomolekularen Kondensaten auftreten, sind molekulare Simulationen nicht mehr mit vertretbarem Rechenaufwand möglich. Wenn die Grenzflächenspannung abnimmt, wächst die Unschärfe der Grenzfläche, man muss größere
und größere Tropfen simulieren, um zuverlässige Ergebnisse zu erhalten. Daher
haben wir für die Untersuchung des Regimes der niedrigen Grenzflächenspannungen einen alternativen Ansatz gewählt, der auf der Energieminimierung basiert,
die rechnerisch kostengünstiger ist. Dieser Ansatz ermöglicht es uns, eine Vielzahl
von Parametern zu variieren und die Abhängigkeit der Membranbenetzungsphänomene von Grenzflächenspannung, Biegesteifigkeit, Linienspannung und spontaner Krümmung der Membran systematisch zu untersuchen. Wir beobachten einen
neuen morphologischen Übergang, der sowohl Vesikel als auch Tröpfchen betrifft,
und zu einer weiteren Systemgeometrie mit gebrochener Rotationssymmetrie führt.
Schließlich bestimmen wir die Grenze zwischen symmetrischen und asymmetrischen
Geometrien der Kontaktlinie innerhalb des dreidimensionalen Parameterraums der
sich für verschwindende spontane Krümmung ergibt.
In Kapitel fünf verwenden wir erneut molekulare Simulationen, um die morphologischen Transformationen einzelner Nanovesikel, die sich der Dichte-Asymmetrie
zwischen den beiden Einzelschichten der Lipid-Doppelschicht unterscheiden. Wir
beginnen mit kugelförmigen Vesikeln, die ein bestimmtes Wasservolumen umschließen deren Membranen eine bestimmte Gesamtzahl von Lipiden enthalten. Wenn
das umschlossene Volumen reduziert wird, transformieren sich die kugelförmigen
Vesikel in eine Vielzahl von nicht-kugelförmigen Formen wie Oblaten und Stomatozyten sowie Prolaten und Hantelformen. Dieser Polymorphismus kann durch
Umverteilung weniger Lipide zwischen der inneren und der äußeren Schicht der
Doppelmembranen gesteuert werden. Infolgedessen erfahren die innere und äußere
Lipidschicht unterschiedliche mechanische Spannungen. Kleine Änderungen des Vesikelvolumens verringern die gesamte mechanische Spannung der Doppelmembran
um zwei Größenordnungen, so dass spannungsfreie Doppelschichten entstehen.
Für eine bestimmte Gesamtzahl von Lipiden kann so die spezielle kugelförmige
Vesikel eindeutig bestimmt werden, bei der die Spannung in beiden Monoschichten
einzeln verschwindt. Wir berechnen auch die lokale spontane Krümmung der kugelförmigen Membranen, indem wir das erste Moment des kugelsymmetrischen Spannungsprofiles der Lipiddoppelschichten mit dem nanoskopischen Drehmoment, das
sich aus der Krümmungselastizität ergibt, gleichsetzten. Eine solche systematische
Analyse ermöglicht es, die spontane Krümmung, die durch unterschiedliche Lipiddichten in den beiden Monoschichten induziert wird von der zu unterscheiden, die
durch absorbierte Partikel erzeugt wird. Eine weitere offene und sehr interessante
Fragestellung betrifft die Nukleation der Tröpfchen an der Membran. Falls die Nukleation zur Bildung von mehreren Tröpfchen führt, dann könnte der Wettbewerb
um Membranfläche zur Koexistenz von partiell und vollständig eingeschlossenen
Tröpchen führen.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Biomembranes
Cellular plasma membranes are biological entities that primarily act as a guarding wall
against extracellular invasion. Plasma membranes, also known as biomembranes, are an
indispensable part of life by keeping cells under non-equilibrium conditions and making
cellular communication via cell signaling possible. The cellular plasma membranes are
mainly composed of three classes of amphipathic lipids, namely, phospholipids, glycolipids, and sterols as well as other biomolecules such as transmembrane proteins and
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored proteins. Biomembranes are elastic-fluid
sheets with a finite thickness, which is primarily constructed from the self-assembly of
amphipathic lipids in the form of bilayers. Phospholipid molecules are the most abundant lipid component in the cell membranes. Phospholipids consist of two hydrophobic
fatty acid tails and a hydrophilic head of phosphate functional groups. Examples of
phospholipid molecules include PC, PS, PE, PG, and many other [1].
The hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions in aqueous conditions lead to selfassembly of lipid molecules above critical micelle concentration (CMC), in distinct
structures, such as micelles, planar bilayers, spherical vesicles (liposome) and micellar
structure. This is known as lipid polymorphism, where different phases emerge as a
result of self-assembly in distinct physicochemical conditions.
Phospholipid bilayers are highly dynamic thanks to their fluid-elastic nature. The
latter leads to the mechanical response of phospholipid bilayers to external stimuli.
The most well know stimulus is the change of physicochemical properties of the membrane by exposing bilayers to an asymmetric condition. The bilayer asymmetry can
arise both from lipid density/compositional differences during self-assembly or from
being exposed to asymmetric aqueous environments. Such asymmetry can give rise to
membrane remodeling by formation of structures like membrane buds or nanotubes [2].
Such membrane nanotubes act as lipid area reservoirs and increase the stability of the
membrane against mechanical perturbations [3].
The complex and heterogeneous composition of the plasma membrane makes it hard
to understand the underlying physics of biomembranes. However, such complexity
can be reduced to much simpler components using model membranes that contain
only lipids. The research on model membranes was started around two decades ago
by the study of the most fundamental aspects of bilayer vesicles consisting of pure
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Figure 1.1. (a) The schematic view of molecular heterogeneity in plasma membrane, adapted from
Ref. [4]. (b) The example of amphipathic lipids, Glycerophospholipids (GPLs), complex glycosphingolipids (GSLs) and cholesterol (left to right), adapted from Ref [1].

phospholipids. Vesicles are structures that enclose aqueous phases by lipid bilayers.
The model membranes categorized in three classes based on their size: giant unilamellar
vesicles (GUVs) with a size in range of 1-200 µm, large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) with
a size of 0.1-1 µm and small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) with a size within the range of
20-100 nm. The most commonly studied form of model membranes are GUVs, which
have a comparable size to cells [5].
The level of complexity of model membranes has increased extensively by incorporating different essential components. The current state of the art studies embraces the
ambitious goal of creating a minimal form of life by synthesizing the minimal artificial
cells via a bottom-up approach. One of the instances of such activities is the ongoing
research project MaxSynBio launched by Max Planck’s research network in synthetic
biology [6].

1.2 Theoretical Description of Membranes
Fluid bilayer membranes can be described theoretically via continuum models as thin
fluid-elastic sheets. There are different energetic contributions associated with this
description of fluid bilayers. These contributions correspond to the bending energy,
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1.2 Theoretical Description of Membranes

Figure 1.2. Two principle radii are shown for a locus on the membrane surface by R1 and R2 .
The principal curvatures are defined by the inverse of principle radii as C1 = 1/R1 and C2 = 1/R2 ,
respectively. The figure is adapted from Ref. [10]

stretching energy, and elasticity arising from leaflets area difference. Here we briefly
explain these models that have been used during the last decades for the description of
lipid membranes [7, 8].

1.2.1 Bending energy
The local shape of a surface (such as lipid bilayers) can be characterized by its two
principal curvatures, i.e., C1 and C2 , see Figure 1.2. Principal curvatures are directly
related to the first and second fundamental forms and can be calculated from the
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix [9]. The absolute values of the
curvatures are given by eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix, where the eigenvectors point
in the direction of the minimal and maximal curvatures. The arithmetic average of the
principal curvatures defines the mean curvature by:
M=

C1 + C2
2

(1.1)

and the product of principal curvatures is called the Gaussian curvature:
K = C1 ∗ C2

(1.2)

The mean and Gaussian curvatures are two invariants of the curvature tensor, and
the bending energy of a membrane is defined based on them. The Helfrich-Canham
equation accounts for the bending energy of small elastic deformations of a membrane
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up to second order in the principal curvatures by [11, 7]
Ebe =

Z

dA[2κ(M − m)2 + κG K]

(1.3)

where κ and κG are the bending rigidity and Gaussian curvature modulus, respectively.
The preferred curvature of the membrane is called the local spontaneous curvature m,
which can arise due to asymmetry in the bilayer. The spontaneous curvature, bending
rigidity, and Gaussian bending rigidity are three material parameters. This means that
the latter parameters are only affected by the physicochemical make-up and do not
depend on the shape of the membrane. The sign of the spontaneous curvature and the
mean curvature are defined via a convention. Based on the Gauss-Bonnet theorem,
the Gaussian curvature term does not contribute to the bending energy as long as the
topology in conserved [9].
Bending rigidity. The bending rigidity is the measure of the membrane’s ability to
respond to deformations. For membrane with low bending rigidity, one expects large
deformations in response to environmental stimuli, whereas small deformations for rigid
membranes with high κ. The bending rigidity sets the energy scale in the system.
For experiments, there are several techniques for measurement of bending rigidity [12].
These techniques can be categorized in three general methods: i) analyzing the thermal fluctuation of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs), ii) analyzing the force required to
deform the membrane under external fields such as electro-deformation, micropipette
aspiration or optical tweezers and iii) scattering methods. The most common method is
a fluctuation analysis of the thermally excited membrane. This experimental approach
links the vesicle shape deviation around equilibrium spherical shape by analyzing the
trajectory of optical microscopy images. Typically, the bending rigidity of phospholipid bilayer found from such analysis is of the order of κ ∼ 10−19 J. More details
on experimental techniques for measurement of bending rigidity can be found in the
comprehensive review by Rumiana Dimova [12].
In addition, the bending rigidity can be calculated from the molecular dynamic (MD)
simulations. Two commonly used procedures include analysis of the membrane undulation spectrum and calculation of the bending rigidity based on the relation between
area compressibility modulus and the bending rigidity [13]. In the first method, the
undulation spectrum S(q) =< |h̃(q)|2 > can be generated by Fourier transform of the
height variable h̃(q) from MD trajectories, where q is dimensionless wave number in
Fourier space. The undulation spectrum can be decomposed to two regimes of bending
and protrusions modes by [13]:
S(q) ∼

4

kB T
kB T
+
4
κq
σpr q 2

(1.4)
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Figure 1.3. Spontaneous curvature can arise as a response to a) difference in the head group
size, b) asymmetry of the ionic concentrations, c) exposing to different aqueous solutions of small
molecules, such as sugars, d) asymmetric distribution of amphiphilic molecules in different leaflets,
e) asymmetric adsorption/desorption of water-soluble molecules, like glycolipid molecules and f)
adsorption of proteins with specific shape. The figure is adapted from Ref. [2]

where κ and σpr are the bending rigidity and the protrusion tension, respectively. The
bending mode is dominant at large scales where the wavelength is larger than the bilayer
thickness `me . The protrusion tension, which is a measure of the roughens of the bilayer
interfaces from the relative displacements of individual amphiphilic molecules at small
scales, is dominant at wavelength smaller than bilayer thickness `me . The crossover
between bending and protrusion modes is characterized by qc , called characteristic
wave number. The latter method of bending energy calculation is computationally
demanding, the less expensive procedure for calculation of bending rigidity is offered
by the relation [13]
KA `2me
(1.5)
48
where KA and `me are area compressibility modulus and bilayer thickness, respectively.
It has been shown that these methods lead to essentially the same prediction of the
bending rigidity for identical systems [14]. Direct measurement of the Gaussian curvature modulus is challenging; however, is has been shown that κG and κ are of the same
order of magnitude [15].
κ=

Spontaneous curvature. The second and the most important material parameter
governing the shape of biomembranes is the spontaneous curvature, denoted by m in
Eq. 1.3. Spontaneous curvature is the measure of asymmetry across the lipid bilayer.
Such asymmetry can arise either from an asymmetric physicochemical environment of
the two leaflets or from a compositional asymmetry of lipids. A schematic representation of different possibilities for inducing spontaneous curvature of the lipid bilayers
are illustrated in Figure 1.3. The commonality among all examples shown in Figure 1.3
is that the membrane mean curvature deviates in comparison to the state with a symmetric environment. The latter occurs to minimize bending energy by adopting the
mean curvature to the local spontaneous curvature, see Eq. 1.3.
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There are different methods to determine spontaneous curvature from experiment
and from MD simulations. Here, we briefly discuss some of the commonly used methods. In experiments with GUVs, the spontaneous formation of inward or outward
nanotubes can be attributed to the presence of a significant spontaneous curvature.
Visual inspections of spontaneous tubulation are usually done by optical microscopy
observation. The spontaneous curvature can be quantified in experiments with different methods [2]. Here, we provide an example of the tube-pulling experiment for
quantifying spontaneous curvature. The force required for pulling a tube from a GUV
which is aspirated with a micropipette has a simple force balance equation [16]:
q

f = 2π 2κΣasp − 4πκm

(1.6)

where Σasp is the aspiration pressure exerted by the micropipette. The latter equation
has been recently used in combination with optical tweezers to measure the spontaneous
curvature (and simultaneously the bending rigidity) for an asymmetric distribution of
the glycolipid GM1 in bilayer leaflets [17] and in asymmetric ionic conditions [18].
For computation of spontaneous curvature in MD simulation, the notion of torque
density has been employed [14]. For a tensionless membrane with Σmec = 0, it can be
shown that nanoscopic torque density is a result of pure bending energy Tnan = −2κm.
Hence, one can identify the nanoscopic and microscopic torque densities and obtain
[14]:
−2κm =

Z

+∞

dz s(z) z
−∞

(1.7)

where s(z) = −[PT − PN ] is the stress profile across the membrane arising from
anisotropy in the tangential PT and normal PN components of the pressure tensor.
Here, z coordinates are set to be the normal to membrane, then PT = Pxx = Pyy and
PN = Pzz . The right-hand side of the Eq. 1.7 is referred to the first moment of the
stress profile or alternatively microscopic torque density Tmic . Eq. 1.7 is frequently
used to calculate the spontaneous curvature from MD trajectories [14, 19, 20].

1.2.2 Stretching energy
In the absence of any external constraints, the molecular area of lipid molecules attains
an optimal value of A0 , which corresponds to the optimal packing of molecules. At
optimal packing, the membrane is tensionless Σmec = 0; however, when the area of
the membrane deviates from the optimal area A0 , then the membrane experiences a
mechanical tension. This mechanical tension can be expressed as a linear function of
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such area deviations [8, 21]:
Σmec (A) = KA

A − A0
A0

(1.8)

where KA is the area compressibility modulus and is related to the bending energy by
Eq. 1.5. The membrane area can deviate both ways, either to larger areas A > A0 ,
where membrane experiences stretching Σmec > 0 or to smaller area A < A0 where
membrane experiences compression Σmec < 0. The mechanical tension is the stretching
(or compression) energy density. The stretching energy Est is defined as the work
associated with stretching (or compression) from the optimal packing area by[21]:
Est (A) =

Z

A

A0

dx Σmec (x) = (1/2)KA

(A − A0 )2
A0

(1.9)

The mechanical tension of the membrane can be obtained by integrating the stress
profile, similar to the surface tension of liquids [22]:
Σmec =

Z

+∞

dz s(z)
−∞

(1.10)

where the stress profile is defined previously s(z) = −[PT − PN ] as the anisotropy of
tangential PT and normal PN components of the pressure tensor. The stress profile is
not an experimental observable, yet it is a theoretical notion that can be obtained from
the trajectory of the MD simulations and can be related to mesoscopic elastic properties
of the membranes (such as the mechanical tension). The most popular method to
calculate the stress tensor includes the Goetz-Lipowsky force decomposition [23] and
central force decomposition [24]. None of these force decompositions are unique, and
they lead to different stress profiles. But, the results of each method are plausible as
long as the fundamental physical laws (such as energy and momentum conservation)
are not violated by these force decomposition procedures [24].
The combination of bending rigidity and spontaneous curvature leads to an intrinsic
tension scale called spontaneous tension σ ≡ 2κm2 [16], which represents the bending
energy density of a weakly curved membrane segment. The latter quantity is particularly interesting when the spontaneous curvature is relatively high, and the mean
curvature cannot adapt itself to this spontaneous curvature. Then it is useful to decompose the total membrane tension Σ̂ into two contributions:
Σ̂ = Σmec + σ = Σmec + 2κm2

(1.11)

where Σmec represents the mechanical tension of the membrane. Generally, the mechanical tension depends on the external constraints; whereas, the spontaneous tension
depends on the curvature-elastic material parameters of the membrane.
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1.2.3 Area difference elasticity
In the spontaneous curvature model, as discussed in the bending energy subsection, it
is implicitly assumed that area difference can automatically adapt itself by flip-flops
of molecular components between the two leaflets of the bilayer. Thus the bending
energy provides a local constraint and can be obtained by the area integral over a
local energy density. If the membrane molecular components cannot undergo flip-flops
between the two leaflets, then the number of molecules in each leaflet is constant. The
latter leads to the optimal area difference ∆A0 between the leaflets [8]. Thus, the area
difference of the bilayer leaflets imposes an extra non-local constraint on the bending
of the membrane. The energy EADE associated with such a non-local area difference
elasticity is expressed [25, 8]:
EADE =

κ∆ π
(∆A − ∆A0 )2
2A`2me

(1.12)

where κ∆ is the non-local bending rigidity, `me is the membrane thickness, A is the
total area of the membrane, and ∆A is the area difference of two leaflets under nonlocal elastic deformation. The area difference ∆A up to the first order in membrane
thickness is given by [8]:
∆A ≈ 2`me

Z

dAM = 2`me IM

(1.13)

where M is the mean curvature of the membrane, and the integral runs over the membrane surface to give the integrated mean curvature IM . Measurement of the non-local
bending rigidity is hard; however, the fraction of local and non-local bending rigidities
is theoretically estimated to be close to unity κ∆ /κ = 3/π [26].
Unlike to local spontaneous curvature m due to asymmetric condition, the area difference elasticity introduces a non-local spontaneous curvature mnlo . The sum of these
contributions gives an effective spontaneous curvature [26]:
mef f ≡ m + mnlo

(1.14)

It can be shown that the non-local spontaneous curvature is given by [26]:
mnlo ≡ π

κ∆ IM,0 − IM {S j }
κ
A

(1.15)

where {S j } denotes the stationary shape. It has been shown that stationary shapes of
the area difference elasticity and the spontaneous curvature model are identical.
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1.2.4 Total energy
The total energy of a bilayer membranes is the sum of all energetic contributions,
namely bending, stretching and area difference elasticity energies along with volume
energy:
Etot = Ebe + Est + EADE + Evol
(1.16)
The volume energy is the work associated to change of the enclosed volume of the
vesicle. The latter change can occur as a response to imbalance of osmotically active
and impermeable molecules in the exterior and interior aqueous solutions [27]. The
associated volume energy can be expressed in terms of a small deviation from the
optimal volume V0 of the vesicle [27]:
(V − V0 )2
1
Evol ≈ kB T ρext
2
V0

(1.17)

where ρext is the density of osmotically active molecules in the bulk solution outside
the vesicle. In general, we deal with six material parameters namely: the bending
rigidity κ, the Gaussian bending rigidity κG , the non-local bending rigidity κ∆ , the local
spontaneous curvature m, the area compressibility modulus KA , and the membrane
thickness `me .
Many of the energetic contributions in Eq. 1.16 can be ignored or simplified in most
of the instances. The energy scale of bending and stretching energies are set by κ
and KA A0 , respectively. The area compressibility modulus for most of the amphiphilic
membranes is in the order of KA ∼ 0.2 J/m2 and the bending energy in the
p order of
−19
κ ∼ 10
J. Thus, the fraction of two quantity leads to the length scale of κ/KA ∼
0.7 nm. The latter length scale
√ suggests that the stretching energy is much larger than
the bending energy as long as A0  0.7 nm, which is the case for vesicles ranging from
SUV to GUV. Due to the separation of energy scales between bending and stretching
energy, one can ignore the effect of stretching energy by conserving the area around
the optimal area of the membrane A = A0 . A similar line of argument goes for the
work of volume. As long as the density of osmotically active molecule is much larger
than κ/kB T V0  ρext , this term can be ignored by conserving the volume of vesicle at
the optimal volume V = V0 . As a consequence of such simplifications, for a membrane
where lipid molecules can undergo flip-flops, we are left with the bending energy.

1.2.5 Multiscale modeling of membranes
In principle, the modeling of a biomembrane is performed in a multiscale manner. Depending on the time and length scale of the phenomena of interest, different methods
can be used. The multiscale modeling of the membrane can be broadly classified into
three main categories: i) numerical minimization of membrane bending energy, ii) fi-
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nite element modeling of triangulated membranes based on a discretized version of the
bending energy and iii) molecular simulations of the membranes with different levels
of resolution of the lipid molecules. All three approaches have been widely used to address a different aspect of membrane biophysics. The choice of the method depends on
the type of problem and the relevant time and length scales. Examples include membrane remodeling, the interaction of nanoparticles and proteins with the membrane and
membrane fission and fusion, and many other interesting problems. In the following,
we briefly discuss all three procedures and provide some examples of the application of
each method.

Numerical minimization of membrane energy
At the continuum level, the membrane energy can be described by bending energy, as
discussed in the previous subsection. For a flat membrane patch, the bending energy in
the minimum state is trivial, because the mean curvature is zero M = 0, and therefore
the bending energy should also vanish Ebe = 0 for vanishing spontaneous curvature.
The bending energy of a vesicle is less trivial. The energy of a vesicle with shapes S
and preserved area and volume can be represented in the form of an energy functional
[28]
Eves {S} = Ebe {S} − ∆P Vves {S} + ΣAves {S}
(1.18)
where ∆P and Σ are two Lagrange multipliers introduced to conserve the vesicle volume
Vves and vesicle area Aves , respectively. The curly brackets refer to being a functional
of membrane shape S. The energy minimization of the functional Eves {S} leads to the
Euler-Lagrange equation [28]
h

i

∆P − 2ΣM + 2κ∇2LB M + 4κ(M − m) M (M + m) − K = 0

(1.19)

where ∇LB denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator. The Euler-Lagrange equation 1.19
(also called shape equation) is a fourth-order non-linear partial differential equation
(PDE), and a general analytical solution does not exist. A more practical way is
to assume that the minimum shape will be axially symmetric and thus parametrize
the shape in axisymmetric geometry and exploit variational calculus for functional
energy minimization of Eq. 1.18. The latter leads to a set of second-order non-linear
ordinary differential equations (ODE) which can be solved numerically [7]. A set of
shape equation for axially symmetric vesicle shape which is parametrized based on arc
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length is given by [7]:
∆P
Υ
cosψsinψ ψ̇
rcosψ + sinψ
− cosψ +
2
r
r
2κ
κr
k 2 ksin2 ψ
+ Σ + ∆P rsinψ
Υ̇ = ψ̇ −
2
2r2
ṙ = cosψ
ψ̈ =

(1.20)

where the parametrization is done in cylindrical coordinates (z(t), r(t)) based on three
parameters: distance from symmetry axis r(t), local tilt angle ψ(t) and the arc length
s(t), where t is the general contour parameter, see Figure 8.1 in Appendix 2 as an
example. The overdots denote the derivative with respect to the arc length s. For
more details, see Ref. [7]. Various methods such as shooting algorithm [7] or RungeKutta method [29] can be used for numerical solution of Eqs. 1.20.

A morphology diagram of vesicles. The numerical solution of shape equations Eqs. 1.20
provides the stationary shapes of the vesicles under defined constraints. The bending
energy κ sets the characteristic energypscale, and the vesicle area can be used to define
the characteristic length scale Rves = Aves /4π. Two control parameters are typically
used to study the morphology diagram, namely the reduced spontaneous curvature
3 . Morphologim̄ = mRves and the reduced volume of the vesicle v = V /(4/3)πRves
cal transformation of a vesicle can occur both by osmotic deflation of the vesicle, i.e.,
by reducing the volume of the enclosed aqueous solution v < 1, or by introducing a
spontaneous curvature. During a morphological transformation, the spherical vesicles
transform into different classes of shapes, including prolates, oblates, stomatocytes,
and pears, see Figure 1.4a,c. The reduced bending energy Ebe /8πκ of the vesicle as a
function of the reduced volume v is shown in Figure 1.4b. Three different branches of
prolates, oblates, and stomatocytes exist for zero spontaneous curvature m = 0. The
morphology diagram of the vesicle with spontaneous curvature as a function of the reduced volume v is depicted in Figure 1.4d. For a given reduced spontaneous curvature
m̄ and reduced volume v, the morphology diagram shows the stationary shape with the
lowest bending energy. The morphology diagram of vesicles demonstrates that, unlike
free droplets and bubbles, which always attain a spherical geometry in equilibrium,
vesicles have a very rich morphology diagram in equilibrium.
The same procedure has been used to study many interesting problems such as
domain induced budding [30, 31], nanoparticle engulfment by vesicles [32], and droplet
induced budding of membranes [33, 29].
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Figure 1.4. a) The vesicle shapes at zero spontaneous curvature m̄ = 0 for different reduced
volume v, b) the reduced bending energy Ebe /8πκ of vesicle as a function of the reduced volume
v, c) the vesicle shapes at spontaneous curvature m̄ = 1.2 for different reduced volume v and d)
the morphology diagram of spontaneous curvature model. The figure is adapted from Ref. [7]

Finite element modelling
There are a couple of shortcomings associated with numerical minimization. First
of all, the method is only applicable for axially symmetric shapes; moreover, it only
considers the minimum energy state at zero temperature. Indeed, the latter deficiencies
of the method would restrict us from exploring more interesting problems such as
spontaneous symmetry breaking and thermally induced patter formation. To overcome
these problems, finite element modeling based on membrane triangulation offers a very
versatile tool.
In finite element modeling, the membrane energy is described via a discretized form
of the continuum energy on a triangulated mesh. The bending energy is assigned to
the mesh vertices or facets along with volume and area constraints. Then, the total
energy of the system is minimized by numerical methods such as gradient descent or the
conjugate gradient method. The finite element modeling leads to essentially the same
solutions as obtained from solving the shape equation unless the symmetry constraint is
lifted during the minimization. Furthermore, finite element modeling makes it possible
to incorporate the thermal fluctuations and also mimic the fluidity of the membrane.
To do so, the links of the triangulated mesh can undergo a flip-flop using a Boltzmann
energy distribution criteria such as the one used in the Metropolis algorithm [34, 35].
This finite element method has been extensively used in membrane remodeling studies, for example to model nanoparticle-membrane interactions [35], membrane multi-
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Figure 1.5. Examples of multiscale modeling of membranes, a) interaction of nanoparticles with
vesicle using triangulated mesh, b) coarse-grained DPD simulation snapshot of the vesicle-membrane
fusion process and c) lipid membrane interacting with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) molecule in
atomistic resolution. The panel a of the figure is adapted from Ref. [35], b from Ref. [40] and c
from Ref. [41]

domain polymorphism [36, 37] and membrane remodeling with adhesive objects [38].
An open-source package called "surface evolver" is a well-established software for such
studies that provides various implementations of the bending energy calculation. The
relevant length and time scales in finite element modeling are similar to those in numerical minimization of the membrane energy. Figure 1.5a shows an example of fluid
membrane interactions with nanoparticles described by triangulated mesh [35].
Molecular simulations
Both methods described above are only applicable to mesoscale and exclude all molecular details. However, at smaller size, the molecular structure matters. To include
molecular details, the model requires a particle-based description of the system. The
molecular details can be incorporated into the model at different resolutions using the
force fields [39]. The force fields describe sub-molecular interactions using a set of potential forms and interaction parameters. High resolution models describe all-atoms
(AA) interactions in the force field [39]. The AA force fields are very versatile models
that include atomic details of the molecules but ignore electronic structure. The typical
length and time scales that can be described by AA force fields are in the range of a few
tens of nanometers and hundreds of nanoseconds. To reach lover resolutions, one can
sweep out the atomic details of AA models by treating the group of atoms as a single
coarse-grained (CG) beads. The CG force fields allow the phenomenological study of
much larger systems of the order of µm and in µs time scales. In principle, it is also
possible to model the system in multiscale resolution by treating specific sites of the
membrane in AA resolution and the rest in CG resolutions; however, this poses the
challenge of how to treat interactions between the two scales [42].
Molecular models are often simulated using molecular dynamics (MD). This simulation method solves newton’s equations of the motions numerically to obtain a molecular
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trajectory. Initially, molecules are located in a simulation box with periodic boundary
conditions, and each atom is assigned a velocity picked from a Boltzmann distribution.
Then, from the force field, one calculates the force acting on each atom and then using
methods likes velocity-Verlet integrator, the new position, and velocity is obtained.
Repeating the latter procedure for a specified number of steps leads to a dynamical
trajectory. The molecular dynamics simulations exploit thermostat and barostat to
remain in the canonical (NVT) and isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensembles, respectively
[39]. A special example of a thermostat based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
(FDT) is part of the method called dissipative particle dynamics (DPD). The DPD
method was developed to preserve hydrodynamic behavior and has been extensively
applied to model membrane systems at the mesoscale [43, 44, 45]. Two examples of
molecular simulations of lipid bilayers are shown in Figure 1.5. A snapshot of DPD
simulations of fusion of the vesicle with flat membrane [40] is shown in Figure 1.5b,
and a conformation of the MD simulation of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) adsorption
on a lipid membrane in atomistic resolutions [41] is illustrated in Figure 1.5c. There are
many other methods that have been used in the last decades for membrane simulations,
and an interested reader is recommended to look at the review in the Ref. [34].

1.3 Membrane Wetting Phenomena
Wetting typically refers to the interaction of liquid droplets with solid substrates, where
the droplet maintains a contact angle with the surface. The force balance of macroscopic
droplet on an ideal flat surface, i.e, smooth and chemically homogeneous surface, can
be described by Young’s equation [22]:
cos θY =

Σsv − Σsl
Σlv

(1.21)

which relates droplet contact angle θY to three surface tensions Σsv , Σsl and Σlv , where
solid, liquid and vapor phases are denoted by s, l and v. Young’s equation 1.21 is valid
for rigid substrates. However, for non-rigid surfaces, the elasticity of flexible substrates
like lipid membrane can be coupled to the capillary forces arising from liquid interfaces,
which is referred to membrane wetting.
Phase separation of aqueous solutions of PEG and dextran enclosed within GUVs provides the first example of membrane wetting [46]. The phase separation of PEG-dextran
solutions inside vesicles can be induced by temperature change or osmotic deflation,
which both lead to the change in weight fraction of polymeric solutions. After phase
separation, two phases, a PEG-rich phase α and a dextran-rich phase β, are formed
inside vesicles, which are separated from the exterior γ phase by the vesicle membrane.
In principle, for a system of a vesicle enclosing phase-separated α and β phases, there
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exist three different wetting morphologies: (i) complete wetting (CW) of the vesicle by
the phase α, (ii) CW of the vesicle by the phase β and (iii) partial wetting (PW) of the
vesicle by both aqueous phases. The phase diagram of PEG-dextran solutions and the
corresponding membrane wetting morphologies [41] are illustrated in Figure 1.6. The
two-phase co-existence region in the phase diagram is shown in pink and turquoise, see
Figure 1.6. The latter colors refer to two subregions of CW of the membrane with α
phase (pink) and PW of the membrane with both phases (turquois). The red dashed
line illustrates the tie line where the system undergoes a wetting transition from a CW
to a PW state. Due to the limitation of the experimental resolution, it is still unknown
whether the wetting transition is continuous or discontinuous [41]. The solid red line
is a segment of the binodal line which system undergoes from one phase region (white)
to the CW region (pink). Similarly, the blue line is binodal, which separates one phase
region (white) from the PW region (turquoise) of the phase diagram. The dotted red
line indicates the capillary condensation of PEG-rich phase α on the membrane when
approaching to CW segment of binodal (red line) from the one-phase region (white).
The wetting layer transforms to a mesocopically thick layer as one reaches to the binodal line of the CW segment. No such wetting layer has observed once approaching to
PW segment of the binodal line from one phase region. The critical demixing point is
shown by the orange dot. The precise location of the tie-line separating CW from PW
is influenced by the composition of the lipid mixture.

1.3.1 Apparent contact angles
For the partial wetting regime, both aqueous α and β phases are in contact with
the membrane, see Figure 1.7a, and partition the vesicle into an αγ segment (blue)
and a βγ segment (red). The αβ interface between two aqueous phases is shown with
broken orange, see Figure 1.7a. The membrane wetting is typically studied using optical
microscopy. In the resolution of optical microscopy, the two membrane segments and
the αβ liquid interface form three spherical caps. These spherical caps intersect along
the three-phase contact line αβγ with sharp angles called apparent contact angles θα ,θβ
and θγ with θα + θβ + θγ = 2π, see Figure 1.7a. By combining the shape equations of
the two membrane segments and the Laplace equation for the interface αβ, one obtains
a relationship between the geometry, curvature, and the tension [47, 5]
Mαγ

f
Σef
sin θβ
αγ
−
Σαβ
sin θγ

!

= Mβγ

f
Σef
βγ

Σαβ

sin θα
−
sin θγ

!

(1.22)

f
where Miγ and Σef
iγ are curvature of the spherical cap and the effective tension of the
membrane iγ segment with i = α or β. The interfacial tension is denoted by Σαβ . The
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Figure 1.6. The phase diagram of aqueous PEG-dextran solutions and corresponding wetting
morphology as a function of weight fraction of PEG wp and dextran wd . The phase diagram
consists of three subregions, one phase region (white), the two-phase region where the membrane
is completely wetted (CW) by PEG-rich α phase (pink), and two-phase region where the membrane
is partially wetted (PW) by both aqueous phases. The CW and PW segment of the binodal line
are indicated by solid red and blue lines, respectively. The dashed red line indicates the wetting
transition from CW to PW subregions. The dotted red line is where a wetting layer of phase α
starts to form on the membrane when we approach the CW segment of binodal from the one-phase
region. The critical demixing point is located as (wd,cr , wp,cr ) = (0.0451, 0.0361) and indicated by
orange dot. The figure is adapted from Ref. [5]

effective segment tension can be decomposed into two contributions [47]:
f
Σef
iγ = Σ̂iγ − 2κiγ miγ Miγ

(1.23)

where the first term is the membrane segment tension Σ̂iγ and the second term is a
curvature dependent term 2κiγ miγ Miγ . The membrane segment tension (as defined
previously in Eq. 1.11) can be decomposed into two more contributions [47]:
Σ̂iγ = Σiγ + σiγ

(1.24)

where the first term is the mechanical segment tensions Σiγ (defined in the same way
as Σmec in the Eq. 1.8) and the second term is the spontaneous tension σiγ ≡ 2κiγ m2iγ .
The mechanical segment tension can be furthur decomposed into Σiγ = Σ + Wiγ , with
Σ being lateral membrane stress (Lagrange multiplier conjugate to the total membrane
area) and Wiγ is the adhesion free energy densities (or alternatively called adhesive
strength) of the membrane segments. The lateral membrane stress Σ depends on the
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Figure 1.7. Schematic of vesicle which enclose two aqueous phases α and β in PW regime. The
membrane segment are coloured red and blue for βγ and αγ segments, the αβ interface is shown
with broken orange line. b) the force balance of total membrane tensions Σˆαγ and Σˆβγ with
interfacial tension Σαβ , for certain parameter space. c) Force balance shown in Neumann triangle
representation. d) The smoothly curved membrane along the three phase contact line, two intrinsic
contact angles θα∗ and θβ∗ are defined from the angles between common tangent line of membrane
segments and tangent to αβ interface. The figure is adapted from Ref. [5]

vesicle size and shape, thus Σ can be different for vesicles even with the same lipid
composition. However, the adhesive strength of the membrane segments Wiγ is a material parameter which is determined by the molecular interaction of the lipids with the
aqueous phase in the hydrophilic interfaces of the bilayer. Consequently, the difference
of the mechanical segment tensions of the two membrane segments can be written as
the difference of adhesive strength [47]:
Σβγ − Σαγ = Wβγ − Wαγ = Wβα

(1.25)

which is independent of the shape and size of the vesicles.
In order to describe the force balance along the apparent contact line, we consider
two regimes of parameters: small and large spontaneous curvatures of membrane segments [47]. If the spontaneous curvature is small or comparable to the mean curvature
of the membrane segment miγ ≤ Miγ and the interfacial area is large compared to
(18πκiγ /Σαβ )  Aαβ , then iγ belong to small spontaneous curvature regime. On the
other hand, if the spontaneous curvature is large enough in comparison to the mean
curvature of membrane segment Miγ  miγ , then iγ belong to large spontaneous curvature regime. It can be shown that, if the membrane segments belong to one of these
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parameter spaces then the force balance conditions read [47]:
Σαβ
Σ̂βγ
Σ̂αγ
=
=
sin θγ
sin θβ
sin θα

(1.26)

this force balance relates the membrane segment tension to the apparent contact angles
and can be alternatively expressed in the form of tension ratios:
sin θβ
Σ̂αγ
=
Σαβ
sin θγ

and

Σ̂βγ
sin θα
=
Σαβ
sin θγ

(1.27)

these equations describes the force balance condition along the apparent contact line
and can be visually expressed in the form of Neumann’s triangle, see Figure 1.7c.
For the PW regime of membrane wetting with PEG-dextran solutions, it has been
observed that the membrane form nanotubes which are protruding toward the PEGrich phase α. This implies a negative and large spontaneous curvature in the αγ
segment of the membrane, where the mechanical segment tension is much smaller than
the spontaneous segment tension Σαγ  σαγ , thus the Σ̂αγ ≈ σαγ = 2καγ m2αγ . The
asymptotic behaviour of the first equation in Eq. 1.27 for large spontaneous curvature
regime leads to:
mαγ

Σαβ sin θβ
=−
2καγ sin θγ

!1/2

(1.28)

the negative sign accounts for the experimental observation of internal nanotube formation which reflects the negative spontaneous curvature. The relationship in Eq. 1.28 is
very handy when it comes to interpreting experimental measurements, since the apparent contact angles θβ and θγ can be measured using optical microscopy and the other
two material parameters, being Σαβ and καγ can be measured separately. It has been
shown that the value obtained for spontaneous curvature with Eq. 1.28 is in agreement
with two independent methods of measurements [41].
The spherical cap approximation leading to the above force-balance conditions Eq. 1.27,
is only valid at the micro-meter scale where the interfacial energy Σαβ Aαβ is much
larger than q
the bending rigidity κ. This implies a characteristic length scale R∗ ≡
q
κ/Σαβ  Aαβ /π ≡ Rαβ . As discussed before, the bending rigidity is of the order
of κ ∼ 10−19 and the interfacial tension of macromolecular condensate is of the order of
Σαβ ∼ 10 µN/m. The latter orders implies the characteristic length scale R∗ ∼ 100 nm
which spherical cap approximation is valid.
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1.3.2 Intrinsic contact angle

At sub-nanometer length scales, R∗ ≤ 100 nm, unlike optical microscopy observation
suggests, the membrane should be smoothly curved, as it is visualized in Figure 1.7d,
rather than persisting the kink along the three-phase contact line. Otherwise, the
bending energy of the membrane with kink would be infinite. By taking the common
tangent plane of two membrane segments along the contact line, one can define two
new geometric measures called intrinsic contact angles θα∗ and θβ∗ with θα∗ + θβ∗ = π.
The energy minimization of droplet-membrane system with an axisymmetric morphology, with three main energetic contributions of bending energy, interfacial energy
and three phase contact line energy, leads to a tangential force balance condition along
the three phase contact line [47]:
Σβγ − Σαγ = Σαβ cos θα∗ + λαβγ

cos ψco
+ ∆Σ,co
Rco

(1.29)

where the mechanical segment tension are denoted by Σβγ and Σαγ , the interfacial
tension by Σαβ and the line tension by λαβγ , as will be discussed in the following. The
angle ψco is the tilt angle between the common tangent plane of the membrane segments
at contact line and the symmetry axis. The radius of the contact line is denoted by Rco ,
see Figure 8.1. The last term ∆Σ,co is a curvature dependent contribution and arises
due to a possible discrepancy of the curvature-elastic properties of the two membrane
segments. The explicit form of this term is given by:
∆Σ,co =


1
κβγ Qβγ (s1 + ) − καγ Qαγ (s1 + )
2

(1.30)

where the curvature dependent terms are Qiγ = C12 (s) − [C2 (s) − 2miγ ]2 with i = α
and β. If the membrane segments have the same curvature-elastic properties (i.e.,
κβγ = καγ and mβγ = mαγ ) then the term ∆Σ,co will vanish from the force balance
Eq. 1.29. In the latter case and from Eqs. 1.25 and 1.29, the force balance takes a
simplified form:
Σβγ − Σαγ = Wβγ − Wαγ = Σαβ cos θα∗ + λαβγ

cos ψco
Rco

(1.31)

where the force balance depends on the adhesive strength of membrane segments Wβγ
and Wαγ , the interfacial tension Σαβ between the aqueous phases and the three phase
contact line tension λαβγ . For detailed derivation of Eq. 1.31 see Appendix 2. By
combining the force balance Eq. 1.31 with the tension ratio equations 1.27 one obtains
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[47, 5]
cos θα∗ =

sin θα − sin θβ
λαβγ cos ψco
−
sin θγ
Σαβ Rco

(1.32)

which connects the intrinsic contact angle θα∗ , which is not accessible to optical microscopy, to the apparent contact angles obtained from optical microscopy observation.
However, it should be noted that the latter equality in Eq. 1.32, is only valid if the
membrane segments belong to small spontaneous curvature or very large spontaneous
curvature regimes.
The last term in Eqs. 1.31 and 1.32 is the effect of line tension in the force balance.
This contribution can be safely ignored for GUVs as the radius of contact line Rco
is of the order of micrometers, where the interfacial energy is the dominant energetic
contribution. However, the effect of line tension can not be neglected at the nanometer
scale. In the following part, we will discuss the notion as well as the effect of line
tension.

1.3.3 The effect of line tension
The concept of line tension was first introduced by Gibbs in analogy to surface tension
[48]. By definition, the surface tension Σαβ is the excess free energy per unit area of
an interface between α and β phases. Similarly, the line tension λαβγ is defined as the
excess free energy per unit length of the contact line of three co-existing α, β and γ
phases. The linear excess Ωαβγ to the grand canonical free energy Ω of three co-existing
α, β and γ can be written as [22]
Ωαβγ = λαβγ Lαβγ = Ω + P V − (Ωαβ + Ωαγ + Ωβγ )

(1.33)

where V = V α + V β + V γ is the total volume and Ωαβ = Σαβ Aαβ is the surface excess
of αβ interface to the grand canonical free energy Ω, and similarly for the βγ and αγ
interfaces. Using the mechanical definition, one can find the interfacial tension from
the work expended to increase the area of planar αβ interface [22]
Σαβ =

Z

∞

−∞

[PN (z) − PT (z)]dz

(1.34)

where PN and PT are normal and tangential components of the stress tensor, here the
z direction is chosen to be the normal to the interface. A similar mechanical definition
for increase of the contact line of cylindrical droplet leads to the definition of the line
tension [49, 50]
Z Z
λαβγ = lim

r→∞
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B(r)

[PN − PT − PB ]dxdy

(1.35)
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Figure 1.8. a) Schematic of liquid droplet partially wetting a solid substrate with radius R and
contact angle θ. b) A spherical cap liquid with perturbed contact line. c) A close vicinity of three
phase contact line with liquid wedge. d) The interface potential as a function of liquid thickness,
the J1 and J2 refers to the same areas that appeared in Eq. 1.40. e) The line tension of n-octane
and 1-octene on silicon wafer coated with hexadecyltrichlorosilane near first-order phase transition.
The panel b is adapted from Ref. [51] and panels c-e are adapted from Ref. [52]

where B(r) is circular region with radius of r, PB is the bulk pressure far away from
the three phase co-existing zone, here the three phase contact line is chosen to be along
z-axis. The Eq. 1.34 and 1.35 indicate that interfacial tensions and line tensions arise
due to anisotropy of stress tensor near the interface or three phase contact line zone.
In order to elaborate on the effect of line tension we will consider the example of a
sessile droplet on a solid substrate, see Figure 1.8a. By minimizing the free energy with
respect to the contact angle θ at the constant droplet volume, one gets the modified
Young’s equation:
cos θ =

λslv
λslv
Σsv − Σsl
= cos θY −
−
Σlv
Σlv R
Σlv R

(1.36)

where s, l and v denoted the three solid, liquid and vapour phases, respectively. The
radius of the contact line is R and θY denotes the macroscopic Young’s contact angle.
The last term in Eq. 1.36 accounts for the effect of line tension as a deviation from
macroscopic contact angle θ 6= θY of spherical cap-shaped droplet. For a cylindrical
droplet, however, the contact angle will be unaffected from line tension θ = θY since
the contact line curvature is zero 1/R = 0.
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The mechanical stability of deformable interfaces requires a positive interfacial tension. However, there is no such restriction for the sign of the line tension, as first
suggested by Gibbs [53, 22]. In general, if the line tension is positive, it is expected
that the contact line decreases the length to reduce the free energy of the system.
However, for negative values of the line tension, the contact line tends to elongate the
three-phase contact line, see blue and red arrows in Figure 1.8a. The contact line can
also be perturbed in different ways, as well. An example of a perturbed contact line
with periodic structure is shown in Figure 1.8b [51]. For positive line tension λαβγ > 0,
it has been shown that droplets are stable for a large class of perturbations. However,
for the contact line with negative tension, λαβγ < 0 a restricted class of perturbations
is proven to govern the stability under thermodynamic equilibrium [51].
The total energy of a droplet on a solid surface is mainly affected by the surface
tension and line tension. Thus the ratio of these two quantities defines a characteristic
length scale
λslv
(1.37)
ξ=
Σlv
known as line tension length. Below line tension length, the effect of line tension is
dominant, and above, the surface tension plays a prominent role. The estimated values
of the line tension from mean-field theory span two orders of magnitude |λtheory | ∼
10−12 − 10−10 N . The surface tension of most of the organic liquids is on the order of
Σ ∼ 20 mN/m, which would lead to a maximum line tension length ξtheory ∼ 5 nm. The
latter arguments suggest that the effect of line tension is only relevant at the nanometer
scale and can be safely ignored in macroscopic interfacial phenomena [54]. However,
near the wetting transition, the line tension length is not a valid measure to assess
the effect of line tension. An alternative length scale, called the spreading pressure
line tension length ξS , is a more relevant measure near wetting transitions, where the
solid-vapor surface energy Σsv is comparable to solid-liquid Σsl and liquid-vapor Σlv
energies. The spreading pressure line tension length is given by [54]
ξS =

λslv
λslv
λslv
=
=
S
Σsv − (Σsl + Σlv )
Σlv (cos θY − 1)

(1.38)

where S = Σsv − (Σsl + Σlv ) is the spreading coefficient. Near the wetting transition
the contact angle is very small which leads to the increase of the spreading pressure
line tension length. For instance, the contact angle of θY = 1 ◦ leads to ξS ∼ 50 µm,
which suggest a very dominant role of the line tension near a wetting transition, even
for macroscopically large liquid droplets.
In order to calculate the line tension and its behaviour near wetting transition, Indekeu employed the interface displacement model [55]. In this model line tension is
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expressed as a functional of interfacial thickness l(x)
 dl 2
1
+ V (l(x)) + const
λslv [l(x)] =
dx Σlv
2
dx
−∞
Z

∞

#

"

(1.39)

where the first term accounts for the energetic contribution of the surface tension and
the second term includes the interfacial potential close to the surface. The interfacial
potential takes the microscopic surface structure into account in the close vicinity of
three phase contact zone. To do so, the adsorbtion of liquid film of thickness la on
solid surface and an existence of liquid wedge at three phase contact line are assumed,
see Figure 1.8c. The interfacial potential includes van der Waals VvdW (l), screened
Coulombic VC (l) and off-coexistence Vcx (l) potentials in the model which are dominant energetic terms close to liquid wedge where three phases meet. The functional
minimization of Eq. 1.39 with respect to interfacial thickness l(x) gives line tension for
partially wetting regime of liquid droplet
λslv =

√

2Σlv ξ

Z

"s

∞

dL
0

V (L)
−
Σlv

s

#

p
−S
= 2Σlv ξ[J1 − J2 ]
Σlv

(1.40)

where ξ is the charactristic length scale along the surface and L is dimensionless film
thickness. Two areas J1 and J2 are shown in Figure 1.8d which provide a simple interpretation for line tension sign near wetting transition. For relatively large spreading
coefficient S one gets J1  J2 which leads to negative line tension λslv < 0. However,
for a critical values of the spreading coefficient S ∗ where J1 = J2 one obtains a zero
line tension λslv = 0, and finally for relatively small spreading coefficient S < S ∗ or at
the first order wetting transition temperature Tw , one expects the change of sign for
the line tension from negative to positive λslv > 0.
Experimental approach for measurement of the line tension. Experimental measurements of the line tension rely on the modified Young’s equation, see Eq. 1.36. The
central problem is to measure contact angle cos θ as a function of inverse droplet radius 1/R. The linear dependence between cos θ and droplet curvature 1/R can be
extrapolated to deduce macroscopic contact angle cos θY and the line tension λslv . The
surface tension Σlv is measured independently and assumed to be curvature independent. However, the issue of curvature dependent surface tension can be incorporated
in the model by including the Tolman length effect [56]. The measurement of contact
angle θ and droplet radius R are usually done by either optical microscopy or atomic
force microscopy (AFM) measurements [54]. In the optical microscopy method, the
optical interference pattern is used to precisely measure the small contact angles. This
makes the optical interference techniques a very useful tool to study droplets near the
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first-order wetting transition. Such measurements are, for example, done for droplets
of Octane and Octene residing on a silicon wafer with different temperatures [57], see
Figure 1.8e. The change of line tension sign is observed near wetting transition temperature as expected from the results of Indekeu’s interface displacement model, see
Figure 1.8d and e, and the magnitude reside in the range of ∼ 1 − 3(×10−10 ) N.
On the other hand, AFM provides high spatial resolution and is suitable for droplets
far from the wetting transition. The early measurements are done for sessile fullerene
nanodroplets on the surface of silica and found a negative line tension in the range of
−10−11 to −10−10 N [58].
There are several experimental measurements of very large line tension λαβγ ∼ 1 µN
for millimeter-sized droplets based on modified Young’s equation, Eq. 1.36. The latter
observation has lead to great controversy in the field [54]. The main critique of such
observations states that Young’s
equation is only valid for droplets much smaller than
p
−1 =
Σlv /ρg ∼ 1 mm (where ρ and g are the liquid density
the capillary length lcap
and acceleration of the gravity, respectively). Thus, one needs to include gravitational
energy in the total energy of the system to deduce the force balance from energy
minimization [54]. However, there is no such generalization so far, which includes both
effects of gravity and line tension.

Molecular simulations for calculation of the line tension. In molecular simulations,
the line tension of spherical droplet can be calculated similarly as an experiment, based
on modified Young’s equation [59, 60]. The contact angle θ and the radius of the
droplet R is typically measured from a spherical cap approximation from the density
profiles. In addition, the surface tension components can be estimated from the integral
of stress profile, see Eq. 1.34. The line tension is then deduced from the force balance
Eq. 1.36. The calculation of the line tension for Lenard-Jones nanodroplets, as an
example, revealed negative line tensions ranging from −10−12 to −10−11 N, depending
on the nanodroplet wettability [59]. Very recent work shows that water nanodroplet
can attain both negative and positive signs of line tension with magnitude in the range
of 10−11 − 10−10 N, which depends on surface thermodynamic of the liquid-solid-gas
system rather than the local intermolecular interactions in the three-phase contact
zone [61]. Additionally, the line tension can also be calculated from stress tensor; see
Eq. 1.35 for cylindrical droplets. Two MD simulation studies have reported negative
line tensions for the liquid-liquid-gas contact zone for cylindrical droplets [49, 50]. A
different aspect related to the line tension is elaborated in a comprehensive review by
Bruce M. Law and et.al., in Ref. [54]
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1.4 Biomolecular Condensates
Liquid-liquid phase separation of biomacromolecules is found to be responsible for the
formation of membranes-less organelles that behave like liquid droplets inside cells
[62]. The membrane-less organelles have been named biomolecular condensates. The
growing list of biomolecular condensates as functional sub-cellular compartments has
started to challenge our textbook view of intracellular machinery based on vesicle-like
organelles [62]. These condensates can form in different parts of the cells which include
[62, 63]: (i) nuclear organelles, such as nucleoli, Cajal bodies and heterochromatin,
(ii) cytoplasmic organelles, such as P granules, stress granules and processing bodies
and (iii) membrane adhered organelles, like membrane receptor clusters and transport
channel in the nuclear pore complex.
Such intracellular phase separation typically occurs in the presence of a multicomponent mixture of biomolecules, and the in-vivo realization still remains to be understood[62,
63]. Phase separating proteins typically contain the intrinsically disordered regions
(IDRs). The IDRs are enriched with charged and polar amino acids, which prevent
proteins from folding into highly ordered structures. The main driving force for liquidliquid phase separation is the existence of IDRs and multivalent interaction domains
between proteins and protein-RNA complexes. In addition, the biomolecular (protein and RNA) concentration, pH, and salt concentrations have been shown to play a
prominent role in liquid-liquid phase separation of biomolecules [62, 63].
Biomolecular condensation has implications for understanding cell organization as
well as protein aggregation diseases. There is a growing body of research on identifying
and elucidating the functional importance of biomolecular condensates. The possible
functional consequence includes [63]: (i) buffering the protein concentration, (ii) activation of reactions by increasing the local concentration, (iii) inactivation or suppression
of a reaction by excluding the critical component from dilute phase, (iv) sensing and
adaptive response to external stimuli such as heat and pH stress, (v) mediation of the
localization of specific proteins in an existing condensate, (vi) formation of mechanical and physicochemical filter on nuclear pore or other membrane channels and (vii)
generating the mechanical force on cell membrane as a consequence of wetting.
Biomolecular condensates are the most relevant examples of liquid droplets in the
context of cell biology. As discussed above, these droplets can generate a mechanical
force on the cell membrane, which can lead to cellular endocytosis [64]. The process is
directly related to the wetting of the membrane, as discussed in the previous section.
Despite massive experimental investigations, the theoretical and computational studies
of such processes remain an unexplored area of the research.
In the following chapters of the thesis, we will use computational methods to study
the polymorphism of biomembranes at the nanoscale, which is related to membrane
wetting phenomena. In chapter two, we will review the methods that have been used
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Figure 1.9. Multiphase droplet architecture for a) X. laevis, and b) HeLa,nucleoli and c) Cajal
body with attached B-snurposome. (d) The functional consequence of biomolecular condensates.
The panel a-c is adapted from Ref. [62] d is adapted from Ref. [63]

for these studies. In chapters three and four, we will study the membrane wetting by
nanodroplet in different interfacial tension regimes. In chapter five, we will address
the morphological transformations of individual nanovesicles with different degrees of
asymmetry between the two leaflets of the bilayer membranes in aqueous solutions.
Finally, we will conclude the main finding of the study and provide an outlook in
chapter six. In addition, we will provide two detailed mathematical derivations and a
numerical algorithm as three septate appendices.
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In this chapter, we present technical details of computational methods that are used
in our study. First, we present details on the dissipative particle dynamics method,
which is used in chapters three and five. Then we discuss the curvature-elastic membrane model that is used in chapter four for modeling of the membrane wetting and
in chapter five for the morphological transformation of vesicles. Each chapter includes
a separate method section with further technical details. In addition, appendix 3 describes the numerical algorithm for the calculation of bending energy from the trajectory
of particle-based simulations.

2.1 Dissipative Particle Dynamics.
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) technique is originally introduced for simulation
of complex fluids by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman [43] and then further developed by
Warren, Español and Groot [44, 45]. DPD has been previously used to elucidate the
properties of bilayer membranes at molecular and nanoscopic scales [65, 66, 14, 67,
68, 69, 70, 71]. In DPD simulations three additive two body forces are considered: (i)
conservative force F~ijC , (ii) dissipative force F~ijD , and (iii) random force F~ijR . Two beads
of type i and j repel each other by short-ranged conservative forces of magnitude fij .
The same beads also interact by a random and a dissipative force connected via the
dissipation-fluctuation theorem that act as a thermostat. The total force F~i acting on
bead i due to surrounding beads is the sum of all force contributions:
F~i =

X

F~ijC + F~ijD + F~ijR



(2.1)

j6=i

The force acts along beads lines of centres and conserves the linear and angular momentum of the system. The conservative force consists of soft short range repulsive
force:
F~ijC = fij (1 − rij /d)r̂ij

(2.2)

where the unit vector r̂ij = ~rij /rij points in the direction of center of beads of type i
and j. The force parameter fij depends on the bead type and provides the amplitude
of the conservative forces between a bead of type i and a bead of type j.
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The dissipative force is due to the friction between particles and represents the viscosity
of aqueous media.The dissipative force reads:
F~ijD = −γij (1 − rij /d)2 (r̂ij .~vij )r̂ij

(2.3)

where friction coefficient is represented by γij which depends on the bead type and
modulate the amplitude of the dissipative forces. Besides, ~vij = ~vi − ~vj relates the
dissipative force to relative velocity of beads.
The random force represent the thermal energy of the system. The latter force considers thermal fluctuation as a results of coupling of the system to a thermal bath in
equilibrium. The random force reads:
F~ijR =

q

2γij kB T (1 − rij /d)ζij r̂ij

(2.4)

where ζij correspond to theDGaussian white
noise with zero mean value < ζij (t) >= 0
E

and correlation function of ζij (t)ζkl (t0 ) = (δik δjl + δil δjk )δ(t − t0 ). All three conservative, dissipative and random forces are truncated for rij > d by setting F~ijC = 0, F~ijD = 0
and F~ijR = 0.
To represent the lipid molecules, the bonding and bending energies are also considered
as other sources of conservative forces. The harmonic potential acts on adjacent beads
to consider the bonding of lipid beads:
1
eq 2
)
Vbond (rij ) = kb (rij − rij
2

(2.5)

eq
= 0.5 d is the equilibrium
where kb = 128 kB T /d2 is the spring constant and rij
separation of adjacent beads of type i and j. The stiffness of lipid chains are governed
by a bending potential over three consecutive beads along each chain:

h

eq
Vbend (θijk ) = kφ 1 − cos(θijk − θijk
)

i

(2.6)

eq
= 180 are used
here the bending constant kφ = 15 kB T and equilibrium angle θijk
for three consecutive beads. The beads ij and jk are mutually connected with the
harmonic bonding potential Vbond (rij ) and form the angle θijk among three beads.
Our simulations were based on the molecular model of Ref. 14, in which all lipid
molecules consist of three hydrophilic H beads and two hydrophobic chains, each consisting of six hydrophobic C beads. In chapter three, two types of liquid beads, liquid-A
and liquid-B beads, were used to model the coexisting liquid phases in contact with
the membrane: the α phase is enriched in liquid-A beads while the β phase consists
primarily of liquid-B beads. In chapter five, one types of liquid bead denoted by W is
used. All beads have the same diameter d which provides the basic length scale of the
system. The basic energy scale is taken to be the thermal energy kB T .
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Time integration scheme. Newton’s equations of motions are considered to govern
the time evolution of the interacting beads:
mb

d~vi
d~ri
= mi~vi , mb
= F~i
dt
dt

(2.7)

where the bead’s mass is set to be constant mb = 1 for all beads which leads to
identical acceleration for mutual interactions. To solve the equations of motions we
used the velocity-Verlet schemes for time integration:
1
~ri (t + ∆t) = ~ri (t) + ∆t~vi (t) + (∆t)2 F~i (t) ,
2
1 ~
ṽi (t + ∆t) = ~vi (t) + ∆tFi (t) ,
2
f~i (t + ∆t) = F~i (~r(t + ∆t), ṽ(t + ∆t)) ,
1
~vi (t + ∆t) = ~vi (t) + ∆t(F~i (t) + F~i (t + ∆t)) .
2

(2.8)

where ∆t is the time step of integration. Because the dissipative force depends on
the relative velocity of beads, the bead velocity in the subsequent step ṽi is estimated
based on the current velocity and the force. This estimated velocity ṽi is then used
to calculate the force and finally correct the velocity for the next step. By solving the
set of equations in eq. 2.8 in an iterative manner, we advance the set of positions and
velocities from a random initial condition and obtain the trajectory of simulations for
the desired time. For all simulations, we used LAMMPS (Large Scale Atomic/Molecular
Massively Parallel Simulator), which is a highly efficient, parallelized classical molecular
dynamics simulator [72].

2.2 Curvature Elastic Membrane Model.
The elastic membrane surface is modeled using a triangulated mesh. The deformation
energy is calculated using the Helfrich Hamiltonian, the total energy, E, of the vesicle
reads:
Z
E = dA[2κ(M − m)2 ] + ΣAves − P Vves
(2.9)
Elastic properties of the membrane characterize the elastic energy of membrane via
bending rigidity κ, the spontaneous curvature m and the local mean curvature of membrane M . The last two terms in Eq. 2.9, employ two different Lagrange multipliers,
namely, Σ and P , to keep the vesicle’s area Aves and volume Vves constant. For vesiclenanodroplet system, the interfacial energy of the nanodroplet interface Σαβ Aαβ and
the line energy of the three-phase contact line λαβγ Lαβγ should be included in the total
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energy, as will be discussed in chapter four.
Energy minimization. Here, we used the Surface Evolver (SE) package version 2.70y
for triangulation and energy minimization [73] of the vesicle-nanodroplet (chapter four)
and vesicle (chapter five) systems. The calculation of the mean curvature and the
corresponding bending energy is done based on the Surface Evolver method called
”star_perp_sq_mean_curvature” [73]. In this method, the mean curvature at each
vertex v is given by:
Mv =

1 ∇Av · ∇Vv
2 (∇Av · ∇Av )/3

(2.10)

where ∇Av and ∇Vv are the area gradient and the volume gradient at vertex v. Then
the bending energy is the sum over the vertices:
Eb = 2κ

n
X
Av  3 ∇Av · ∇Vv
v

3 2 ∇Av · ∇Av

− mv

2

(2.11)

where Av is the area of adjacent facets, mv is the spontaneous curvature (intrinsic
curvature in SE terminology), and κ is the bending rigidity of the membrane (modulus
in SE terminology).
To keep the membrane area constant, the ”f acet_area” method is used along with
a prescribed Lagrange multiplier. Similarly, the ”edge_length” method is used with
line tension λαβγ (modulus in SE terminology) to take the line energy into account. The
tension value Σαβ is only prescribed in liquid facets of αβ interface where the area is not
kept constant. The vertices along the contact line αβγ are subject to a specified contact
line constraint. The combination of gradient descent and conjugate gradient methods
are used for minimization of the total energy of the system by taking all constraint and
boundary conditions into account.
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Membranes Patches: High Interfacial
Tension Regime
3.1 Introduction
Aqueous two-phase (or biphasic) systems [74], which are intimately related to waterin-water emulsions [75], have been frequently used in biochemical analysis and biotechnology [76, 77] to separate biomolecules, organelles, and cell membranes. The classic
example is aqueous solutions of PEG and dextran which undergo phase separation when
the weight fractions of the polymers exceed a few percent [78]. More recently, water-inwater droplets have also been observed in the form of biomolecular condensates [79, 80]
in living cells. So far, the response of membranes and vesicles to such water-in-water
droplets has been studied by optical microscopy and elasticity theory for fluid interfaces and membranes [81, 82, 41, 47]. In these studies, the droplets and vesicles as well
as the membrane necks had linear dimensions in the micrometer range which implies
that one could ignore the line tension associated with the droplets’ contact lines on the
membranes.
However, when the phase separation leads to individual, well-separated droplets, it
proceeds via nucleation and growth, starting from droplets with a linear dimension
in the nanometer range. When such a nanoscopic droplet is nucleated at a membrane
surface, the line tension is expected to play an important role. Likewise, the engulfment
of nanodroplets by cellular membranes represents an essential step of pinocytosis and
fluid-phase endocytosis which has been recently used to deliver imaging agents [83, 84]
or drugs [85, 86, 87] to biological cells. Such pinocytic processes are also involved in
the uptake of hydrocarbons by microorganisms [88, 89].
Here, we study such nanodroplets in contact with membranes by coarse-grained
molecular simulations using Dissipative Particle Dynamics [44, 45, 65]. We start with a
nanodroplet that adheres to a bilayer membrane as displayed in Figure 3.2. The initial
axisymmetric morphology is stabilized by the mechanical tension experienced by the
membrane, a tension that we control by varying the lateral size of the simulation box
for a certain, fixed number of lipid molecules. The droplet consists of the liquid phase
α and is bounded by two surface segments: the αβ interface between the droplet and
the liquid bulk phase β as well as the droplet’s contact area with the membrane corre-
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sponding to the αγ membrane segment in Figure 3.2. When we reduce the mechanical
tension, the droplet’s contact area increases and the area of the αβ interface decreases.
Initially, the droplet-bilayer morphology remains axisymmetric and the contact line
retains its circular shape. However, when the tension falls below a certain threshold
value, the system undergoes an unexpected transition to a non-axisymmetric morphology. The latter morphology persists until the nanodroplet is completely engulfed by
the membrane and the membrane neck has closed into a tight-lipped shape. A detailed
analysis of the force balance along the contact line reveals that these non-axisymmetric
morphologies arise from negative values of the line tension.
For liquid mixtures without membranes, the concept of line tension was introduced
by Gibbs [53] who already pointed out that line tensions can be positive or negative,
see, e.g., Ref. 22. In contrast, interfacial tensions must always be positive to ensure
thermodynamic stability. Negative values of the line tension have been observed for
sessile liquid droplets on solid surfaces [90], for lens-shaped droplets between two bulk
liquids [91], and in simulations of Lennard-Jones fluids [59]. Negative line tensions have
also been found for Plateau borders in foams. [92] None of these previous studies provided evidence for a morphological transition as described here for membrane-engulfed
nanodroplets.
The formation of a tight-lipped membrane neck provides an example for a liquid
nanostructure that undergoes a morphological transition with a spontaneously broken
symmetry. In addition, the elongated, tight-lipped neck has important consequences
for the pinocytosis and cellular uptake of nanodroplets. Indeed, such a neck shape
implies a large increase in the free energy barrier for thermally-activated scission of the
neck. Likewise, a tight-lipped neck can hardly be cleaved by the known protein-based
mechanisms for membrane scission. Indeed, our current models for membrane scission
by proteins such as dynamin [93] and ESCRT [94, 95] are all based on the assumption
that the membrane neck has a circular shape.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Dissipative Particle Dynamics.
In our molecular simulations, we used the Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) method
[44, 45, 65] which is based on discrete particles or beads that represent groups of liquid
molecules as well as groups of atoms within the head groups and hydrophobic tails of
the lipid molecules. The technical details about the DPD simulations can be found in
chapter two.

Choice of DPD force parameters. In general, the DPD force parameters are chosen
in such a way that they reproduce certain nanoscopic and mesoscopic properties of the
system. Thus, the force parameter values fAA = fBB = 25 kB T /d ensure that the liquid
density is equal to 3/d3 as appropriate for water.
The complete parameter set DPD-1 that we used to obtain the simulation results
in Figures 3.3 - 3.9 is given in Table 3.1. The data in Figure 3.10 correspond to the
extended parameter set DPD-2 given in Table 3.2. Both parameter sets DPD-1 and
DPD-2 lead to symmetric bilayers with negligible spontaneous curvature and intrinsic
contact angles close to 90◦ . We also studied asymmetric bilayers, using the parameter
set DPD-3 with fBH 6= fAH , see Table 3.3.

3.2.2 Geometry of simulation box and boundary conditions.
The simulation box was taken to be a cuboid with its edges parallel to the Cartesian
coordinates x, y, and z; the base of the cuboid with area Ak = L2k was taken to be
parallel to the xy-plane. Initially, a planar bilayer of lipid molecules was assembled
parallel to the xy-plane, together with a hemispherical nanodroplet of liquid-A beads

Table 3.1. Parameter set DPD-1 for symmetric bilayers used to generate Figures 3.3 - 3.9. The
parameter fij provides the amplitude of the conservative forces between a bead of type i and a
bead of type j, in units of kB T /d. Lipid head beads are abbreviated by H, lipid chain beads by C,
and the two types of liquid beads by A and B.

fij
H
C
A
B

H
30
50
25
25

C
50
10
75
75

A
25
75
25
50

B
25
75
50
25
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Table 3.2. Parameter set DPD-2 for symmetric bilayers with variable force parameters fAB and
fAH , which were chosen as indicated by the 16 red crosses in Figure 3.10a. The symbols have the
same meaning as in Table 3.1, the fij -values are again in units of kB T /d.

fij
H
C
A
B

H
30
50
fAH
fAH

C
50
10
75
75

A
fAH
75
25
fAB

B
fAH
75
fAB
25

Table 3.3. Parameter set DPD-3 for asymmetric bilayers. Force parameters fij in units of kB T /d,
used to study different affinity contrasts ∆aff as defined in Eq. 3.11. All parameters have the same
values as those in Table 3.1, except for the parameter fAH which was taken to be 22.5, 25, and
27.5 kB T /d, corresponding to the affinity contrasts ∆aff = 0.1, 0, and −0.1.

fij
H
C
A
B

H
30
50
fAH
25

C
50
10
75
75

A
fAH
75
25
50

B
25
75
50
25

that formed a circular contact area with the bilayer. The remaining volume of the box
was filled with liquid-B beads. The bilayer consisted of 13225 lipids per leaflet. Two
droplet volumes consisting of 21707 and 43414 A beads were simulated, both of which
were much smaller than the combined number of about 3.445 million A and B beads.
The corresponding droplet volumes Vα,1 = 6837.6 d3 and Vα,2 = 2 Vα,1 = 13675.3 d3
can be estimated from the volume of a spherical α droplet immersed in the β phase.
The density profiles were analyzed using the Matlab image processing toolbox [96] and
VMD [97] was used for visualization.
During the simulations, the liquid-A beads were forced to stay on one side of the
membrane using a planar and semipermeable wall that repelled the A beads by a
purely repulsive Lennard-Jones potential with cut-off rc = 1.122 d. The semipermeable
wall could adjust its z-coordinate to ensure mechanical equilibrium between the β
and γ phase with Pβ = Pγ = 23.7 kB T /d3 . In this way, we obtained two distinct
bulk phases β and γ on the two sides of the membranes: the β phase contained some
liquid-A beads whereas the γ phase contained only liquid-B beads. Periodic boundary
conditions were used in the all three Cartesian directions. In addition, the lateral
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diffusion of the nanodroplet was compensated by lateral displacements of the system
so that the center-of-mass of the droplet remained at x = y = 0. All beads were taken
to have
p the same mass mb . A time step of 0.01 τ was used, where the basic time scale
τ = d2 mb /(kB T ) corresponds to about 1 ns and the bead diameter d to about 1 nm
as estimated in Refs. 66 and 14 from the lateral diffusion constant of the lipid molecules
and from the thickness of the bilayer membrane, respectively.

3.2.3 Mechanical definition of surface tensions.
The tension of an interface between two liquid phases can be defined in two ways. First,
it can be defined using the thermodynamic limit and an expansion of the system’s free
energy in powers of the system size L. The interfacial tension is then obtained from
the term proportional to L2 (for three-dimensional systems). Second, it can be defined
mechanically by the work expended to increase the area of the interface. One then
obtains the interfacial tension from the integral over the local stress profile s(r, z)
which is derived from the pressure tensor. Even though these two definitions look quite
different, they are in fact equivalent, see, e.g., Ref. 22. The situation for membranes
is somewhat different. On the one hand, a sufficiently large membrane segment that
is under mechanical tension can always lower its free energy by rupture or poration.
Therefore, we cannot perform the thermodynamic limit of a membrane under tension.
On the other hand, the membrane tension can still be defined by the local stress profile
[23] and can then be calculated for relatively small membrane segments as considered
here.

3.2.4 Control parameters.
For a given lateral size Ly = Lx ≡ Lk of the simulation box, we first used an NPT
ensemble with the Berendsen barostat [98] and adjusted the perpendicular extension
Lz of the box in such a way that the pressure Pzz attained the standard DPD value
Pzz = 23.7 kB T /d3 corresponding to the bulk liquid density 3/d3 . We then kept the
perpendicular extension Lz at the adjusted value and continued our simulations in the
corresponding NVT ensemble. For the simulations of tense membranes, the lateral box
size Lk was increased in a stepwise manner, using Lk = 130, 135, 140, 145, 150. For
each Lk -value, we collected data from two separate simulations with 3500 τ . The three
dimensional pressure and density profiles were calculated on a cubic grid with mesh
size equal to the bead diameter d using Irving-Kirkwood contours and the algorithm
described in Refs. 99 and 100 for the local pressure.
The sequence of snapshots as shown in Figure 3.3 was based on a more elaborate
simulation protocol with a time-dependent lateral box size Lk = Lk (t). The system
was first equilibrated for Lk = 130 d as described in the previous paragraph. We
then switched from the NVT to the NPT ensemble to keep the bulk pressure Pzz at its
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standard DPD value Pzz = 23.7 kB T /d3 as we decreased the lateral size Lk and thus the
overall lateral stress acting on the membrane, using a small and constant rate dLk /dt.
The constant bulk pressure and the constant bead number imply a constant volume of
the simulation box. Therefore, the perpendicular extension Lz of the simulation box
increased with decreasing Lk as can be seen in Figure 3.3.
For the snapshots displayed in Figure 3.3, the box compression rate was taken to be
dLk /dt = −0.0025 d/ns which reduced the lateral size Lk from 130 d to 120 d within
4 µs. Additional simulations with different values of the rate dLk /dt confirmed that the
sequence of observed morphologies does not depend on the precise value of dLk /dt as
long as |dLk /dt| . 0.01 d/ns.

3.2.5 Free energy of membrane-droplet system.
The two membrane segments αγ and βγ with areas Aαγ and Aβγ experience the mechanical tensions Σαγ and Σβγ , each of which includes both the overall lateral stress
applied via the prescribed lateral area Ak ≡ L2k and the adhesion free energy between
the membrane and the adjacent liquid phase [47]. The αβ interface with area Aαβ
contributes the interfacial free energy Σαβ Aαβ and the volume term Pαβ Vα with the
pressure difference Pαβ ≡ Pα − Pβ > 0 between the pressures Pα and Pβ within the α
droplet and the β phase. In addition, the contact line with length Lαβγ contributes the
line free energy λαβγ Lαβγ which is proportional to the line tension λαβγ .
The local membrane shape is described by the mean curvature M which tries to
adapt to the spontaneous curvatures mαγ and mβγ of the two membrane segments.
The total free energy E of the membrane-droplet system is then given by
E=

X Z

dAjγ [2κjγ (M − mjγ )2 + Σjγ ] + Σαβ Aαβ − Pαβ Vα + λαβγ Lαβγ

(3.1)

j=α,β

with the bending rigidities καγ and κβγ of the two membrane segments. Two Lagrange
multipliers Σαγ and Σβγ are set to ensure that the area of membrane segments are
constant. However, it can be shown these Lagrange multipliers are equal to mechanical
mec
segment tensions Σαγ = Σmec
αγ and Σβγ = Σβγ in equilibrium, see Appendix 1. The
basic energy scale is taken to be the thermal energy kB T which is equal to 4 × 10−21 J
at room temperature. For negligible spontaneous curvatures mαγ and mβγ , the first
variation of E with respect to the position of the contact line leads to the force balance
Eq. 3.9. A detailed derivation of this force balance, using variational calculus, is given
in Appendix 2.
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3.2.6 Mechanical tensions from stress profiles.
For the axisymmetric membrane-droplet morphologies, we calculated the mechanical
tension from the two-dimensional stress profiles s(z, r), using trapezoidal numerical
integration. The integration domains are chosen in such a way that the membrane
segments and the αβ interface are essentially flat, see yellow, red, and white boxes in
Figure 3.6a. The mechanical segment tensions Σαγ and Σβγ and the interfacial tension
Σαβ of the αβ interface are then obtained by integrating the stress profile using a cubic
lattice of discrete sites with a lattice constant d. The profile s(z, r) was obtained by
integrating the local stress s(x, y, z) over the angular coordinate (or azimuth). This
angular integration was performed by summing up all values of the local stress within
an annulus with inner radius r − d/2 and outer radius r + d/2.

3.2.7 Calculation of the area per lipid
For the axisymmetric membrane-droplet morphologies, we employed the projected area
Ap in the planar βγ segment to calculate the area per lipid using:
al,βγ =

2Ap
.
(Nil + Nol )

(3.2)

where Nil and Nol are the number of lipids in inner and outer leaflets, respectively. The
leaflet in contact with the nanodroplet is considered to be the outer leaflet. The area in
the curved segment of αγ is estimated by a spherical cap approximation. The spherical
cap areas of the inner leaflet Ail and the outer leaflet Aol are calculated separately by
fitting the head group coordinates in the upper and lower leaflets to a sphere. Then,
the mean area per lipid is obtained by averaging the area per lipid in the different
leaflets:
al,α γ =

Aol 
1  Ail
.
+
2 Nil Nol

(3.3)

the membrane segment in close vicinity of the three-phase contact zone is excluded
from the calculation to eliminate deviations from the spherical cap approximation.

3.2.8 Leaflet-water interfaces from density profiles.
The three-dimensional density profile ρ(x, y, z) is first calculated as a function of the
Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z using a cubic lattice. For axisymmetric morphologies,
one can then calculate the density
ρ(r, z) =

1
Nr

X

ρ(x, y, z)

(3.4)

0≤ϕ≤2π
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which depends on the cylindrical coordinates r = x2 + y 2 and z but is independent of
the azimuth ϕ. The sum runs over the number Nr of lattice points within an annulus of
radius r ±d/2. Two-dimensional density profiles are then generated by two-dimensional
interpolation within the (r, z)-plane as illustrated in Figure 3.6b for L|| = 130 d.
The location of the leaflet-water interfaces is based on iso-density stripes, which are
defined by a certain range of H bead density ρH as given by 0.15/d3 ≤ ρH ≤ 0.3/d3 . In
order to extract the spatial location of these stripes, image files are generated from the
two-dimensional density profiles ρ(r, z) as obtained from Eq. 3.4 and the Matlab image
processing toolbox [96] is used for image segmentation of these density profile images.
p

3.2.9 Bending energy of tight-lipped membrane necks.
For a uniform membrane with negligible spontaneous curvature and uniformRbending
rigidity κ, the contribution from the bending energy in Eq. 3.1 reduces to 2κ dA M 2 ,
which represents the surface integral over the square of the local mean curvature M .
We now apply this expression to closed membrane necks. If the neck closed in an
axisymmetric manner, the diameter of the circular contact line would be comparable
to the membrane thickness `me and its perimeter to π`me . When the neck closes into a
tight-lipped shape as in Figure 3.3d, the contact line resembles two straight and parallel
line segments which are connected by two highly curved line segments, each of which
has the curvature radius π`me /2. Therefore, the two straight segments of the contact
line have the combined length ∆Lαβγ = Lαβγ − π`me . Along these straight segments,
the membrane has a roughly hemicylindrical shape, see Figure 3.3d. The radius R⊥ of
these hemicylinders is comparable to the membrane thickness `me which implies that
their mean curvature M ' 1/(2`me ) and their area A ' π`me ∆Lαβγ . The bending
energy of these hemicylinders is then given by
∆Ebe
1
' π`me 2κ
Lαβγ
2`me


2

∆Lαβγ
π κ
=
Lαβγ
2 `me

π`me
1−
Lαβγ

!

(3.5)

per unit length of the contact line.

3.2.10 Numerical computation of bending energies
To calculate the bending energies, we use the following numerical protocol. For a
given bead configuration, as obtained from the DPD simulations, we first construct the
midsurface of the bilayer membrane, from the positions of the lipid head beads in the
two leaflets, and triangulate this surface using a Delaunay scheme. For each vertex i of
the Delaunay triangulation, we consider the Ki triangles (or faces) adjacent to vertex
i, i.e., those triangles for which vertex i represents one corner, and label these triangles
by ki = 1, . . . , Ki . Each triangle ki has the area A(ki ). The effective vertex area is then
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defined by
K

1 Xi
Ai ≡
A(ki )
3 k =1

(3.6)

i

where the sum runs over all triangles adjacent to vertex i. The factor 1/3 takes into
account that three vertices share one triangle and ensures that the total area of the
P
midsurface is given by i Ai , i.e., by the sum over the effective vertex areas. The mean
curvature Mi associated with vertex i is computed using the algorithm introduced in
Ref. 101. For a symmetric bilayer with zero spontaneous curvature and bending rigidity
κ, the discretized bending energy is then given by
dis
Ebe
{Ai , Mi } = 2κ

X

(3.7)

Ai Mi2

i

where the sum runs over all vertices of the triangulation. For the parameter set DPD-1,
the bending rigidity κ has the value κ ' 12.6 kB T , which was calculated from the area
compressibility modulus as in Refs. 13 and 19.
(0)

(0)

When we insert the effective vertex areas Ai and the mean curvatures Mi of the
(0)
original Delaunay triangulation into Eq. 3.7, we obtain the bending energy Ebe ≡
dis {A(0) , M (0) }. We then start to smoothen the small-scale roughness of the bilayer
Ebe
i
i
membrane by applying the mean face normal filter developed in Ref. 102 to the triangulated midsurface. For this smoothened surface, we again compute the effective
(1)
(1)
vertex areas Ai and the vertex-associated mean curvatures Mi to obtain the bend(1)
dis {A(1) , M (1) }. The smoothening and the associated computation
ing energy Ebe = Ebe
i
i
(n)
are iterated several times, thereby generating a series of bending energy values Ebe .
The iterative smoothening is stopped when the change in the bending energy falls be(N −1)
(N )
| < kB T . The detailed
low 1 kB T , i.e., it is stopped at n = N with |Ebe − Ebe
description of the numerical algorithm is explained in Appendix 3.
The numerical procedure just described was used to calculate the bending energies
shown in Figure 3.9. When we apply the same procedure to the membrane in Figure 3.3d, which exhibits a tight-lipped membrane neck, we obtain the bending energy
(N )
Ebe = 438.5 kB T after N = 61 smoothening iterations. To compute the excess bending
energy of the neck, we substract the bending energy 8πκ of a spherical αγ membrane
segment and take into account that the bending energy of a planar βγ membrane segment vanishes. For the bending rigidity κ = 12.6 kB T , we then obtain the bending
energy
(N )
(3.8)
∆Ebe = Ebe − 8πκ = 438.5 kB T − 316.7 kB T = 121.8 kB T .
Using the length Lαβγ ' 70 d of the contact line in Figure 3.3d, we obtain the contribution ∆Ebe /Lαβγ ' 1.74 kB T /d to the effective line tension λeff from the highly curved
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membrane segments along the contact line.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Phase separation in binary AB mixture
The binary mixture of liquid-A and liquid-B beads provides a relatively simple model
system that undergoes phase separation into two aqueous phases, the A-rich phase α
and the B-rich phase β. In Figure 3.1, we describe the simulation geometries used to
determine the interfacial tension Σαβ and the two-phase coexistence region.
The DPD force parameter fAB determines the interfacial tension Σαβ of the αβ interface. We measured this tension for the slab geometry shown in Figure 3.1a. For

Figure 3.1. Two-phase coexistence and interfacial tension in a binary mixture of A and B water
beads: (a) Two planar αβ interfaces between the A-rich α phase (dark blue) and the B-rich β phase
(white). This slab geometry is convenient to measure the interfacial tension Σαβ via the stress
profile; (b) The interfacial tension Σαβ as a function of the force parameter fAB for constant force
parameters fAA = fBB = 25; (c) Small droplet of α phase immersed in the β phase. The stability
of such an α droplet provides a simple criterion for the coexistence of α and β; and (d) Depending
on the mole fraction ΦA of the A beads and on the effective temperature 1/fAB , small droplets of
α phase remain stable (solid squares, red) or dissolve (open circles, blue). The left and right vertical
line corresponds to the smaller volume Vα,1 and to the larger volume Vα,2 = 2Vα,1 , respectively.
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40 kB T /d ≤ fAB ≤ 60 kB T /d, the interfacial tension lies within the interval 0.8 kB T /d2 ≤
Σαβ ≤ 2.6 kB T /d2 , see Figure 3.1b. The force parameters fHH , fHC , and fCC were
chosen as in Ref. 14 in order to obtain a linear relationship between the mechanical
membrane tension and the molecular area per lipid, as observed experimentally, and to
ensure that flip-flops of lipids between the two leaflets are suppressed over microsecond
time scales.
The liquid phases are built up from a binary mixture of two types of beads, liquid-A
and liquid-B beads. This mixture undergoes phase separation into the A-rich phase
α and the B-rich phase β, see Figure 3.1, and provides a relatively simple model for
aqueous two-phase systems with small solutes, such as PEG and salt [74], or for two
different liquids such as water and oil that demix above a certain concentration of one
molecular component. Oil-in-water nanoemulsions are stabilized by surfactants which
reduce the interfacial tension of the oil-water interface and shield the droplets against
hydrophobic interactions. In our coarse-grained model, the surfactants are taken into
account by a reduced force parameter fAB which implies a reduced interfacial tension,
see Figure 3.1.

3.3.2 Bilayer membranes exposed to three liquid phases.
We studied bilayer membranes in contact with nanodroplets by molecular simulations,
using Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) with three different sets of force parameters
fij as described in the Methods section. The bilayer membranes are assembled from
coarse-grained lipids as described previously [14]. To obtain symmetric bilayers, the
lipid head (H) beads and the lipid chain (C) beads were taken to experience the same
interactions with the A and B liquid beads, corresponding to the equalities fAH = fBH
and fAC = fBC between the force parameters fij , see Tables 3.1 and 3.2 in the Methods
section. To study αγ membrane segments with bilayer asymmetry, the interactions of
the lipid H beads with the A beads were chosen to be different from those with the B
beads, corresponding to fAH 6= fBH , see Table 3.3 in the Methods section.
Each bilayer membrane was exposed to three liquid phases, denoted by α, β, and γ as
depicted in Figure 3.2. The α phase formed the nanodroplet adhering to the membrane,
the β phase coexisted with the α droplet, and the γ phase was an inert spectator phase,
consisting only of B beads. As shown in Figure 3.2, the resulting membrane-droplet
morphology involves three surface segments: the αβ interface between the α droplet
and the β phase as well as two membrane segments αγ and βγ which are in contact
with the α droplet and the β phase, respectively.
The bilayer membrane displayed in Figure 3.2 experiences a significant tension that
prevents this membrane from increasing its contact area with the nanodroplet, thereby
engulfing the droplet and decreasing the area of the αβ interface. Such an engulfment
process was observed as soon as we reduced the membrane tension by decreasing the
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Figure 3.2. Nanodroplet of α phase (dark blue) adhering to a bilayer membrane (green). The
nanodroplet coexists with the bulk phase β (white with blue dots). The liquid phase γ (white) above
the membrane corresponds to an inert spectator phase. The membrane-droplet morphology involves
three surface segments: the αβ interface between the α droplet and the β phase as well as two
membrane segments αγ and βγ which are in contact with the α droplet and the β phase, respectively.
The simulation box is a cuboid with lateral size Lk . The image represents a cross-subsection parallel
to the yz-plane as indicated by the right-handed orthonormal trihedron (red-green-blue) in the lower
left corner.

lateral size Lk of the simulation box, see Figure 3.3. This reduction of Lk was performed
in such a way that the number of lipid molecules within the bilayer, the numbers of
liquid-A and liquid-B beads, the bulk pressure of the liquid phases, and the volume
L2k Lz of the simulation box remained constant. Because of the latter constraint, the
reduction of Lk leads to an increase in the perpendicular box size Lz , see Figure 3.3.
Engulfment of nanodroplets by symmetric bilayers.
We first investigated the behavior of symmetric bilayers corresponding to the force
parameter set DPD-1 as described by Table 3.1 in the Methods section. We started
from a membrane-droplet morphology as in Figure 3.2 and then reduced the lateral
box size Lk and the concomitant membrane tension over a time period of 4 µs. The
resulting evolution of the membrane-droplet morphology is shown in Figure 3.3.
Inspection of Figure 3.3a shows that the initial, axisymmetric droplet was only partially engulfed by the membrane and formed an extended αβ interface with the β phase.
As we reduced the lateral box size Lk , the area Aαβ of the αβ interface decreased and the
contact area Aαγ between the membrane and the droplet increased, see also Figure 3.4.
During the initial reduction of the membrane tension, the droplet-bilayer morphology
remained axisymmetric and the contact line retained its circular shape. However, when
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Figure 3.3. Time-dependent engulfment of a nanodroplet by a bilayer membrane from the initial
time t = 0 in column (a) to the final time t = 4 µs in column (d). The columns (b) and (c)
correspond to the intermediate time points t = 2 µs and t = 3 µs. The engulfment process is driven
by a reduction in the lateral box size Lk , for fixed volume of the simulation box, from Lk = 130 d at
t = 0 to Lk = 120 d at t = 4 µs, where the bead diameter d is of the order of 1 nm. This decrease
of Lk reduces the mechanical tension Σβγ within the membrane segment βγ. The panels in the
top row show bottom views of circular membrane segments (yellow-green) around the αβ interface
(blue), separated by the contact line which is circular at t = 0, strongly non-circular after t = 3 µs,
and has closed into a tight-lipped shape after t = 4 µs. The cross sections in the middle and bottom
row are taken along the red and green dashed lines in the top row.

we reached a certain threshold value of the mechanical tension, the system underwent
an unexpected transition to a non-axisymmetric morphology. Close to this transition,
the contact line underwent strong shape fluctuations, see Figure 3.3b,c. As we further
reduced the membrane tension, the non-axisymmetric morphology persisted until the
nanodroplet was completely engulfed by the membrane and the membrane neck had
been closed into an unusual, tight-lipped shape, see Figure 3.3d. The sum of the contact area Aαγ and of the interfacial area Aαβ is equal to the total surface area of the α
droplet. As shown in Figure 3.4, the surface area Aαγ + Aαβ remained almost constant
during the whole shape evolution in Figure 3.3, implying that the overall shape of the
α droplet stayed close to a sphere even though the droplet created the tight-lipped
membrane neck that breaks the rotational symmetry.
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Figure 3.4. Dependence of the contact area Aαγ (red data) and interfacial area Aαβ (blue data)
of the nanodroplet on the lateral size Lk of the simulation box which is reduced from Lk = 130 d
at time t = 0 to Lk = 120 d at time t = 4µs, where the bead diameter d is of the order of
one nanometer and provides the basic length scale. During this reduction of Lk , the interfacial
area Aαβ goes to zero because the membrane forms a closed neck that replaces the αβ interface.
For comparison, we also include the combined area Aαγ + Aαβ (green data) which represents the
surface area of the droplet and stays essentially constant for all Lk -values. Therefore, apart from
the tight-lipped neck, the nanodroplet has an essentially spherical shape.

Fluid-elastic parameters of symmetric bilayers.
To understand the origin for the tight-lipped shape of the membrane neck as shown in
Figure 3.3d, we now consider the different parameters that determine the free energy
of the membrane-droplet system. The explicit form of this free energy is given by
eq 3.1 in the Methods section. The two membrane segments αγ and βγ experience the
mechanical tensions Σαγ and Σβγ , each of which includes both the overall lateral stress
applied via the prescribed lateral area Ak ≡ L2k and the adhesive energy between the
membrane and the adjacent liquid phases [47]. For symmetric bilayers, both membrane
segments have negligible spontaneous curvatures and both segments have the same
bending rigidity. The αβ interface has the interfacial tension Σαβ and the interfacial
area Aαβ which implies the interfacial free energy Σαβ Aαβ . In addition, the contact
line with length Lαβγ contributes the line free energy λαβγ Lαβγ which is proportional
to the line tension λαβγ . The latter tension has been ignored in previous studies of
membrane wetting which focussed on giant vesicles [103, 47].
In contrast to the interfacial tension Σαβ , which is always positive as required by
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thermodynamic stability, the sign of the line tension λαβγ can be positive or negative
[22]. A negative line tension acts to elongate the contact line and provides the main
driving mechanism for the formation of non-axisymmetric buds as illustrated in Figure 3.3c,d and explained further below. In principle, the closed neck of the membrane
could be further stabilized by effectively attractive forces between the two membrane
segments that are in close contact along the elongated contact line. In order to examine
this possibility, we performed additional simulations of two planar membranes which
were in close contact but found no evidence for such attractive interactions.
Axisymmetric membrane-droplet morphologies.
An axisymmetric shape of the membrane-droplet system is uniquely defined by its
one-dimensional shape contour which can be obtained from any cross-subsection that
contains the axis of rotational symmetry. Such a parametrization is not possible for nonaxisymmetric shapes which are intrinsically two-dimensional, and it is then much more
difficult to compute the different free energy contributions in Eq. 3.1. Therefore, we
first studied axisymmetric shapes which we obtained by increasing the lateral box size
Lk for fixed bead number and fixed volume of the simulation box, thereby increasing
the mechanical tensions Σβγ and Σαγ within the two membrane segments. For the
symmetric bilayers studied here, axisymmetric shapes were obtained for Σβγ & 0.6 Σαβ .
For these tensions, the nanodroplet was partially engulfed by the membrane with a
circular contact line, at which the αβ interface and the membrane form the intrinsic
contact angle θα∗ , see Figure 3.5 [103, 47]. In the latter figure, we also define two
additional quantities that characterize the contact line of an axisymmetric shape: the
radius Rco of the contact line and the angle ψco between the membrane contour and
the projected contact line, which is perpendicular to the axis of rotational symmetry.
The first variation of the free energy with respect to the position of the contact
line leads to several boundary conditions, see Appendix 2, one of which describes the
balance of the tangential force components at the contact line. For symmetric bilayers
with negligible spontaneous curvatures, this boundary condition has the form
Σβγ − Σαγ = Σαβ cos θα∗ +

λαβγ
cos ψco
Rco

(3.9)

which involves, apart from the geometric quantities θα∗ , ψco , and Rco as defined in
Figure 3.5, the mechanical tensions Σαγ and Σβγ of the two membrane segments, the
interfacial tension Σαβ of the liquid-liquid interface, and the line tension λαβγ of the
three-phase contact line.
To determine the three surface tensions Σαγ , Σβγ , and Σαβ , we use the mechanical
rather than the thermodynamic definition of these tensions, as discussed in more detail
in the Methods section. Thus, all three tensions are calculated from the components
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Figure 3.6. Axisymmetric stress and density profiles for the smaller α droplet with volume Vα,1 .
The profiles are plotted as functions of the radial coordinate r and the coordinate z parallel to the
symmetry axis; both coordinates are measured in units of the bead diameter d: (a) Stress profile
s(r, z) = Pzz − 12 (Pxx + Pyy ) in units of kB T /d3 . This profile varies from s = −0.5 (dark blue) to
s = +1 (yellow). Away from the membrane, the three liquid phases are characterized by s = 0 (light
blue). The tensions Σαβ , Σαγ , and Σβγ are computed from the stress profiles in the red, white,
and yellow boxes, respectively; (b) Density profile ρH (r, z) of lipid head groups in units of 1/d3 ,
which varies from ρH = 0 (dark blue) away from the membrane to ρH = 1.5 within the lower head
group layer of the αγ membrane segment. Note that the head group density in the latter segment
exceeds the one in the βγ segment which implies that the αγ segment is compressed compared to
the βγ segment; and (c) Profile of the density difference ρA (r, z) − ρB (r, z) which varies from the
negative bulk density −ρB = −3/d3 of the liquid-B beads (dark blue) to the positive bulk density
ρA = +3/d3 of the liquid-A beads (yellow).

by integrating over the angular coordinate (or azimuth). The different mechanical
tensions are then obtained by integrating the latter stress profile, see Methods section,
which leads to the tension values displayed in Figure 3.7a as a function of the base area
Ak = L2k ; for the precise numerical values of the different tensions, see Tables 3.4 and
3.5.
The interfacial tension Σαβ measured for the membrane-droplet system is very close
to the tension calculated for a planar αβ interface, see broken horizontal line in Figure 3.7a as well as Figure 3.1b. Therefore, the measured values of Σαβ were not affected
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segmentation to define the locations of the interfaces separating the lower membrane
leaflet from the α droplet and the β phase, respectively; see Methods section for more
details. The location of the αβ interface was obtained from the crossing criterion
ρA = ρB for the densities ρA and ρB of the A and B beads, see Figure 3.6c. To obtain
the location of the contact line, the interfaces separating the lower membrane leaflet
from the two liquid phases α and β were simultaneously fitted with basis-splines while
the αβ interface was fitted to a circular segment as in Figure 3.5. The intersection
of these two fitting curves defined the contact line and thus the contact line radius
Rco and the tilt angle ψco introduced in Figure 3.5. Finally, the intrinsic contact angle
θα∗ was obtained from the tangents of the two fitting curves at the contact line. The
results for the intrinsic contact angle θα∗ are displayed in Figure 3.7b as a function of the
mechanical tension Σβγ of the βγ membrane segment, both for the droplet volume Vα,1
and for Vα,2 = 2 Vα,1 as defined in the Methods section; for the precise numerical values
of the contact angle θα∗ , see Tables 3.6 and 3.7. The simulation data in Figure 3.7b
show that, for a given mechanical tension Σβγ , the intrinsic contact angle has the same
value for both volumes Vα,1 and Vα,2 , within the accuracy of our simulations.
Area per lipid for axisymmetric shapes.
The areas per lipid of the membrane segments are shown as a function of the membrane projected area in Figure 3.8. We find that the area per lipid in the curved αγ
segment al,αγ , where the nanodroplet is in contact with the membrane, is larger than
the area per lipid in the planar segment al,βγ of the membrane. This implies that
the membrane is more stretched in the curved αγ segment. The latter expectation is
consistent with the measured mechanical tension. As shown in Figure 3.7a and by the
data provided in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, the curved αγ segment has a higher mechanical
tension than the planar βγ segment. The larger errorbar in the curved αγ segment
of the membrane suggests the larger fluctuations which are consistent with the higher
tension fluctuations in the same segment, see Figure 3.7a. Furthermore, simulation in
ultra-high lateral tension leads to the membrane rupture in the αγ segment where the
nanodroplet is in contact with membrane (results are not shown). The latter provides
further confirmation of the higher tension and larger area per-lipid in the αγ segment
of the membrane.

3.3.3 Negative values of the line tension.
Using the different mechanical tensions and the geometric parameters of the axisymmetric membrane-droplet morphologies as obtained from the simulation data for mechanical tensions Σβγ & 0.6 Σαβ of the βγ membrane segment, we can now compute
the line tension λαβγ of the contact line from the force balance Eq. 3.9. All line tension
values obtained in this way are negative as shown in Figure 3.7c where the line tension
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Figure 3.8. Area per lipid in the curved al,αγ and in the planar al,βγ segment of the membrane as
a function of membrane base area A|| = L2|| of the cuboid-shaped simulation box for droplet volume
Vα,2 .
Table 3.4. Mechanical properties of the symmetric bilayers obtained for the parameter DPD-1 in
Table 3.1 and volume Vα,1 = 6837.6 d3 of the α droplet. Lateral box size Lk , interfacial tension
Σαβ , mechanical tensions Σαγ and Σβγ of the two membrane segments, and line tension λαβγ of
the contact line.

Vα,1

Lk [d]
130
135
140
145
150

Σαβ [kB T /d2 ]
1.861 ± 0.19
1.913 ± 0.19
1.889 ± 0.13
1.852 ± 0.25
1.952 ± 0.16

Σαγ [kB T /d2 ]
1.404 ± 0.18
2.793 ± 0.27
4.771 ± 0.19
6.634 ± 0.20
8.430 ± 0.17

Σβγ [kB T /d2 ]
0.854 ± 0.07
2.193 ± 0.10
4.184 ± 0.05
6.141 ± 0.06
7.842 ± 0.05

λαβγ [kB T /d]
-7.305 ± 5.46
-8.430 ± 4.75
-10.008 ± 3.89
-11.402 ± 3.29
-12.203 ± 2.65

Table 3.5. Mechanical properties of symmetric DPD-1 bilayers for larger α droplet with volume
Vα,2 = 2Vα,1 = 13675.3 d3 . Lateral box size Lk , interfacial tension Σαβ , mechanical tensions Σαγ
and Σβγ of the two membrane segments, and line tension λαβγ .

Vα,2

Lk [d]
135
140
145
150

Σαβ [kB T /d2 ]
1.959 ± 0.17
1.891 ± 0.17
1.982 ± 0.19
1.928 ± 0.13

Σαγ [kB T /d2 ]
2.804 ± 0.21
4.657 ± 0.15
6.559 ± 0.23
8.331 ± 0.23

Σβγ [kB T /d2 ]
2.272 ± 0.08
4.229 ± 0.05
6.160 ± 0.06
7.854 ± 0.05

λαβγ [kB T /d]
-9.110 ± 4.59
-10.122 ± 4.01
-11.748 ± 4.46
-12.302 ± 4.36
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Table 3.6. Geometric properties of symmetric DPD-1 bilayers for smaller α droplet with volume
Vα,1 = 6837.6 d3 . Lateral box size Lk , corresponding segment tension Σβγ in units of kB T /d2 as
in Table 3.4, base area Ak = L2k , intrinsic contact angle θα∗ , contact line radius Rco , and cosine of
tilt angle, cos ψco , at contact line.

Vα,1

Lk [d]
130
135
140
145
150

Σβγ
0.854
2.193
4.184
6.141
7.842

Ak [d2 ]
16900
18225
19600
21025
22500

θα∗ [degree]
96.984 ± 2.63
92.988 ± 2.19
88.184 ± 2.88
81.058 ± 1.74
83.100 ± 1.80

Rco [d]
13.75 ± 0.09
14.24 ± 0.06
14.38 ± 0.19
14.22 ± 0.03
14.14 ± 0.06

cos ψco
0.6 ± 0.03
0.83 ± 0.03
0.92 ± 0.02
0.98 ± 0.01
0.95 ± 0.01

Table 3.7. Geometric properties of symmetric DPD-1 bilayers for larger α droplet with volume
Vα,2 = 2Vα,1 = 13675.3 d3 . Lateral box size Lk , corresponding segment tension Σβγ in units of
kB T /d2 as in Table 3.5, base area Ak = L2k , intrinsic contact angle θα∗ , contact line radius Rco , and
cosine of tilt angle, cos ψco , at contact line.

Vα,2

Lk [d]
135
140
145
150

Σβγ
2.272
4.229
6.160
7.854

Ak [d2 ]
18225
19600
21025
22500

θα∗ [degree]
93.059 ± 3.55
87.288 ± 3.13
83.744 ± 2.73
85.116 ± 1.72

Rco [d]
18.59 ± 0.06
18.48 ± 0.06
18.32 ± 0.05
18.43 ± 0.06

cos ψco
0.87 ± 0.04
0.93 ± 0.02
0.96 ± 0.01
0.96 ± 0.01

λαβγ is plotted as a function of the mechanical segment tension Σβγ . The numerical
values of λαβγ are given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. Inspection of Figure 3.7c shows that a
larger membrane tension Σβγ , imposed by a larger box size Lk , leads to a more negative
value of the line tension. Furthermore, a linear extrapolation of these data to vanishing
segment tension Σβγ = 0 leads to the line tension λαβγ = −6.87 kB T /d, indicating that
the line tension remains negative even for tensionless membranes.
For the range 0.85 kB T /d2 ≤ Σβγ ≤ 8 kB T /d2 of segment tensions Σβγ as displayed
in Figure 3.7c, the line tension varies within the interval −12.2 kB T /d . λαβγ .
−7.30 kB T /d. Using the thermal energy kB T = 4 × 10−21 J at room temperature
and the bead diameter d = 1 nm, we obtain the interval −4.9 × 10−11 N . λαβγ .
−2.9 × 10−11 N, which is comparable to the three-phase contact line tensions that have
been theoretically estimated in the absence of a membrane [104, 54]. For such membraneless droplets, the experimentally deduced values of λαβγ vary over a much wider
range but several experimental studies have also found negative line tensions with a
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Figure 3.9. (a,b) Positive interfacial free energy (red), positive bending energy (green), and negative
line free energy (blue) as a function of time t for two values of the lateral box size Lk : (a) For
Lk = 125 d, the membrane-droplet system is axisymmetric with a circular contact line; (b) For
the slightly smaller value Lk = 122.5 d, the axisymmetry is broken and the contact line has an
elongated, noncircular shape. During the transition from (a) to (b), the interfacial free energy is
strongly reduced, the bending energy is slightly increased, and the line free energy remains almost
constant; and (c) Total free energy E for the axisymmetric morphology with Lk = 125 d (top) and
for the non-axisymmetric morphology with Lk = 122.5 d (bottom). Thus, during the morphological
transition from the axisymmetric to the non-axisymmetric shape, the total free energy is reduced by
∆E = 135.6 kB T .

similar order of magnitude [90, 91].
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Negative line tension creates tight-lipped membrane necks.
The negative value of the line tension explains the elongation of the contact line and
the formation of the tight-lipped membrane neck as shown in Figure 3.3d. Indeed, the
contact line with length Lαβγ reduces the free energy of the system by Lαβγ λαβγ < 0,
a reduction that becomes more significant for larger Lαβγ -values and thus favors the
elongation of the contact line.
As explained in the Methods section, see Eq. 3.1, the total free energy of the membranedroplet system can be decomposed into separate contributions, corresponding to the
interfacial free energy Σαβ Aαβ of the αβ interface, the bending energy Ebe of the membrane, and the line free energy λαβγ Lαβγ of the contact line. These different free energy
contributions are displayed in Figure 3.9 for two values of the lateral box size Lk .
The symmetry breaking also increases the bending energy of the membrane but
this increase is overcompensated by the negative line free energy, see Figure 3.9. The
increase in bending energy arises primarily from the highly curved membrane segment
along the contact line, because the overall shape of the completely engulfed droplet
remains close to a sphere as follows from Figure 3.4. For the tight-lipped membrane
neck in Figure 3.3d, these highly curved membrane segments resemble hemicylinders
with curvature radius R⊥ = π`me /2 which is of the order of the membrane thickness
`me . As shown in the Methods section, see Eq. 3.5, the associated bending energy
increase ∆Ebe is proportional to the bending rigidity κ of the membrane and leads to
the effective line tension
λeff = λαβγ

∆Ebe
π κ
= λαβγ +
+
Lαβγ
2 `me

π`me
1−
Lαβγ

!

(3.10)

corresponding to the superposition of the ‘bare’ line tension λαβγ and the bending
energy contribution ∆Ebe /Lαβγ . The tight-lipped shape of the closed membrane neck
will be energetically favorable compared to the closed axisymmetric shape as long as
λeff < 0.
For the symmetric bilayers studied here, the bending rigidity has the value κ '
12.6 kB T , which was calculated from the area compressibility modulus as in Ref. 13
and 19. This κ-value falls within the range of experimental values measured for a
typical phospholipid such as POPC at room temperature [105]. Using the bending
rigidity κ ' 12.6 kB T together with the bilayer thickness `me ' 5 d and the length
Lαβγ ' 70 d of the contact line in Figure 3.3d, we obtain the estimate ∆Ebe /Lαβγ '
3.1 kB T /d for the positive line tension contribution from the highly curved membrane
segments. This estimate is somewhat larger than the numerically calculated value
∆Ebe /Lαβγ ' 1.74 kB T /d obtained for the tight-lipped membrane neck in Figure 3.3d.
On the other hand, the ‘bare’ line tension λαβγ as plotted in Figure 3.7c is always
smaller than −6.97 kB T /d. It then follows from Eq. 3.10 that the effective line tension
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λeff is negative for all of these λαβγ -values and leads to a tight-lipped membrane neck as
observed in our simulations. Furthermore, because the bending energy increase ∆Ebe is
proportional to κ, we also conclude from Eq. 3.10 that the effective line tension remains
negative for significantly larger κ-values up to about 28 kB T .
Negative line tensions for enlarged parameter set.
The negative values of the line tension as depicted in Figure 3.7c apply to symmetric
bilayers with vanishing spontaneous curvature as obtained for the parameter set DPD1 in Table 3.1. To find out whether the negative sign of the line tension is a robust
property of membrane-droplet systems, we next studied symmetric bilayers for the
enlarged parameter set DPD-2 in Table 3.2. In the latter set, we varied the two force
parameters fAB and fAH in a systematic manner, retaining the symmetry condition
fBH = fAH . The two parameters fAB and fAH are likely to have the largest effect on
the force balance Eq. 3.9 because they determine the properties of the three interfaces
that meet at the contact line. We combined four different values of fAB as given
by fAB = 45, 50, 55, and 60 kB T /d with four different values of fAH as provided by
fAH = 20, 25, 30, and 35 kB T /d, corresponding to the red crosses in Figure 3.10a. As
shown in this figure, the line tension was found to be negative for all of these parameter
combinations. For intermediate parameter values as indicated by the different colors
in Figure 3.10a, the line tension was obtained by two-dimensional interpolation.
In Figure 3.10b, we replot the λαβγ -values as a function of the interfacial tension Σαβ ,
which is determined by the force parameter fAB , see Figure 3.1b. For each of the four
values of fAH used in Figure 3.10a, we obtain an essentially linear dependence of the
line tension on the interfacial tension. Indeed, each set of data is well fitted by a linear
expression of the form c1 Σαβ + c0 with c0 < 0 and c1 < 0, see inset of Figure 3.10b.
Thus, these linear expressions remain negative for all positive values of the interfacial
tension Σαβ , i.e., for the whole physically meaningful range of this tension. Therefore,
the linear fits of our data predict that the line tension is negative for all possible values
of the interfacial tension Σαβ .
Interfacial tensions in nanoemulsions and aqueous two-phase systems.
In Figure 3.10b, the interfacial tension Σαβ is given in units of kB T /d2 which is about
4 mN/m at room temperature, comparable to the interfacial tensions of oil-in-water
droplets stabilized by surfactants in nanoemulsions [106, 107]. Droplets in aqueous
two-phase systems, on the other hand, exhibit interfacial tensions Σαβ that can vary
over a fairly wide range. The highest interfacial tensions measured in aqueous PEGdextran solutions, for example, were of the order of 1 mN/m whereas the lowest tensions
were only about 0.2 × 10−3 mN/m, reflecting the vicinity of a critical demixing point
[78, 47]. The linear extrapolation of our data as displayed in Figure 3.10b should provide
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Figure 3.10. Line tension λαβγ as obtained for the enlarged parameter set DPD-2: (a) Contour
plot for the line tension λαβγ , in units of kB T /d, as a function of the DPD force parameters fAB and
fAH . The red crosses (×) indicate the 16 parameter combinations that have been simulated. For the
displayed range of parameters, the line tension λαβγ was always found to be negative and to have
a value between −5 kB T /d (yellow) and −14 kB T /d (dark blue), see vertical bar with color code.
All simulations were performed for the smaller droplet volume Vα,1 , lateral box size Lk = 140 d,
and force parameter fBH equal to fAH as in Table 3.2; and (b) Line tension λαβγ as a function of
interfacial tension Σαβ , which is directly determined by the force parameter fAB , see Figure 3.1b,
for different values of the force parameter fAH . The four straight lines, corresponding to the linear
expressions in the inset, provide good fits to the data for all four values of fAH . Furthermore, linear
extrapolation of the data to small values of Σαβ suggests that the line tension remains negative
even in the limit of small interfacial tensions. The basic tension scale kB T /d2 is about 4 mN/m.

reliable estimates for Σαβ ' 1 mN/m but may become unreliable for Σαβ ' 10−3 mN/m.
Therefore, we predict that the line tension λαβγ is also negative for aqueous two-phase
systems, provided one considers two-phase coexistence sufficiently far from the critical
demixing point.
To obtain reliable predictions for interfacial tensions that are much smaller than
kB T /d2 ' 4 mN/m, we would have to study much larger simulation boxes. Indeed,
if we decreased the interfacial tension Σαβ by decreasing the force parameter fAB ,
the width of the αβ interface would increase and the interface would become more
and moreqfuzzy. More precisely, hyperscaling [108] implies that the interfacial width
grows as kB T /Σαβ as we approach a critical demixing point. Now, to determine the
membrane-droplet geometry in a reliable manner, we need to consider droplet sizes that
are large compared to this interfacial width. To study interfacial tensions Σαβ that are
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of the order of 0.1 kB T /d2 , for example, we would have to simulate droplets with linear
dimensions that are increased by a factor 101/2 ' 3.3 or, equivalently, with volumes Vα
that are increased by a factor 103/2 ' 32. In principle, such droplet sizes are accessible
to our simulation approach but they would be computationally very expensive. An
alternative approach based on energy minimization can be used to tackle this problem,
which is computationally less expensive. We will use this approach in the next chapter
to explore a wide range of parameters.

3.3.4 Engulfment of nanodroplets by asymmetric bilayers.
So far, we discussed the engulfment of nanodroplets by symmetric bilayers for which the
lipid heads and chains experience the same interactions with the liquid-A and liquid-B
beads. As a consequence, the α and the β phase have the same adhesion free energy
per unit area. If the membrane were planar and the droplet sufficiently large so that
we could ignore the line tension λαβγ , the symmetry condition fBH = fAH would lead
to the intrinsic contact angle θα∗ = 90◦ . As shown in Figure 3.7b, the nanodroplets
studied here exhibit contact angles in the range 80◦ . θα∗ . 100◦ , with deviations from
90◦ that arise from the line tension.
We will now describe the engulfment of nanodroplets by asymmetric bilayers that are
obtained for force parameters fBH 6= fAH , corresponding to the parameter set DPD-3
in Table 3.3, and show that these systems lead to negative line tensions as well.
Affinity contrast and spontaneous curvature
The interactions of the lipid head (H) beads with the A and B water beads are described
by the DPD force parameters fAH and fBH . If fBH > fAH , the H beads prefer to be
in contact with the A beads; if fAH > fBH , the H beads prefer the B beads. The
different interactions of the liquid-A and liquid-B beads to the lipid head beads H will
be characterized by the affinity contrast
∆aff ≡

fBH − fAH
.
fBH

(3.11)

For symmetric bilayers with fBH = fAH as discussed above, the affinity contrast ∆aff
vanishes. Positive values of ∆aff are obtained for fBH > fAH which describe lipid head
groups that prefer liquid-A beads over liquid-B beads. In contrast, negative values of
∆aff correspond to fAH > fBH and thus to a stronger affinity between the lipid head
beads and the liquid-B beads. For planar membranes and sufficiently large droplets,
affinity contrasts ∆aff > 0 and ∆aff < 0 would lead to contact angles θα∗ < 90◦ and
θα∗ > 90◦ , respectively.
To determine the spontaneous curvature m arising from a nonzero affinity contrast,
we used the parameter set DPD-3 as given in Table 3.3. Apart from fAH , all force
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Figure 3.11. Simulation snapshot of the two planar bilayers used to measure the spontaneous
curvature mαγ of the αγ membrane segment. Both bilayers are in contact with the A-rich phase α
(yellow) and the liquid phase γ which consists only of B beads (light blue) over the time scale of
our simulations.

parameters have the same values as for the parameter set DPD-1. The force parameter
fAH between the A water beads and the lipid head beads was taken to be 22.5 and 27.5
kB T /d in addition to the value fAH = fBH = 25 kB T /d for a symmetric bilayer. For
fixed force parameter fBH = 25 kB T /d, the three fAH -values 22.5, 25, and 27.5 kB T /d
correspond to the affinity contrasts ∆aff = 0.1, 0, and −0.1.
In order to determine the spontaneous curvature mαγ associated with this bilayer
asymmetry, we used the protocol developed in Ref. 14. We considered two planar bilayers spanning the simulation box, both exposed to the α and γ phases as in Figure 3.11,
and calculated the stress profile sαγ across both bilayers as shown in Figure 3.12a1-c1.
We then divide the stress profile sαγ up into two stress profiles, sz<0 and sz>0 , across
the two individual bilayers. The first moments of these individual stress profiles are
related to the spontaneous curvature mαγ via
Z

0

−25d

dz sz<0 (z)z =

Z

0

25d

dz sz>0 (z)z = −2κmαγ

(3.12)

from which we can deduce the spontaneous curvature mαγ using the bending rigidity
κ = 12.6 kB T .
On the time scales of our simulations, the lipid bilayers are essentially impermeable to
the liquid-A and liquid-B beads. This impermeability can be inferred from the density
profiles of the liquid-A beads as shown in Figure 3.12a2-c2. This figure displays the
bead densities of the α and γ phases which are now separated by two planar bilayers.
The α phase consists primarily of liquid-A beads whereas the γ phase contains no such
beads at the beginning of the simulations. If the bilayers were permeable to the A
beads, these beads should eventually show up in the γ phase. However, we do not find
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Figure 3.12. (a1 - c1) Stress profiles Sαγ and (a2 - c2) bead density profiles ρ as functions of the
coordinate z perpendicular to the two bilayers in Figure 3.11. The profiles in (a1) and (a2) correspond
to the affinity contrast ∆aff = −0.1, the profiles in (b1) and (b2) to a symmetric membrane with
∆aff = 0, and those in (c1) and (c2) to ∆aff = +0.1. Using the relation in Eq. 3.12 with the
bending rigidity κ = 12.6 kB T , we obtain the spontaneous curvatures m = 0.047/d, 0.003/d, and
−0.044/d for ∆aff = 0.1, 0, and −0.1, respectively.

any such beads even after 25 microseconds.
It is important to note that a nonzero affinity contrast ∆aff 6= 0 has two important
consequences. First, this contrast affects the overall adhesion energy of the membranedroplet system. Indeed, for positive and negative affinity contrast ∆aff , the system tries
to maximize the contact area Aαγ and the non-contact area Aβγ , respectively, for fixed
total number of lipid molecules and fixed droplet volume Vα . Second, a nonzero affinity
contrast also implies that the αγ membrane segment acquires a spontaneous curvature
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Figure 3.13. Contact lines and membrane necks of nanodroplets that adhere to the lower bilayer
leaflets, which are now taken to be the outer leaflets: (a) Negative affinity contrast ∆aff = −0.1,
corresponding to lipid heads that prefer the B liquid beads, see Eq. 3.11, and to an asymmetric
bilayer with negative spontaneous curvature mαγ = −1/(21.3 d); (b) Vanishing affinity contrast
∆aff = 0, corresponding to a symmetric bilayer with mαγ = 0 as in Figure 3.3d; and (c) Positive
affinity contrast ∆aff = +0.1, corresponding to lipid heads that prefer the A water beads and to
an asymmetric bilayer with positive spontaneous curvature mαγ = +1/(22.7 nm). In all cases, the
membrane neck closes into a tight-lipped shape.

which can be positive or negative.
During pinocytosis and fluid-phase endocytosis of nanodroplets, the droplets originate from the exterior solution and adhere to the outer bilayer leaflets. To compare our
results with pinocytic and endocytic processes, it will be convenient to use the convention that the spontaneous curvature mαγ is negative if the αγ bilayer segment prefers to
bulge towards the spectator phase γ, which then represents the interior solution. Likewise, the mean curvature of a membrane patch is also taken to be negative if this patch
bulges towards the γ phase. This convention implies that the αγ membrane segment
in Figure 3.2 has a negative mean curvature. As illustrated by Figures 3.11 and 3.12,
the spontaneous curvature mαγ of the αγ membrane segment can be determined by
studying planar bilayers, with one leaflet exposed to the α phase and the other leaflet
exposed to the γ phase. The latter method leads to positive and negative values of
mαγ for positive and negative affinity contrasts, respectively, because the membrane
segment prefers to enlarge the area of the bilayer leaflet in contact with the A-rich
phase α for ∆aff > 0 and the area of the other leaflet in contact with the A-poor phase
γ for ∆aff < 0.
The affinity contrasts ∆aff = +0.1 and ∆aff = −0.1, for example, generate the spontaneous curvatures mαγ = +0.047/d and −0.044/d which are quite large. Indeed, for
bead diameter d ' 1 nm, we obtain |mαγ | ' 1/(20 nm) in both cases. For such strongly
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asymmetric bilayers, the force balance condition along the contact line, which is given by
Eq. 3.9 for symmetric bilayers, becomes more complicated and involves additional terms
that depend on the local membrane curvatures close to the contact line [47]. In fact,
minimization of the total free energy as described by Eq. 3.1 leads to a discontinuity
of the mean curvature across the contact line, which is, however, difficult to determine
by simulations. Thus, instead of deducing the line tension λαβγ from the force balance
equation for asymmetric bilayers, we directly studied the droplet engulfment by such
bilayers. Using the same simulation protocol as in Figure 3.3, we observed elongated
contact lines and tight-lipped membrane necks for all spontaneous curvatures within
the range −1/(20 nm) ≤ mαγ ≤ 1/(20 nm) as illustrated in Figure 3.13. Therefore, we
conclude that the line tension is negative for all of these mαγ -values.

3.3.5 Hysteresis of the nanodroplet engulfment process
Index of sphericity.
To study the hysteresis of the engulfment process, we used an order parameter called
the index of sphericity. The index of sphericity is a measure of the variation of any
two dimensional (2D) irregular shapes from a circle. The latter index is originally used
to quantify the islet sphericity throughout the healthy human pancreas [109]. For a
circle the ratio of circle perimeter Cp = 2πR and it’s diameter Cd = 2R is a constant
π = Cp /Cd . The same ratio can be found for any arbitrary irregular 2D shape as
Iπ ≡

Pm
dm

(3.13)

where Pm and dm are the perimeter and the mean diameter of the
p irregular shape.
The shape diameter can be calculated either form shape area da = (4Am /π) or from
shape perimeter dp = Pm /π. The mean diameter is the arithmetic average of these two
diameters dm = (da + dp )/2. The index of sphericity is given by:
Iπ
(3.14)
π
For a perfect circle, the index of sphericity remains constant Is = 1; however, for shapes
deviated from a circle, this index increases Is > 1. The spontaneous symmetry breaking
can be characterized using the index of sphericity.
Is ≡

Sphericity of the three phase contact line.
To characterize the breaking of symmetry of the three phase contact line, we first find
the droplet beads which are located in the αβ interface. Then, we define the perimeter
of the contact line for the shape. This is done by Cartesian coordinates of droplet beads,
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Figure 3.14. The index of sphericity Is of the three-phase contact line in compression and expansion
paths in a different rate. Symmetry breaking is characterized by increasing the Is in: (a) high rate
|dL|| /dt|= 0.005 ns/d and (b) low rate |dL|| /dt|= 0.0025 ns/d. The red and blue data points
correspond to the compression path and expansion paths, respectively. The curves correspond to
the fit of data over the logistic function. The snapshots in the inset are the bottom view in the
expansion path for L|| = 120, L|| = 125 and L|| = 130, respectively. The shape change of the
contact line in the compression path is similar to one shown in the first row of Figure 3.3.

where we find a closed boundary curve which envelopes all droplet beads. Finally, we
calculate the perimeter and area of the boundary curve and subsequently, the Is of the
three-phase contact line.
Following this procedure, the index of sphericity is calculated for both compression and expansion paths in different rates. We studied two compression/expansion
rates: (a) high rate dL|| /dt = 0.005 ns/d and (b) low rate dL|| /dt = 0.0025 ns/d.
In Figure 3.14, the red and blue data points belong to compression and expansion
paths, respectively. And the red and blue solid lines are the generalized logistic
fit over the data points. As shown in Figure 3.14 for the high rate of compression/expansion dL|| /dt = 0.005 ns/d, a hysteresis loop exists. However, for the low
rate dL|| /dt = 0.0025 ns/d, the hysteresis loop is not closed and the system does not
have the same state at high tension. During the compression process, because of the
reduction of lateral tension, the capillary force pushes the droplet inside the membrane
to reduce the interfacial energy. For large box sizes, the index of sphericity remain close
to circle (i.e., Is ≈ 1) and around a critical box size L|| ≈ 122.5 d, index of sphericity
grows exponentially, which quantifies the symmetry breaking of three phase contact
line. For the low compression rate, because the lipids have more time to diffuse and
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remodel themselves in the three-phase zone, the index of sphericity is a sigmoid-like
curve, see Figure 3.14b. On the other hand, during the expansion process, the lateral
tension eventually compensates the capillary force and opens up the neck. At a high
rate of expansion the index of sphericity decays to the initial circular geometry on a
sigmoid-like curve and completes the hysteresis loop. But the same expansion process
at a low rate leads to a different state, where a small nano-metric bud partially covers
the αβ interface, see inset in Figure 3.14b. Formation of such bud seems favorable
because the reduced interfacial energy compensates for the increased bending energy
caused by formation the nano-bud.

3.3.6 Increased stability of tight-lipped necks against membrane scission.
In order to cleave a membrane neck by membrane scission, one has to create two hydrophobic edges across the membrane segment that forms the neck. The corresponding
free energy barrier is proportional to the combined length Led of the two edges. For a
closed circular neck, the neck has a diameter that is comparable to the bilayer thickness `me ' 5 d which implies the neck perimeter π`me ' 15.7 d and the combined edge
length Led = 2π`me ' 31 d. On the other hand, the tight-lipped neck displayed in
Figure 3.3d has an increased perimeter of about 70 d and cleavage of the latter neck
leads to the combined edge length Led ' 140 d. Therefore, the free energy barrier for
the tight-lipped neck is about 140/31 = 4.5 times larger than the barrier for a circular
neck.
In general, a neck can be cleaved by thermal fluctuations or by some active protein
machinery. For thermally-activated scission, the scission rate depends exponentially
on the free energy barrier. As a consequence, the increased barrier for cleavage of
the tight-lipped neck leads to a strong reduction of thermally-activated scission. On
the other hand, during protein-induced scission, proteins such as dynamin [93] form a
constrictive ring around the neck whereas other proteins such as ESCRT [94, 110, 95]
form an adhesive cone within the neck. In all models that have been used to describe
these protein-mediated scission processes, the neck is taken to have a circular shape.
In fact, according to these standard models for protein-induced scission, tight-lipped
necks as observed in our simulations, see Figure 3.3d and Figure 3.13, can hardly be
cleaved by any of these proteins. Therefore, a tight-lipped neck shape suppresses both
thermally-activated and protein-induced scission which implies that such a neck may
arrest the pinocytic process in the completely engulfed state.
Membrane necks arising from wetting by micrometer-sized droplets.
Finally, we discuss the implications of our results for the formation of closed membrane
necks between micrometer-sized water-in-water droplets in contact with GUVs as observed in Ref. 111 and theoretically studied in Ref. 47. When the aqueous solution
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within the vesicle undergoes phase separation, the coarsening of small droplets eventually leads to two coexisting droplets. The two droplets will be completely engulfed
by the vesicle membrane provided the combined volume of these droplets is sufficiently
small and/or the membrane area is sufficiently large [47]. Such a wetting morphology,
corresponding to exocytic engulfment, implies a closed membrane neck that replaces
the αβ interface between the two droplets. Likewise, when the exterior aqueous solution undergoes phase separation, droplets of the minority phase can adhere to the outer
leaflet of a vesicle membrane. Such an adhering droplet can also become completely
engulfed by the membrane, provided the droplet volume is sufficiently small and/or the
membrane area sufficiently large. The latter wetting morphology provides an example
for endocytic engulfment and again involves a closed membrane neck that now replaces
the αβ interface between the droplet and the aqueous bulk phase.
If these closed membrane necks are assumed to be circular, they are governed by a
stability condition that is completely analogous to the condition for two-domain vesicles,
with the line tension of the domain boundary replaced by the contact line tension λαβγ
[47]. However, in view of the simulation results presented here, the assumption of a
circular neck does not apply in general. Indeed, it follows from Figure 3.10b that the line
tension λαβγ is negative for interfacial tensions Σαβ of the order of mN/m. The latter
tension values apply, e.g., to oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by surfactants [106, 107]
as well as to aqueous two-phase systems sufficiently far from the critical demixing point
[78]. Indeed, for the oil-in-water emulsion droplets studied in Ref. 106, the surfactant
monolayers at the oil-water interface reduced the interfacial tension to about 2 mN/m.
Therefore, when such an oil-in-water or a water-in-water droplet adheres to a lipid
membrane, the corresponding contact line should have a negative line tension and
should attain an elongated, tight-lipped shape when the membrane tension falls below
a certain threshold value.
As we approach the critical demixing point of an aqueous two-phase system, the
interfacial tension Σαβ of water-in-water droplets becomes ultralow and eventually
vanishes. [78] The linear extrapolation of our simulation data to small Σαβ -values
is consistent with a negative line tension for the whole range of physically meaningful
tensions Σαβ > 0, see the straight lines in Figure 3.10b, but we cannot exclude the
possibility that the line tension depends on the interfacial tension in a nonlinear manner and becomes positive for sufficiently small Σαβ . For a positive line tension, the
membrane neck will be axisymmetric and governed by the stability condition derived
in Ref. 47.
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4.1 Introduction
Wetting is a ubiquitous phenomenon in nature with implications ranging from dailylife examples to industrial applications [112]. Wetting is essential in understanding
the physicochemical properties of interfaces. The classic example is the wetting of a
rigid substrate, which can be described via Young’s equation as a force balance along
the contact line. The interaction of liquid droplets with flexible substrates such as
lipid membranes as described in the previous chapter, is a generalized example of
wetting, which represents a new and relatively unexplored research field. One example
is provided by liquid-liquid phase separation of polymer solutions within lipid vesicles.
Such aqueous two-phase systems enclosed in lipid vesicles lead to partial to complete
wetting transitions, vesicle budding and membrane tubulation [113, 114].
Analogous wetting phenomena are also relevant in the context of cell biology. Liquidliquid phase separation of proteins within the cytosol leads to biomolecular condensates (also known as membrane-less organelles), which behave like liquid droplets [115].
Such biomolecular condensates have a very low interfacial tensions in the range of
1 − 100 µN/m [115, 116, 117], similar to interfacial tension of polymeric condensates
[118]. Liquid-liquid phase separation leads to a wide range of functional consequences
[63], which is not yet fully understood. biomolecular condensates can interact with
distinct bimolecular entities inside cells. For instance, biomolecular condensates inside
the cell nucleus have been shown to change the structure of the genome by forming a
capillary bridge among chromatin fibers [119]. Furthermore, protein condensates are
observed to generate mechanical forces on the membrane. The latter can take place
either by invagination of the cell membrane [64] or engulfment of a liquid droplet in
partial wetting regime [120]. Additionally, a very recent study suggests an active involvement of protein phase separation in the formation of cell-cell tight junctions [121].
On the other hand, likewise to the interaction of biomolecular condensates with membranes, a cluster of synaptic vesicles has been observed to form a liquid phase in aqueous
solutions [122]. Such vesicle rich droplets, eventually interact with the cell membrane in
synapses to deliver neurotransmitters. All these examples would be better understood
in the context of membrane wetting phenomena.
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A theory of membrane wetting has been developed based on the mechanical definition
and using variational calculus [103, 29]. The obtained force balance is a generalized
form of the Young’s equation which couples the elasticity of the membrane to the capillary force arising from the liquid-liquid interface. The latter force balance links the
mechanical segment tensions to the intrinsic contact angle of the droplet, the interfacial
tension, the three-phase line tension as well as the spontaneous curvature of membrane
[103, 29, 114]. In macrometer-scale the effect of line tension can be considered negligible [103, 114, 113, 29]. However, the DPD simulations described in the last chapter
revealed that at the nanometer scale the line tension makes a considerable contribution
to the total energy. The line tension is found to be negative in sign and leads to elongation of contact lines, which eventually forms a tight-lipped membrane necks. The
system studied with DPD are characterized by hight interfacial tension, with magnitudes that correspond to those of oil-water interfaces (i.e., ∝ mN/m). These tension
values are three orders of magnitude larger than those observed for macromolecular
condensations. As explained above, the study of membrane wetting by nanodroplets
with low interfacial tensions is computationally expensive. As we decrease this tension,
the interface becomes fuzzier, and we would need to simulate larger droplets to obtain
reliable results.
Therefore, to explore the low tension regime, we use an alternative approach, which
is computationally less expensive. Here we study liquid nanodroplets with low interfacial tension interacting with elastic vesicle membranes with an energy minimization
approach. We systematically explore the effect of a wide range of parameters, namely,
interfacial tension, bending rigidity, line tension, and spontaneous curvature on membrane wetting phenomena. The effect of material parameters and the droplet-induced
spontaneous curvature are studied on the morphological transformation of the vesicle and the wetting energy. Finally, we determine the boundary between symmetric
and asymmetric contact line geometries within the three-dimensional parameter space
obtained for vanishing spontaneous curvature.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Continuum model for membrane wetting.
The main energetic contributions of the vesicle-nanodroplet system include bending
energy of the vesicle, interfacial energy of the nano-droplet and the line energy of the
three phase contact line, as described before in the literature [114, 123]. Thus, the total
energy of the wetted state, EW , of the vesicle-nanodroplet reads
EW =

X Z

dAiγ [2κiγ (M −miγ )2 ]+Σαβ Aαβ +λαβγ Lαβγ +Σves Aves −Pγβ Vves −Pαβ Vα

i=α,β

(4.1)
The subscripts α, β and γ refer to the three distinct liquid phases. The nanodroplet
is named α phase, the enclosed liquid phase inside vesicle is defined by γ phase and
the external liquid phase is specified by β phase. The first term on the right-hand side
shows the total elastic energies of the two membrane segments with areas Aαγ and Aβγ ,
where the vesicle is in contact with the α and β phase, respectively.
These membrane segments are in principle characterized by the two bending rigidities
καγ and κβγ and the two spontaneous curvatures mαγ and mβγ . M is the local mean
curvature of the membrane. The second and third terms in Eq. 4.1 are the interfacial
energy of the nanodroplet and the line energy of the vesicle-nanodroplet contact line,
respectively. Here Σαβ and λαβγ are the interfacial tension of αβ interface and the
three-phase αβγ contact line tension, respectively. Finally, the last three terms in
Eq. 4.1, employ three different Lagrange multipliers: Σves , Pαβ and Pγβ , to keep the
vesicle’s area and volume as well as nanodroplet’s volume constant. The area of the
nanodroplet is not conserved. To reduce the number of parameters, the bending rigidity
is taken to be the same in both segment κ = καγ = κβγ , and we assume that the
spontaneous curvature in the membrane βγ segment is negligible mβγ = 0, unless it
is specified. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that in this study, we exclude the
effect of nanodroplet adhesion, by considering the special case of zero adhesion strength
|W | = 0.

4.2.2 Energy minimization.
There are three different methodologies for studying the vesicle-nanodroplet system:
(i) molecular simulations as described in chapter three, (ii) solving the shape equations derived from the first variation of the parametrized energy functional (based on
parametrized form of Eq. 4.1, see Appendix two) or (iii) a finite element calculation of
a discretized form of the continuum model (Eq. 4.1) using a triangulated mesh. The
first approach is computationally expensive, as discussed before. The second approach,
without employing axisymmetry, leads to second-order non-linear partial differential
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equations (PDE), and there is no general solution even with numerical algorithms
(results are not shown). However, the variational calculus for axisymmetric shapes
lead to the solvable ordinary differential equation (ODE), that has been used to study
membrane-nanoparticle interaction [32] and membrane-droplet system [103, 29]. The
third approach, however, can be generally employed for minimizing the energy of an
arbitrary shape interacting with elastic membranes [124, 125]. Here, we used the energy
minimization scheme introduced in chapter two to investigate the wetting of vesicles
by nanodroplets.
The contact line is parametrized on an elliptic curve (x/Ra )2 + (y/Rb )2 = 1, where
the Ra and Rb are the major and minor axes. These two axes are treated as two
independent optimization parameters in the energy minimization. Initially, the two
axes are set to be equal Ra = Rb to avoid any initial condition bias. The contact line
can then either remain in a circular geometry or can deviate from it to attain an elliptic
shape as a result of the energy minimization. Such contact line parametrization can
be considered as the first perturbation mode. This can be extended to higher-order
perturbations by different parametrization of the contact line.

4.2.3 Wetting energy.
The wetting energy is defined based on the energy difference between wetted state EW
from Eq. 4.1 and non-wetted state EN W as:
∆E = EW − EN W
= EW −

Z

dAβγ [2κβγ (M ) ] + Σαβ Aαβ + Σves Aves − Pγβ Vves − Pαβ Vα
2



(4.2)

herep
the interfacial area Aαβ is the area of nanodroplet in spherical geometry Aαβ =
4π 2/3 3Vα /4π where the droplet is not in contact with the vesicle. The bending energy
of the non-wetted state is calculated for the vesicle that is not in contact with the α
droplet and thus completely wetted by the β phase. The wetting energy is scaled by
the bending energy of sphere 8πκ to ∆E = ∆E/8πκ

4.2.4 Unit transformations.
The results of the energy minimization depend only on the relation of the morphology
of the vesicle-nanodroplet system to the relative length and energy scale. Therefore, we
will work in the reduced units that scale length by the nanodroplet radius Rα and the
energy by the membrane bending rigidity κ. Thus, we define the reduced interfacial
tension Σ̄αβ = Σαβ (Rα2 /κ), line tension λ̄αβγ = λαβγ (Rα /κ) and spontaneous curvature
m̄ = mαγ Rα . If we take the nanodroplet volume to be two orders of magnitude smaller
than the vesicle volume, for a nanodroplet volume Vα = 0.1 d3 , this correspond to
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Rα ≈ 0.288 d and Rves ≈ 1.337 d. On the other hand, if the size scaled up based on the
nanodroplet size of 100 nm as the characteristic length scale(i.e., 1 d ∼
= 347.293 nm),
then the vesicle size will be Rves ≈ 464.16 nm which is in the range of large unilamellar vesicles (LUV). To define the state of wetting, we define the fraction of contact
area of the droplet as A∗ = Aαγ /(Aαγ + Aαβ ). The actual volume of the vesicle is
3 , which can only attain spherical geometry with the prescribed area of
V0 = 10 dp
2/3
3V0 /4π. The reduced volume of the vesicle is defined by v = V /V0 as a
A0 = 4π
control parameter. The membrane area A0 and volume V is conserved during energy
minimization.

4.2.5 Consideration of capillary waves.
In the presence of the thermallyqexcited capillary waves [126], the liquid interface
roughness ξ is proportional to ∝ kB T /Σαβ . This proportionality indicates that for
very small nanodroplets with ultra-low interfacial tension, the roughness of the interface
becomes comparable to the nanodroplet size. Capillary waves hinder the formation of
any arbitrary small droplet sizes. Thus, one can conclude that for fixed droplet size,
we cannot observe nanodroplets with arbitrary low interfacial tension. Therefore, here
we took Rα > 6ξ, or equivalently Σαβ > 36(kB T /Rα2 ), as the lower threshold for the
interfacial tension of a constant nanodroplet size. This implies that for a nanodroplet
with radius Rα = 100 nm, the lower threshold of interfacial tension should be Σαβ =
15 µN/m, which is in the order of macromolecular condensates interfacial tensions.

4.2.6 Physical scale of material parameters.
We limit the parameter space to the values corresponding to lipid-vesicles and biomolecular condensates. Lipid membranes have bending rigidities in the range of κ =5-100
kB T . And, bimolecular condensates have interfacial tensions in the range Σαβ =1-100
µN/m. Based on theoretical estimates and experimental observations, the magnitude of
the line tension can vary over two orders of magnitude λαβγ =1-100 pN with both positive and negative signs [127, 54]. In addition, as discussed in the last chapter, the line
tension interdependently linked to the interfacial tension. Here, we use the results of the
DPD simulations to find the range of physically meaningful values of the line tension in
the low tension regime. The special case of λαβγ = 0 pN is considered as a control system. We study different combinations of material parameters with interfacial tensions
ranging from Σαβ =15 to 85 µN/m, bending rigidities of κ = 12.6, 20, 30 and 50 kB T
and line tensions λαβγ = −5 to 0 pN
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Table 4.1. Nanoroplet size Rα and membrane bending rigidity κ used to calculate the reduced
interfacial tension and line tension. Nanodroplet radius is estimated from the droplet volume of
two spherical caps from density profile, the first number in parentheses. The bending rigidity is
calculated from area compressibility modulus, the second number in parentheses. The length and
energy units are d and kB T , respectively.

fAH
fAB
45
50
55
60

20

25

30

35

( 9.87, 11)
(10.07, 11)
(10.08, 11)
(10.16, 11)

( 9.87, 12.6)
(10.14, 12.6)
(10.50, 12.6)
(10.50, 12.6)

( 9.94, 14)
(10.39, 14)
(10.59, 14)
(10.38, 14)

( 9.84, 15.3)
( 9.95, 15.3)
(10.38, 15.3)
(10.42, 15.3)

4.2.7 Dependence of line tension on the interfacial tension.
In order to find the dependence of line tension to interfacial tension in the reduced unit,
we analyze the nanodroplet size Rα and the bending rigidity κ of the membrane for a
range of DPD parameters, as listed in Table 4.1. The interaction parameters fAH and
fAB , modulate the membrane bending rigidity and the nanodroplet interfacial tension,
respectively (more details can be found in chapter three). The bending rigidity is calculated from the area compressibility modulus [13]. In addition, the nanodroplet radius
is estimated from density profile results and using the spherical cap approximations.
The results are tabulated in Table 4.1
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4.3.1 Nanodroplet induces morphological transformations on vesicle.
We studied the wetting of a vesicle by nanodroplets. The size of nanodroplet is taken
to be Rα = 100 nm as a characteristic length scale for unit transformations, which
implies the vesicle size in the range of LUVs. The enclosed liquid phase by vesicle is
called γ, and the third exterior phase is named β phase. In all of the simulations, the
nanodroplet is in contact with the membrane from the outside.
Initially, we minimized the energy of nanodroplet and the vesicle in the non-wetted
state. As expected for liquid droplets in equilibrium, the nanodroplet attains spherical geometry. The vesicle morphology, however, transforms to prolate shape in the
reduced volume of v = 0.7 − 0.9, Figure 4.1a. Such a shape transformation is known
for vesicles with reduced volume at zero spontaneous curvature [8]. It has been shown
that the prolate branch of solutions has lower energy compared to oblate branch [8],
in this range of reduced volume (i.e., v = 0.7 − 0.9). Next, we started our numerical minimization when the nanodroplet and vesicle initially have a small contact area.
Once the vesicle is in contact with the nanodroplet, in response to the capillary force
arising from αβ interface, nanodroplet deforms the membrane and partially wets the
vesicle surface. The Lagrange multiplier Σves is coupled to vesicle’s area Aves and act
as mechanical tension [21]. The bending energy counteracts the capillary force and
prevents any arbitrary and strong vesicle deformation in presence of the vesicle’s are
and volume constraint. We observed that wetting of vesicles by nanodroplets induces a
morphological shape transformation. We found three distinct classes of morphologies,
namely, discocyte, stomatocytes I, and stomatocytes II, Figure 4.1a. The intermediate morphology of stomatocytes II is distinguished from stomatocytes I based on the
negative curvature in the south pole of the vesicle surface and based on the fraction of
contact area A∗ > 0.6 from discocyte morphology, respectively.
Four different morphology diagrams are illustrated in Figure 4.1b-e for different combinations of material parameters. Two top panels correspond to control state of zero
line tension and for bending rigidity of κ = 20 kB T and κ = 50 kB T , where the wetting
state is solely driven by interfacial and bending energies, Figure 4.1b,c. Two lower
panels correspond to the states with constant negative line tension λαβγ = −2 pN for
bending rigidity of κ = 20 kB T and κ = 50 kB T . In the latter cases, both interfacial
energy and line energy together with vesicle bending energy contribute to the wetting
of vesicle, Figure 4.1d,e. The color of enclosed square on shape morphology Figure 4.1a
has a one-to-one correspondence to the color on morphology diagrams, Figure 4.1b-e.
Our result demonstrates that all material parameters, bending rigidity κ, interfacial
tension Σαβ and line tension λαβγ can modulate the final morphology of the minimized
shape. This suggests that a local perturbation of a vesicle by a nanodroplet can propagate over the whole membrane geometry and cause a global shape transformation.
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Figure 4.1. The nanodroplet-vesicle shape morphology and morphology diagram. (a) The shapes
illustrate the morphology of vesicles interacting with nanodroplets. The vesicle surface is shown in
gray and the nanodroplet in blue. All shapes are shown in half with a cutaway on the longitudinal
plane. The αγ segment of the membrane is highlighted with a thick red curve. In the absence
of nanodroplet, we observe a prolate shape, for the reduced volume of the vesicle in the range of
v = 0.7 − 0.9. However, in the same reduced volume, nanodroplets induce shape transformation
from prolate to discocyte and stomatocytes I. There is an intermediate shape between these known
morphologies, that we call stomatocytes II. The fraction of the contact area A∗ > 0.6 and the
negative curvature of the membrane in the south pole of the vesicle are used to distinguish the
shape of stomatocytes II from stomatocytes I. The morphology diagram for different parameter
combinations are shown (b) κ = 20 kB T and λ̄αβγ = 0, (c) κ = 50 kB T and λ̄αβγ = 0, (d)
κ = 20 kB T and λ̄αβγ = −2.4331 and finally (e) κ = 50 kB T and λ̄αβγ = −0.97324. The
spontaneous curvature is taken to be zero m̄ = 0 for all cases. The color of enclosed square on
shape morphology (a) corresponds to the color in the morphology diagrams (b)-(e). The olivecolored region highlights the interfacial tension regime, which is hindered due to thermally excited
capillary waves. Red stars show the scanned data points. The triangulation-based nearest-neighbor
interpolation is used to construct the non-scanned regions on the morphology diagram.

Similar shape transformations have been reported for the system of nanoparticles and
vesicles [125]. The wetting induced shape transformation is the result of global energy minimization, where the cost of vesicle deformation is paid off by gaining both
interfacial energy and line energy.
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4.3.2 Wetting energy.
We define the wetting energy as the energy difference between the non-wetted state
and the wetted state. When the vesicle is completely wetted by the exterior β phase, it
is recognized as the non-wetted state. We use the nanodroplet fraction of contact area
A∗ as the order parameter to study the wetting. In non-wetted state A∗ = 0, while
A∗ = 1 indicates the state where the nanodroplet phase α is completely engulfed by
vesicle. The partially wetted state is defined when 0 < A∗ < 1. Both axisymmetric
and non-axisymmetric solutions are found in the partially wetted sate. The example of
non-axisymmetric solutions are shown in Figure 4.2a,b. Since we do not exactly know
how the line tension varies as a function of interfacial tension and bending rigidity, we
will consider two scenarios: i) first, we study the case where the line tension is constant
and is not dependent on the interfacial tension and the bending rigidity; ii) second, we
study the wetting for a vesicle with low bending rigidity κ = 12.6 kB T , where the line
tension varies linearly based on the DPD simulation results, see chapter three.
(I) Constant line tension: First, we studied the case where the line tension is
negative and constant λαβγ = −2 pN , and there is no dependence on interfacial tension
and bending rigidity. We took the special case of zero line tension λαβγ = 0 pN as a
control case. The result shows that the bending energy of the vesicle always increases
as a result of wetting, see Figure 4.2c (green data points). However, the system gains
energy by reducing the interfacial energy (red data points) and gaining line energy (blue
data points), see Figure 4.2c. In contrary to nanoparticles, the area of nanodroplet is
not fixed and can vary freely. As a consequence, the interfacial energy gain as a function
of A∗ is not a simple quadratic decay. The negative line energy as a function of the
fraction of contact area has a positive slope, which indicates that the engulfment of
nanodroplet reduces the three-phase contact line. The same arguments holds for the
bending energy and interfacial energy of the control case of zero line tension, except the
line energy remains zero. Figure 4.2d compares the total wetting energy for different
bending rigidities. The total negative energy suggests that the wetting of LUVs with
nanodroplets should occur spontaneously. The low contact area fraction (i.e., ≈ A∗ <
0.4) belongs to unphysical nanodroplets because of thermally excited capillary waves.
Thus, the low contact areas region is hindered in nanodroplet-LUV scale. This region
is colored by red in Figure. 4.2c-e. In an intermediate region of contact area (i.e.,
A∗ ≈ 0.4 − 0.5) we observed elongated contact lines, where the nanodroplet spreads on
the membrane and take the shape of doubly connected ellipsoidal caps. In this regime,
only non-axisymmetric solutions exist, highlighted with dark gray in Figure 4.2c,d. The
latter symmetry breaking is the effect of negative values of the line tension in elongation
of the three-phase contact line. In higher contact areas, however, A∗ ≈ 0.5 − 0.6 both
axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric solutions are observed, as highlighted with a light
gray color, see Figure 4.2c,d. The data points on the white region are all found to be
axisymmetric.
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Figure 4.2. The morphology of vesicle-nanodroplet system with non-axisymmetric contact line
geometry in (a) low contact area A∗ < 0.5 and (b) high contact area A∗ > 0.7. The panels in
the top row of (a) and (b) show the top views of the elliptic contact line. The second and third
rows show two vertical cutaway on longitudinal planes. The red region corresponds to the lower
interfacial tensions (Σαβ < 15 µN/m), which are hindered because of thermally excited capillary
waves. The dark gray region highlights the regime where the symmetry of the surface and the threephase contact line is broken. In the light gray, both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric solutions
coexist. The blue region is where the broken symmetry is observed for DPD simulations from chapter
three. And finally, in the white region only the axisymmetric solutions are observed. (c) Three main
energetic contributions, namely, line energy (blue), interfacial energy (red), and the bending energy
(green), are shown for κ = 20 kB T and λαβγ = −2 pN . (d) The wetting energy of the vesicle for
three different bending rigidities κ = 20 kB T (blue), κ = 30 kB T (green) and κ = 50 kB T (red)
with constant line tension λαβγ = −2 pN . The solid squares and the open circles correspond to
line tension of λαβγ = −2 pN and λαβγ = 0 pN as a control system. (e) Three main energetic
contributions and the total wetting energy of vesicle for constant bending rigidity of κ = 12.6 kB T
with varying line tension (closed squares). The black open circles corresponds to the data from
DPD simulations with lateral box size of L|| = 125 d and L|| = 120 d.

(II) Line tension with linear dependence on the interfacial tension: Then,
we studied vesicle where the bending rigidity is constant κ = 12.6 kB T and the line
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tension is linearly dependent to interfacial tension Σ̄αβ = −3.21λ̄αβγ − 6.63 as found
for fAH = 25 kB T , see chapter three for more details on the linear extrapolation of
the results of DPD simulations. For these parameters, we find two distinct regimes of
contact area, where the non-axisymmetric solutions exist, dark gray in Figure 4.2e. An
intermediate regime exists, where only axisymmetric solutions are available, marked
as the white region in Figure 4.2e. This observation is consistence with the results of
DPD simulations, where the elongated contact line is only observed for large contact
area A∗ > 0.9, the open circles in Figure 4.2e. The blue region corresponds to the
non-axisymmetric contact line observed for DPD simulations.

4.3.3 Effect of spontaneous curvature.
Nanodroplets of biomolecular condensates can induce spontaneous curvature because
they can create an asymmetric aqueous environment in the αγ segment of the membrane. Albeit, the sign and magnitude of the induced spontaneous curvature by
membrane-less organelles are unknown. A negative spontaneous curvature should facilitate engulfment of the nanodroplet, as it acts in the same direction as the capillary
force. However, when the spontaneous curvature is positive, the system could gain
bending energy by outward bulging of the αγ segment of the membrane, while the capillary force pushes the same segment inward. In both cases, negative line tension acts
along the contact line to increase the length of the three-phase contact line. The competition between bending energy, interfacial energy as well as line energy determines
whether an in-bud or out-bud morphology is favorable. Here we have studied two different cases with: i) varying interfacial tension and constant line tension λαβγ = −2 pN
and ii) varying line tension and constant interfacial tension Σαβ = 55 µN/m. In both
cases, the bending rigidity κ = 50 kB T , and the reduced volume of the vesicle v = 0.75
are kept unchanged.
The resulting morphologies are categorized into four different classes, based on the
curvature of the αγ segment of the membrane and the symmetry of the three-phase
contact line, as depicted in Figure 4.3a. Negative and positive curvature of αγ segment,
determine two main classes of in-bud and out-bud morphologies, respectively. The symmetry of the contact line, then defines two sub-classes called symmetric (when the contact line is axisymmetric) and asymmetric (when the contact line is non-axisymmetric).
For constant line tension, a large region of symmetric in-buds (dark blue) is found, see
Figure 4.3b. In this region, the interfacial energy dominates over the line and bending
energies. For large interfacial tension and moderate positive spontaneous curvature
values, symmetric out-bud (green) is observed, which indicates that bending energy is
dominated. However, for large positive spontaneous curvature values, the morphology
transforms to asymmetric out-bud (yellow). This shows the dominant contribution of
the line energy in the asymmetric out-bud region (yellow). Overall the same behavior
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Figure 4.3. The nanodroplet-vesicle shape morphologies and morphology diagrams in the presence
of spontaneous curvature. Here, morphology refers to the curvature of αγ segment and the symmetry
of the three-phase contact line. (a) The shapes illustrate the four distinct morphologies: symmetric
in-buds (first panel) and asymmetric in-buds (second panel) where the αγ segment bulges toward
the interior γ phase, or symmetric out-buds (third panel) and asymmetric out-buds (fourth panel)
where the αγ segment bulges toward the exterior α phase. The morphology diagrams of different
parameter combinations are shown in (b) for a constant line tension of λαβγ = −2 pN and (c) for
constant interfacial tension of Σαβ = 55 µN/m, for vesicles interacting with nanodroplets. The
color definitions are the same as in Figure 4.1 and correspond to the morphologies in the box of the
same color in (a). All calculations are done for constant bending rigidity κ = 50 kB T and vesicle
reduced volume v = 0.75. The scanned data points are shown by red stars. Boundaries between
morphologies are estimated from these points using polynomials of order 3 to 5.

is found for the constant interfacial tension, as shown in Figure 4.3c. For negative
line tensions with rather a large magnitude, asymmetric in-buds (light blue) observed,
Figure 4.3c, which suggests that the line energy contribution is dominant. Note that
the asymmetric in-buds are found for λαβγ < −2 pN , as used to generate Figure 4.3c.
A regime of asymmetric in-buds may well appear in a similar morphology diagram at
lower line tensions.
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4.3.4 Symmetry hyper-surface for vanishing spontaneous curvature.
As elaborated in the previous sections, three main energetic contributions determine
whether the contact line is axisymmetric or non-axisymmetric. Thus the boundary
between symmetric and asymmetric solutions can be determined by a surface in threedimensional parameter space, namely line tension, interfacial tension, and bending
rigidity. We aim to construct such a dividing surface by exploring the boundary between
symmetric and asymmetric contact line geometries, similar to the examples shown in
Figure 4.3b,c, but for vanishing spontaneous curvature. We first keep the bending rigidity constant and scan isoline curves where line tension and interfacial tension determine
the symmetry.
All results are shown in cyan data points in Figure 4.4a. These data points are in
the boundary of symmetric and asymmetric solutions. The data points with zero line
tension on the right-hand side of the y-axis, are the minimum interfacial tension allowed
by thermally excited capillary waves. All data points appear in the low tension regime,
highlighted by blue color in Figure 4.4a. The extrapolation of DPD results from high
tension regime (red color in Figure 4.4a) predicts the existence of such a region in low
tension regime.
Similar isoline for constant line tensions is obtained in the two-dimensional parameter
space of interfacial tension and bending rigidity, as shown in Figure 4.4b. The geometry
of the contact line is axisymmetric above iso-lines and non-axisymmetric below the isolines. By combining data in Figure 4.4a and b, in three dimensional parameter space
the symmetry hyper-surface is constructed. Here, we use a two-variable polynomial of
third-degree to fit the discrete data points, as shown by red stars in Figure 4.4c, to a
surface by:

it
Σ̄fαβ
(λ̄αβγ , κ) = λ̄iαβγ Pij κj = λ̄0αβγ
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where the fit parameters read:


Pij

3.438
0.5401
=
−0.2254
−0.08202

−0.09775
−0.01833
0.00774
0

0.0007452
0.0002434
0
0

2.615e − 06
0

0
0


(4.4)

Σ̄fαβit (λ̄αβγ , κ) is called symmetry hyper-surface and is shown in Figure 4.4c. This symmetry hyper-surface has a simple interpretation: as long as we are above the surface in
parameter space, the geometry of the contact line should remain axisymmetric, but in
the parameter space below the surface, the symmetry of the contact line should transform to non-axisymmetric geometries. All calculations are done for constant reduced
volume v = 0.75.
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Figure 4.4. (a) The linear extrapolation of DPD simulations results to the low tensions regime.
Each line corresponds to different DPD force parameters which leads to slightly different bending
rigidities, κ = 11 kB T (black line), κ = 12.6 kB T (blue line), κ = 14 kB T (green line) and
κ = 15.3 kB T (red line). The red and blue regions highlit the high tension and low tension regimes,
respectively. The green region shows the 50% confidence limit of the linear fit for the green data
points. The cyan data points in low tension regime show the boundary between axisymmetric and
non-axisymmetric solutions in energy minimization for a range of bending rigidities κ =20, 30, 40
and 50 kB T . (b) The symmetry isolines for constant line tensions. The solution of nanodropletvesicle shapes are axisymmetric above the isolines and non-axisymmetric below the isolines. (c)
Symmetry hyper-surface. Red stars show the scanned data points. These are the same as the cyan
data points in panel (a) and all data points in panel (b). The surface is a polynomial (degree of
it
three with two variables) fit Σ̄fαβ
(λ̄αβγ , κ) over the red data points. The color of the surface is the
reduced interfacial tension Σ̄αβ . The solution of nanodroplet-vesicle shapes are axisymmetric above
the surface and non-axisymmetric below the surface. (d) The unitless tension difference obtained
it
from symmetry hyper-surface Σ̄fαβ
(λ̄αβγ , κ) and from the stress profile Σ̄αβ in DPD simulations.
The colors of data points are the same as in panel (a) and Figure 3.10b of chapter three. The red
and blue regions, illustrate the asymmetric and symmetric regimes of the three-phase contact line,
respectively.

As a consistency check, we test the predictability of the surface for outcomes of DPD
D > 0 then the DPD system
simulations, see chapter three. If Σ̄fαβit (λ̄αβγ , κ) − Σ̄DP
αβ
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is located below the symmetry surface and the contact line is non-axisymmetric, and
vice-versa. The results for a wide range of DPD parameters are shown in Figure 4.4d.
As expected, for the majority of data points, the contact line geometry is predicted to
be non-axisymmetric. However, for a few data points, an axisymmetric contact line is
predicted. We performed further DPD simulations for these data points to investigate
the symmetry of the contact line. The results shows that the symmetry hyper-surface
perform very well in prediction of contact line symmetry breaking.
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5 Assembly and Polymorphism of
Nanovesicles
5.1 Introduction
Biomembranes are based on fluid bilayers of lipid molecules. The lipids are assembled
into two leaflets, with the polar head groups of the lipids pointing towards the surrounding aqueous solutions and the hydrocarbon chains forming the hydrophobic core of the
bilayer. The fluidity allows these membranes to respond to changes in their aqueous
environment by fast remodelling of both their molecular composition and their shape.
To avoid a hydrophobic edge, a single bilayer, which has a thickness of about 4 nm,
closes up into a unilamellar vesicle, thereby separating an interior aqueous compartment from the exterior bulk solution. The size of these vesicles varies over a wide range,
from a few tens of nanometers to hundreds of micrometers. This size range applies both
to synthetic lipid vesicles prepared from a small number of lipid components and to
cellular vesicles that involve a complex assortment of lipids and membrane proteins.
For lipid vesicles, a variety of methods has been developed by which one can prepare
nanovesicles with diameters within the range of 50 to 300 nm. These methods include
extrusion of lipid dispersions through filters with a certain pore size [128, 129] and,
more recently, microfluidic mixing [130]. In vivo, even smaller nanovesicles are frequently observed such as synaptic vesicles with a diameter that varies between 20 and
50 nm nm [131, 132] as well as exosomes, which represent small extracellular vesicles
with a diameter between 25 and 100 nm [133, 134, 135]. In recent years, exosomes and
somewhat larger extracellular vesicles have been intensely studied as possible biomarkers for diseases and as targeted drug delivery systems [136, 137, 138, 139].
The shapes of nanovesicles with a diameter below a few hundred nanometers, corresponding to the resolution limit of conventional optical microscopy, can be studied by
variants of electron microscopy (EM) such as negative staining EM and cryo-EM [140].
Using such imaging methods, one often observes spherical nanovesicles but a variety of
nonspherical shapes has also been reported [141, 142, 143, 144, 145]. All EM methods
are, however, restricted to a single snapshot of each nanovesicle and cannot monitor
the time-dependent behavior of individual vesicles.
In contrast, computer simulations with molecular resolution can reveal the nanoscale
dynamics of lipids and bilayer membranes as has been demonstrated, e.g., for the self-
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assembly of lipid bilayers in aqueous solution [23, 146] or for the closure of bilayer
patches into nanovesicles [147]. In this chapter, we show that such simulations can
also be used to monitor the shape transformations of individual nanovesicles, using
the following simulation protocol. We first assembled spherical vesicles by placing Nil
and Nol lipid molecules onto two spherical shells, thereby constructing inner and outer
isp
of water
leaflets, respectively. The assembled vesicles enclosed a certain number NW
beads which defined the initial vesicle volume. For a given volume, we studied spherical
vesicles which contained the same total number of lipids, Nlip , but slightly different lipid
numbers Nol and Nil = Nlip − Nol within the inner and outer bilayer leaflets. Four such
vesicles are displayed in the leftmost column of Figure 5.1a - d, corresponding to volume
parameter v = 1.
When we reduced the volume of the spherical vesicles, thereby mimicking the experimental procedure of osmotic deflation, the vesicles underwent very different shape
transformations as shown in Figure 5.1a - d. In fact, redistributing only 2% of the
lipids between the two leaflets of the spherical vesicle led to a very different sequence of
vesicle shapes. In this way, we directly demonstrate that molecular simulations provide
a powerful method to explore the polymorphism of nanovesicles in a systematic manner
by adjusting only three control parameters: the vesicle volume, the total number Nlip
of lipids assembled in the bilayer as well as the lipid number Nol or Nil = Nlip − Nol
within one of the two leaflets. This simulation method also enables us to monitor
the time-dependent behavior of individual vesicles. Therefore, our simulations provide
unprecedented insights into the shape transformations of nanovesicles, which have not
been accessible, so far, to experimental studies.
The vesicle volume and the lipid numbers represent global control parameters that
can be directly adjusted in the simulations but do not reveal the physical mechanisms
and driving forces that lead to the different shape transformations. These mechanisms
and forces can be understood in terms of local quantities, as provided by the mechanical
tensions within the two leaflets and the associated dilations of the molecular areas per
lipid. In order to measure these leaflet tensions and area dilations, it is necessary to
determine, for a given vesicle volume and total lipid number Nlip , the unique lipid
number Nol∗ for which both leaflet tensions vanish simultaneously within the spherical
bilayer.
The shapes and shape transformations obtained here by molecular simulations of
nanovesicles are qualitatively similar to those seen by optical microscopy of giant vesicles, which have a typical size of tens of µm and are, thus, three orders of magnitude
larger than the nanovesicles in Figure 5.1. Our understanding of giant vesicle behavior is based on the theoretical framework of curvature elasticity [148, 25, 27, 149].
Within this framework, one key parameter that determines the vesicle shape is the
local spontaneous curvature. As shown at the end of this chapter, the latter curvature
can be related to the first moment of the spherically symmetric stress profile across the
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molecular bilayers.
Current chapter is organized as follows. We first describe the morphological responses
of spherical nanovesicles to volume reduction and define the three parameters that
determine the initial assembly of the spherical vesicle. We then compute the lipid areas
in the two leaflets which are typically different, with the outer leaflet being more densely
packed than the inner leaflet. Subsequently, we consider the stretching and compression
of the bilayer leaflets and compute the individual leaflet tensions. We show that rather
small changes in the vesicle volume reduce the overall bilayer tension by two orders
of magnitude, thereby producing tensionless bilayers. These tensionless bilayers are
characterized by nonzero leaflet tensions that change under the redistribution of the
lipids between the two leaflets. We then identify the unique lipid distribution for which
both leaflets of the vesicle membrane experience the same leaflet tension. When we
reduce the volume of this vesicle, we obtain tensionless leaflets which define our unique
reference state. At the end, we summarize our results and provide a short outlook on
possible extensions and related systems to be addressed in future studies.
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Figure 5.1. Distinct shape transformations of spherical nanovesciles in response to volume reduction: Each panel a - d displays a series of shapes that an individual vesicle attains when we decrease
its volume as measured by the volume parameter v, see Eq. 5.2. In all four cases, we started from
a spherical vesicle (leftmost snapshot, v = 1) that enclosed the same volume of water. In addition,
the lipid bilayer of these vesicles contained the same total lipid number Nlip = 10 100. However,
the spherical vesicles differed slightly in the lipid numbers Nol and Nil = Nlip − Nol , within their
inner and outer leaflets. We first reduced the vesicle volume by a few percent to v = v0 < 1 to
decrease the bilayer tension by two orders of magnitude and to obtain a spherical vesicle with a
tensionless bilayer. A further reduction of volume then led to (a) a stomatocyte for Nol = 5700;
(b) a discocyte for Nol = 5900; (c) a tube-like prolate for Nol = 6100; as well as (d) a dumbbell
with a closed membrane neck for Nol = 6300. Thus, redistributing only 200 lipids, i.e., less than
2% of the total lipid number Nlip , from the inner to the outer leaflets leads to qualitatively different
shape transformations. As shown below, this polymorphism can be understood in terms of different
mechanical tensions within the inner and outer leaflets of the spherical vesicles. The simulations to
generate this figure is done by Rikhia Ghosh.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Dissipative particle dynamics
We used dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) which is a coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation technique, well suited to study nanoscale processes related to bilayer
membranes. Our system is built up from three types of beads that represent small
molecular groups corresponding to water (W) beads, lipid chain (C) beads, and lipid
head (H) beads. The lipid molecules have a head group consisting of three H beads and
two hydrocarbon chains, each of which consists of six C beads [14, 19]. The numerical
values of the force parameters fij are displayed in Table 5.1. The technical details
about the DPD simulations can be found in chapter two.
Table 5.1. Set of force parameters fij in units of kB T /d. The bead indices i and j can be H, C,
or W. H denotes the lipid head beads, C the lipid chain beads and W the water beads.

fij
H
C
W

H
30
50
30

C
50
10
75

W
30
75
25

All DPD simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble. The bulk water density
was chosen to have the standard DPD value ρW = 3/d3 to reproduce the compressibility
of bulk water at room temperature T = 298 K. The nanovesicles were studied in a cubic
simulation box with volume (80 d)3 and periodic boundary conditions. The initial
spherical nanovesicles were assembled on two nested spherical shells with diameter 45 d
and 50 d, using the packmol software package [150]. We placed Nil and Nol lipids
within the inner and outer shell and varied these lipid numbers in such a way that
the total number N = Nil + Nol was kept constant, see Figure 5.1. For the initial
spherical nanovesicles, the interior and exterior aqueous compartment contained 90 400
and 1 350 000 water beads, respectively. For each vesicle volume, the simulation run
time was at least 50 microseconds.

5.2.2 Curvature elastic membrane model
We used the energy minimization scheme introduced in chapter two to investigate
the polymorphism of nanovesicles predicted by the curvature-elastic membrane model.
The elastic membrane surface is modeled using a triangulated mesh. The deformation
energy is calculated using the Helfrich Hamiltonian, the total energy, E, of the vesicle
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reads:
E=

Z

dA[2κ(M − m)2 ] + ΣAves − P Vves

(5.1)

Elastic properties of the membrane characterize the elastic energy of membrane via
bending rigidity κ, the spontaneous curvature m and the local mean curvature of membrane M . The last two terms in Eq. 5.1, employ two different Lagrange multipliers,
namely, Σ and P , to keep the vesicle’s area Aves and volume Vves constant. However,
the last two terms do not contribute to the total energy of the system. To reduce
the computational cost, we used four-fold rotationally symmetric vesicle shapes and
calculate the membrane bending energies for several reduced volumes and spontaneous
curvatures. We assume that spontaneous curvature is constant and independent of
deflation state of the vesicle.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Initial assembly of spherical vesicles.
We consider closed nanovesicles formed by lipid bilayers in water and study their behavior by Dissipative Particle Dynamics. We use a coarse-grained model for the lipid
and water molecules [14, 19], which are built up from beads with diameter d ' 0.8 nm.
We first assembled spherical vesicles by placing lipid molecules onto two spherical shells
corresponding to the two leaflets of the bilayer membranes. The size of these vesicles
was primarily determined by the vesicle volume, i.e., by the number of water beads
enclosed by the inner leaflet of the membrane. This number was chosen in such a way
that the head group layers of the inner and outer leaflets had a diameter of about 45 d
and 50 d, respectively. For a given volume, we placed Nil and Nol lipids onto the inner
and outer leaflets, respectively, and considered different vesicles with the same total
lipid number Nlip = Nil + Nol . Thus, for given volume and constant total lipid number,
we are left with a single assembly parameter, which we took to be the lipid number Nol
in the outer leaflet. The spherical vesicles assembled in this manner were found to be
stable for the range of Nol -values shown in Figure 5.1.

5.3.2 Vesicle volume and volume parameter.
Experimentally, the volume of a vesicle can be changed by osmotic deflation and inflation. In the simulations, we varied the vesicle volume by changing the number NW
of water beads enclosed by the inner leaflet of the vesicle membrane. This number
determines the volume via V ≡ NW d3 /3 where the factor 1/3 reflects the bulk water
density ρW = 3/d3 . To monitor the volume changes, we used the volume parameter v
defined by
NW
v ≡ isp
(5.2)
NW
isp
is the number of water beads enclosed by the initial spherical vesicle. Thus,
where NW
isp
the initial vesicle is characterized by v = 1 and any volume reduction with NW < NW
leads to v < 1. Monitoring volume changes via the parameter v is rather convenient
here because we can directly change the number NW of water beads within the vesicle
and thus compute the value of v without the necessity to determine any membrane
surface, see Figure 5.1.

5.3.3 Diverse morphological responses to volume changes.
As we reduce the vesicle volume of a spherical nanovesicle, the vesicle can undergo a
surprising variety of morphological transformations. In Figure 5.1, we display the morphological responses of four spherical vesicles that have the same volume, corresponding
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isp
= 90 400 water beads, and are bounded by bilayer membranes that contain the
to NW
same overall number of lipids as given by Nlip = 10 100. However, the two leaflets of
the bilayers contain somewhat different lipid numbers, Nol and Nil , within their outer
and inner leaflets.
The diverse responses of the spherical nanovesicles in Figure 5.1 can be understood
by examining how the different lipid numbers Nil and Nol change the areas per lipid
in the two leaflets of the bilayers. Indeed, when we place, for fixed vesicle volume,
somewhat different numbers of lipids on the inner and outer leaflets of the spherical
bilayers, we obtain different molecular areas, ail and aol , for the lipids in the two bilayer
leaflets.

5.3.4 Lipid areas in the two leaflets.
To determine the two lipid areas ail and aol in a quantitative manner, we introduce
spherical coordinates with the radial coordinate r and place the center of each spherical vesicle at r = 0. Because of the spherical symmetry, all density profiles depend only
on this radial coordinate. We then define the midsurface of each spherical nanovesicle
via the corresponding density profile ρC (r) of the chain (C) beads that form the hydrophobic core of the vesicle membranes. As shown in Figure 5.2a, this density profile
exhibits a pronounced maximum at r = RC = 22 d by which we define the radius Rmid
of the bilayer’s midsurface, as in previous studies [14, 19] of planar bilayers. In contrast
to the neutral surface of a bilayer [151, 152], the midsurface considered here is not defined in terms of elastic deformations or stresses but represents the molecular interface
between the two bilayer leaflets. Furthermore, as shown further below and summarized
in Table 5.2, three alternative, physically meaningful definitions of this midsurface lead
to essentially the same numerical value for the midsurface radius Rmid . In addition to
the density profiles ρC , we consider the density profiles ρH (r) of the head (H) beads,
see Figure 5.2b, which exhibit two peaks at r = RiH for the inner head group layer
and at r = RoH for the outer one. The midsurface of the inner leaflet is then defined
by Ril ≡ 12 (RiH + RC ) and the midsurface of the outer leaflet by Rol ≡ 21 (RC + RoH ).
Finally, the lipid areas in the inner and outer leaflets are obtained by dividing the areas
of the leaflets’ midsurfaces by the corresponding lipid numbers, i.e., by
ail =

4πRil2
Nil

and aol =

2
4πRol
.
Nol

(5.3)

The numerical values of these lipid areas as obtained for the four spherical vesicles with
v = 1 in Figure 5.1 are given in Table 5.3. In all cases, the lipid area ail within the
inner leaflet is larger than the lipid area aol within the outer leaflet which implies that
the outer leaflets are more densely packed.
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Table 5.2. Midsurface radius Rmid = RC , RH , and RCOM as obtained from CHAIN, HEAD, and
COM for the five spherical vesicles in Figures 5.1 and 5.4a with v = v0 and tensionless bilayers.

Figure
RC [d]
RH [d]
RCOM [d]

5.1a
22.1
22.1
22.3

5.1b
22.1
21.9
22.3

5.1c
22.0
21.9
22.3

5.1d
22.0
21.7
22.4

5.4a
22.1
21.9
22.3

5.3.5 Stretching and compression of the bilayer leaflets.
Intuitively, we expect that the inner and the outer leaflet of the vesicle membrane have
an optimal area per lipid, a0il and a0ol , corresponding to their natural packing densities
and their elastically relaxed states. Let us assume, for a moment, that we knew these
optimal lipid areas. If we now stretched the outer leaflet of the spherical bilayer, we
would increase the lipid area to aol > a0ol . On the other hand, if we compressed the
outer leaflet, we would reduce this lipid area to aol < a0ol . The same behavior applies
to the inner leaflet of the spherical bilayer: ail < a0il corresponds to compression and
ail > a0il corresponds to stretching of the inner leaflet.
To determine the optimal lipid areas a0il and a0ol , we need to know the mechanical
tensions, Σil and Σol , that act within the inner and outer leaflets. These leaflet tensions were computed as follows. Because of the spherical symmetry, the local stress or
pressure tensor has the general form [22]
P = PN (r) er ⊗ er + PT (r) [eθ ⊗ eθ + eφ ⊗ eφ ]

(5.4)

with the normal component PN (r) and the tangential component PT (r) where er , eθ ,
and eφ are orthogonal unit vectors and the symbol ⊗ represents the dyadic product. The
numerical values of PN (r) and PT (r) as well as the stress profile s(r) ≡ PN (r) − PT (r)
were calculated as described previously [153]. As shown in Figure 5.2c, the stress profiles
s(r) change strongly as we reshuffle lipids from one leaflet to the other, thereby changing
the lipid numbers Nol and Nil = Nlip − Nol . The bilayer tension Σ was obtained by
Σ=

∞

Z
0

dr [PN (r) − PT (r)] =

∞

Z
0

dr s(r) ,

(5.5)

in close analogy to the interfacial tension [22] of a spherical liquid droplet, and the
leaflet tensions Σil and Σol by
Σil =

Z
0

RC

dr s(r)

and

Σol =

Z

∞

dr s(r) .

RC

(5.6)
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Figure 5.2. Density and stress profiles as functions of the radial coordinate r for four spherical
vesicles with tensionless bilayers corresponding to v = v0 < 1 in Figure 5.1: (a) Density profiles
ρC (r) of the chain (C) beads forming the hydrophobic core of the bilayers. These profiles exhibit
a pronounced maximum that is located at the radial coordinate r = 22 d and is used to define
the midsurface of the bilayers; (b) Density profiles ρH (r) of the head (H) beads that form the
two head group layers of the bilayers. These density profiles have two peaks which we take to
define the locations of the head group layers; and (c) Stress profiles s(r) with maxima and minima
corresponding to stretched and compressed leaflets, respectively.

In this way, we obtained the numerical values of the bilayer tension Σ = Σil + Σol and
the leaflet tensions for the four spherical vesicles in Figure 5.1, as given in Table 5.3
for v = 1.

5.3.6 Leaflet tensions of spherical bilayers.
The first column in Table 5.3 corresponds to the spherical vesicle displayed in Figisp
= 90 400. In this case, the tension
ure 5.1a with Nil = 4400, Nol = 5700, and NW
Σol of the outer leaflet is positive whereas the tension Σil of the inner leaflet is negative. Thus, the outer leaflet is stretched whereas the inner leaflet is compressed.
Furthermore, the overall bilayer tension Σ is quite substantial with a value of about
0.34 kB T /d2 . The first column of Table 5.4 provides the tension values obtained after a
isp
= 90 400 to NW = 87 350 water beads.
slight reduction of the vesicle volume from NW
For the latter volume, the slightly deflated vesicle attained a state for which the overall
bilayer tension Σ was reduced by two orders of magnitude, from Σ ' 0.34 kB T /d2 to
Σ = 0.05 kB T /d2 , corresponding to a tensionless bilayer. However, the two leaflet tensions Σil ' −0.82 and Σol ' 0.87 were still comparable with the leaflet tensions of the
isp
= 90 400 water beads, corresponding to an inner leaflet
initial vesicle that enclosed NW
that is compressed and an outer leaflet that is stretched. Therefore, when we further
reduce the volume of the vesicle, the inner leaflet would like to expand whereas the
outer leaflet would like to shrink, thereby reducing the area difference ∆A = Aol − Ail
between the outer and the inner leaflet. As a consequence, the spherical vesicle in
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Figure 5.3. (a) Leaflet tensions Σil (red) and Σol (blue) as functions of the lipid number Nol in the
outer leaflet for the four spherical vesicles displayed in the 1st column of Figure 5.1 with fixed total
number N = Nil + Nol = 10 100 and volume parameter v = 1. The tension Σil in the inner leaflet
increases whereas the tension Σol in the outer leaflet decreases with increasing Nol . Furthermore,
∗
= 5963, corresponding to
both sets of data are well fitted by straight lines which cross at Nol
2
equal leaflet tensions Σil = Σol ' 0.16 kB T /d . The numerical parameter values are also given in
Table 5.3. (b) Leaflet tensions Σil (red) and Σol (blue) as functions of the lipid number Nol in the
outer leaflet for the four spherical vesicles displayed in the 2nd column of Figure 5.1, corresponding
to v = v0 < 1 and tensionless bilayers. The numerical parameter values are also given in Table 5.4.
∗
= 5993 corresponding to
Both sets of data are well fitted by straight lines which cross at Nol
tensionless leaflets.

Figure 5.1a is transformed into a stomatocyte which has a smaller area difference ∆A
than the spherical vesicle.
Inspection of Table 5.3 shows that analogous results are obtained for the other three
spherical vesicles with v = 1 in Figure 5.1b-d. For the spherical vesicle in Figure 5.1b,
the tension Σil of the inner leaflet is again negative whereas the tension Σol is again
positive but these tensions are reduced compared to the spherical vesicle in Figure 5.1a.
Thus, the inner leaflet is again compressed while the outer leaflet is again stretched.
In contrast, for the spherical vesicles in Figure 5.1c and d, the inner leaflet tension Σil
is positive while the outer leaflet tension Σol is negative. Therefore, the inner leaflets
are stretched and would like to shrink whereas the outer leaflets are compressed and
would like to expand, thereby increasing the area difference ∆A. As a consequence, the
spherical vesicles in Figure 5.1c and 5.1d transform into prolates and dumbbells, which
have larger ∆A-values than the spherical vesicles.
To facilitate the comparison between the different spherical vesicles in Figure 5.1aisp
= 90 400 water beads. In all
d, we always started from an initial volume with NW
four cases, we had to reduce the initial spherical nanovesicles with v = 1 by a few
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Table 5.3. Parameter values for six spherical vesicles with v = 1 and NW = 90 400, corresponding
∗
= 5993 determined
to the four panels in Figures 5.1, Figure 5.4a and the spherical vesicle with Nol
in Figure 5.3b. All vesicle membranes contain the same total number of lipids, Nlip = Nil + Nol =
10 100. The midsurface radius Rmid = RC of the bilayer was defined by the peak in the chain
bead density ρC (r), see Figure 5.2a, corresponding to CHAIN. The midsurface radii Ril and Rol of
the inner and outer leaflets were taken to be Ril = 12 (RiH + RC ) and Rol = 21 (RC + RoH ) where
RiH and RoH denote the location of the inner and outer peak of the head group density ρH (r), see
Figure 5.2b
Nil
Nol
NW
v
Σ
RC
Σil
Σol
Ril
Rol
ail
aol
T
m

Figure 5.1a
4400
5700
90400
1
0.341±0.02
22.375±0.00
-0.706±0.02
1.047±0.02
21.05±0.06
23.521±0.05
1.266±0.01
1.22±0.01
11.407±0.44
-0.331±0.01

Figure 5.1b
4200
5900
90400
1
0.376±0.02
22.358±0.06
-0.048±0.04
0.424±0.04
21.013±0.04
23.508±0.03
1.321±0.01
1.177±0.00
9.482±0.47
-0.262±0.02

Figure 5.1c
4000
6100
90400
1
0.328±0.02
22.283±0.12
0.619±0.10
-0.292±0.09
20.963±0.07
23.454±0.06
1.381±0.01
1.133±0.01
5.704±0.51
-0.14±0.02

Figure 5.1d
3800
6300
90400
1
0.184±0.03
22.133±0.05
1.256±0.08
-1.073±0.09
20.863±0.08
23.363±0.08
1.439±0.01
1.089±0.01
-0.21± 0.6
0.052±0.02

Figure 5.4a
4137
∗
= 5963
Nol
90400
1
0.366±0.02
22.35±0.08
0.157±0.07
0.209±0.06
21.004±0.04
23.496±0.05
1.34 ±0.01
1.163±0.01
8.39±0.43
-0.227±0.01

Figure 5.3b
4107
∗
= 5993
Nol
90400
1
0.36±0.02
22.342±0.09
0.259±0.07
0.101±0.07
21.004±0.04
23.483±0.04
1.35 ±0.01
1.156±0.00
7.874±0.42
-0.213±0.01

units

kB T /d2
d
kB T /d2
kB T /d2
d
d
d2
d2
kB T /d
1/d

percent to v = v0 < 1, see second column of Figure 5.1 and Table 5.4 in order to
reach a tensionless bilayer, corresponding to Σ = Σil + Σol ' 0. The slightly deflated
vesicles with v = v0 < 1 and Σ ' 0 are still spherical and their snapshots cannot be
distinguished from those for v = 1, see Figure 5.1.

5.3.7 Reference state with tensionless leaflets.
The four vesicles with v = 1 in Figure 5.1 were obtained by assembling different lipid
numbers Nil and Nol in the two leaflets, keeping the total lipid number N = Nil + Nol
fixed. We can then reduce the number of parameters and focus on a single lipid number,
say Nol . In Figure 5.3, we display the two leaflets tensions Σil and Σol as functions of
the lipid number Nol . The two sets of data points in this figure are well fitted by two
straight lines that cross each other for Nol = Nol∗ = 5963. At this crossing point, the
two leaflet tensions are equal to Σil = Σol ' 0.16 kB T /d2 .
We then studied a spherical vesicle with Nol = Nol∗ and Nil = Nil∗ = Nlip − Nol∗ ,
isp
= 90 400, as the four
see Figure 5.4a, that encloses the same number of beads, NW
spherical vesicles in Figure 5.1. As a result, we obtained the leaflet tensions Σil =
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Figure 5.4. (a) Morphological transformations of the spherical nanovesicle with Nil = 4137 and
isp
Nol = 5963 lipids in the inner and outer leaflet, enclosing NW
= 90 400 water beads. A slight
deflation of this vesicle to NW = 87 360 water beads and v = v0 = 0.966 leads to the reference
state with tensionless leaflets. As we continue to reduce the vesicle volume, the vesicle attains a
prolate shape for v = 0.8 and v = 0.7, an oblate or discocyte shape for v = 0.6, and a stomatocyte
shape for v = 0.5. (b-d) Density and stress profiles of the reference state with tensionless leaflets
as functions of the radial coordinate r: (b) Density profile ρC (r) of the C beads; (c) Density profile
ρH (r) of the H beads; and (d) Stress profile s(r) across the bilayer membrane. Integrating this
stress profile over the two leaflets as in Eq. 5.6, we obtain leaflet tensions Σil and Σol close to zero
(Table 5.4). The simulations to generate panel (a) of this figure is done by Rikhia Ghosh.

0.157 ± 0.07 kB T /d2 and Σol = 0.209 ± 0.06, in good agreement with the tension values
Σil = Σol ' 0.16 kB T /d2 as derived from the graphical interpolation in Figure 5.3.
When we slightly deflated this vesicle and reduced its volume to NW = 87 360, we
obtained a spherical vesicle for which both leaflet tensions Σol ' 0 and Σil ' 0, i.e.,
for which each leaflet tension vanished individually, see Table 5.4. Essentially the same
reference state can be obtained by the following alternative procedure. We start from
the same set of spherical vesicles as before (first column of Figure 5.1 and Table 5.3)
but then deflate each vesicle to v = v0 < 1 in order to obtain tensionless bilayers with
Σ = Σil + Σol ' 0 (second column of Figure 5.1 and Table 5.4). The corresponding
leaflet tensions are plotted in Figure 5.3b as a function of Nol . Graphical extrapolation
of these data then leads to the outer lipid number Nol∗ = 5993 for the reference state
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Table 5.4. Parameter values for six spherical vesicles with v = v0 < 1 and tensionless bilayers,
∗
= 5993
corresponding to the four panels in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.4a, and the spherical vesicle with Nol
determined in Figure 5.3b. The radii of the different midsurfaces are defined in the same way as in
Table 5.3.
Nil
Nol
NW
v0
Σ
RC
Σil
Σol
Ril
Rol
ail
aol
T
m

Figure 5.1a
4400
5700
87350
0.966
0.05±0.04
22.1±0.08
-0.818±0.06
0.867±0.03
20.808±0.14
23.342±0.16
1.237±0.02
1.201±0.02
5.17±0.87
-0.117±0.03

Figure 5.1b
4200
5900
87420
0.967
0.03±0.03
22.125±0.00
-0.246±0.03
0.277±0.05
20.771±0.11
23.288±0.12
1.291±0.01
1.155±0.01
2.039±0.74
-0.02±0.02

Figure 5.1c
4000
6100
87400
0.967
0.005±0.04
22.017±0.13
0.384±0.06
-0.38±0.07
20.688±0.15
23.2±0.15
1.345±0.02
1.109±0.01
-1.352±0.82
0.089±0.03

Figure 5.1d
3800
6300
88400
0.978
-0.003±0.05
22.042±0.12
0.986±0.08
-0.989±0.10
20.638±0.15
23.142±0.16
1.409±0.02
1.068±0.01
-4.391±1.05
0.186±0.03

Figure 5.4a
4137
∗
= 5963
Nol
87360
0.966
0.01±0.03
22.117±0.05
-0.024±0.05
0.034±0.06
20.792±0.10
23.3±0.08
1.313±0.01
1.144±0.01
0.641±0.77
0.025±0.02

Figure 5.3b
4107
∗
= 5993
Nol
87400
0.967
0.031±0.04
22.083±0.09
0.064±0.04
-0.033±0.05
20.733±0.13
23.246±0.14
1.315±0.02
1.133±0.01
0.701±0.93
0.023±0.03

units

kB T /d2
d
kB T /d2
kB T /d2
d
d
d2
d2
kB T /d
1/d

with tensionless leaflets. In this way, we obtain two slightly different estimates as given
by Nol∗ = 5963 (Figure 5.3a) and Nol∗ = 5993 (Figure 5.3b), respectively. The small
difference between these two values implies a high numerical accuracy of about 0.5 %.
The reference state with tensionless leaflets has the reduced volume v = v0 = 0.966
as well as the lipid areas, a0ol = 1.139 d2 and a0il = 1.318 d2 , corresponding to optimal
packing densities within the outer and inner leaflets of the bilayer membrane. As shown
in Figure 5.4a, a further reduction of the volume leads to prolates and discocytes.
For planar membranes, the reference state is provided by a symmetric and tensionless
bilayer. In this case, both leaflets contain the same number of lipids, Nol = Nil ,
have the same area per lipid, aol = ail , and have the same leaflet tension, Σol = Σil .
Furthermore, if the bilayer is tensionless with Σil + Σol = 0, it directly follows that
both leaflet tensions vanish and Σ = Σil = Σol = 0 [14]. In contrast, for the spherical
nanovesicles considered here, the reference state with tensionless leaflets Σil = Σol = 0
is characterized by Nil < Nol and a0il > a0ol , see Table 5.4.
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5.3.8 Area compressibility moduli of two leaflets.
The deviations of the lipid areas from their optimal values for the reference state are
related to the leaflet tensions Σil and Σol according to
Σil ≈ Kil ∆il

with

∆il ≡

ail − a0il
a0il

(5.7)

Σol ≈ Kol ∆ol

with

∆ol ≡

aol − a0ol
a0ol

(5.8)

and

for small area dilations ∆il and ∆ol where Kil and Kol represent the area compressibility
moduli of the two leaflets. The corresponding data for leaflet tensions and dimensionless
area dilations ∆il and ∆ol are plotted in Figure 5.5a for the five vesicle membranes wich
bilayer tension Σ = Σol + Σil ' 0, see also Table 5.4. Inspection of this figure shows
that these data are well fitted, for the whole range of ∆-values studied here, by straight
lines with the area compressibility moduli Kil = 13.9 kB T /d2 and Kol = 15.9 kB T /d2 .
Therefore, the inner leaflet is found to be more compressible and softer than the outer
leaflet. This result is consistent with the lipid areas a0il = 1.31 d2 and a0ol = 1.14 d2 for
the two tensionless leaflets (Table 5.4). Indeed, the more loosely packed inner leaflet is
expected to be softer than the more densely packed outer leaflets.

5.3.9 Alternative definitions of the bilayer’s midsurface.
The numerical results described so far were obtained by locating the bilayer’s midsurface
at the peak position r = RC of the C bead density ρC (r), see Figure 5.2a, and to define
the midsurface radius via Rmid ≡ RC , a definition that we now denote as CHAIN.
We also explored two alternative, physically meaningful definitions of the midsurface
radius. One alternative definition, HEAD, was based on the two peaks of the density
profile ρH (r) for the head group layers, see Figure 5.2b, and on the corresponding radii
r = RiH and r = RoH . The midsurface radius was then defined by Rmid = RH ≡
1
2 (RiH + RoH ). A second alternative definition, COM, used the center-of-mass radius
RCOM of the combined density profile ρC (r) + ρH (r) and defined the midsurface radius
by Rmid ≡ RCOM .
Using these three definitions of the midsurface radius, we obtained the numerical
values in Table 5.5 for the five spherical vesicles in Figures 5.1 and 5.4 with v = v0 ,
corresponding to tensionless bilayers. Inspection of this table shows that, for each vesicle, the three values RC , RH , and RCOM obtained for the midsurface radius Rmid were
rather close and differed by at most 3%. Likewise, using COM, we also find different
area compressibilities Kil and Kol for the inner and outer leaflets, see Figure 5.5b, in
agreement with the CHAIN results shown in Figure 5.5a.
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Figure 5.5. (a) Leaflet tension Σil (red) and Σol (blue) as a function of the dimensionless area
dilations ∆il and ∆ol , defined in Eqs. 5.7 and 5.8. The straight lines represent least squares fits
which determine the area compressibility modulus Kil = 13.89 kB T /d2 and Kol = 15.93 kB T /d2
for the inner and outer leaflet, respectively. These results were obtained using the CHAIN definition
for the bilayer’s midsurface, see Table 5.4, and (b) using the midsurface radius Rmid = RCOM
corresponding to COM, see Table 5.6. The straight lines represent least squares fits which determine
the area compressibility moduli Kil = 12.45 kB T /d2 and Kol = 15.94 kB T /d2 for the inner and outer
leaflets, respectively. Thus, the inner leaflet is more compressible and softer than the outer leaflet.

5.3.10 Torques generated by spherical membranes
To obtain an explicit expression for the local spontaneous curvature of the spherical
vesicles considered here, we consider the first moment, T , of the spherically symmetric
stress profile s(r) as given by
T ≡

Z
0

∞

dr s(r) r =

Z

∞

−Rmid

dy s(Rmid + y) y + ΣRmid

(5.9)

where the second equality follows from a change of variable from r to y ≡ rR − Rmid
with the radius Rmid of the bilayer’s midsurface and the bilayer tension Σ = drs(r).
For a tensionless bilayer with Σ = 0, the last term in Eq 5.9 vanishes and we are left
with
Z ∞
dy ŝ(y) y with ŝ(y) ≡ s(Rmid + y)
(5.10)
T =
−Rmid

which we interpret as the microscopic torque per unit length with respect to y = 0.
In the limit of large vesicles and, thus, large Rmid , the integral in Eq. 5.10 becomes
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Table 5.5. Parameter values for six spherical vesicles with v = 1 and NW = 90 400, corresponding
∗
= 5993 determined in
to the four panels in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.4a, and the spherical vesicle with Nol
Figure 5.3b. The midsurface radius Rmid = RCOM of the bilayer was defined by its center-of-mass,
corresponding to COM. The midsurface radii Ril and Rol of the inner and outer leaflets were taken
to be Ril = 12 (RiH + RCOM ) and Rol = 12 (RCOM + RoH ) where RiH and RoH denote the location
of the inner and outer peak of the head group density ρH (r), see Figure 5.2b.
Nil
Nol
NW
v
Σ
RCOM
Σil
Σol
Ril
Rol
ail
aol
T
m

Figure 5.1a
4400
5700
90400
1
0.341±0.02
22.446±0.00
-0.745±0.02
1.086±0.02
21.086±0.06
23.557±0.05
1.27±0.01
1.223±0.01
11.407±0.44
-0.35±0.02

Figure 5.1b
4200
5900
90400
1
0.376±0.02
22.447±0.01
-0.1±0.03
0.476±0.02
21.057±0.05
23.553±0.04
1.327±0.01
1.182±0.00
9.482±0.47
-0.277±0.02

Figure 5.1c
4000
6100
90400
1
0.328±0.02
22.445±0.01
0.507±0.03
-0.179±0.02
21.043±0.04
23.535±0.03
1.391±0.01
1.141±0.00
5.704±0.51
-0.15±0.02

Figure 5.1d
3800
6300
90400
1
0.184±0.03
22.461±0.01
1.04±0.04
-0.856±0.05
21.027±0.08
23.527±0.08
1.462±0.01
1.104±0.01
-0.21±0.60
0.052±0.02

Figure 5.4a
4137
∗
= 5963
Nol
90400
1
0.366±0.02
22.448±0.01
0.097±0.03
0.269±0.02
21.053±0.05
23.545±0.05
1.346±0.01
1.168±0.01
8.39±0.43
-0.241±0.01

Figure 5.3b
4107
∗
= 5993
Nol
90400
1
0.36±0.02
22.449±0.01
0.189±0.02
0.171±0.02
21.058±0.05
23.537±0.03
1.357±0.01
1.162±0.00
7.874±0.42
-0.226±0.01

units

kB T /d2
d
kB T /d2
kB T /d2
d
d
d2
d2
kB T /d
1/d

Table 5.6. Parameter values for six spherical vesicles with v = v0 < 1 and tensionless bilayers,
∗
= 5993
corresponding to the four panels in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.4a, and the spherical vesicle with Nol
determined in Figure 5.3b. The radii of the different midsurfaces are defined in the same way as in
Table 5.5.
Nil
Nol
NW
v0
Σ
RCOM
Σil
Σol
Ril
Rol
ail
aol
T
m

Figure 5.1a
4400
5700
87350
0.966
0.05±0.04
22.315±0.02
-0.865±0.06
0.914±0.04
20.916±0.12
23.449±0.14
1.249±0.01
1.212±0.01
5.17±0.87
-0.125±0.03

Figure 5.1b
4200
5900
87420
0.967
0.03±0.03
22.308±0.01
-0.314±0.04
0.344±0.04
20.863±0.11
23.379±0.12
1.302±0.01
1.164±0.01
2.039±0.74
-0.023±0.02

Figure 5.1c
4000
6100
87400
0.967
0.005±0.04
22.325±0.01
0.286±0.05
-0.282±0.06
20.842±0.14
23.354±0.14
1.365±0.02
1.124±0.01
-1.352±0.82
0.09±0.03

Figure 5.1d
3800
6300
88400
0.978
-0.003±0.05
22.387±0.02
0.849±0.06
-0.851±0.09
20.81±0.12
23.314±0.13
1.432±0.02
1.084±0.01
-4.391±1.05
0.193±0.04

Figure 5.4a
4137
5963
87360
0.966
0.01±0.03
22.306±0.01
-0.099±0.05
0.11±0.04
20.886±0.11
23.395±0.09
1.325±0.01
1.153±0.01
0.641±0.77
0.023±0.03

Figure 5.3b
4107
5993
87400
0.967
0.031±0.04
22.314±0.02
-0.013±0.03
0.045±0.05
20.849±0.12
23.361±0.12
1.33±0.02
1.144±0.01
0.701±0.93
0.021±0.03

units

kB T /d2
d
kB T /d2
kB T /d2
d
d
d2
d2
kB T /d
1/d

asymptotically equal to the first moment of the stress profile for planar and tensionless
bilayers. [14, 20]
In Figure 5.6a, we display the numerical values of T for the four spherical vesicles in
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Figure 5.6. (a) First moment of stress profile, T , as a function of the outer lipid number Nol
∗
= 5963
for the four spherical vesicles in Figure 5.1 and for the two spherical vesicles with Nol
∗
and Nol = 5993 as determined in Figure 5.3. Two sets of data are displayed for each vesicle,
corresponding to v = 1 and NW = 90 400 (red) as well as to v = v0 < 1 and Σ ' 0 (blue), see
Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Note that the value of T does not depend on the definition of the bilayer’s
midsurface. (b) Local spontaneous curvature m versus lipid number Nol in the outer leaflet, as
obtained from Eq. 5.12 for bending rigidity κ = 15 kB T and three alternative definitions (CHAIN,
HEAD, and COM) of the midsurface radius Rmid .

Figure 1 both for v = 1 and for v = v0 . Because the stress profiles s(r) are limited to
the vicinity of the bilayer, the r-integration in Eq. 5.9 was performed over the spherical
shell defined by rmin = 12.125 d < r < rmax = 35.125 d.
On the other hand, for a lipid bilayer with bending rigidity κ and (local) spontaneous
curvature m, a spherical membrane segment with radius Rmid generates the nanoscopic
torque per unit length as given by [154, 155]
Tnan = 2κ(Mmid − m)

with Mmid ≡ 1/Rmid .

(5.11)

When we identify the microscopic torque as given by Eq. 5.10 with the nanoscopic
torque in Eq. 5.11 [154, 155], we obtain the relationship for spherical vesicles
2κ



1
Rmid



−m =

Z
0

∞

dr s(r) r

(5.12)

between the bending rigidity κ, the midsurface radius Rmid of the spherical vesicle, the
spontaneous curvature m, and the first moment of the stress profile s(r).
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5.3.11 Local and nonlocal spontaneous curvature
The shapes and shape transformations of nanovesicles as observed in our molecular
simulations, see Figure 5.1, are qualitatively similar to those obtained from curvature
models [148, 25, 27, 149]. In these models, the vesicle membranes are viewed as smooth
surfaces and their behavior is described in terms of a few fluid-elastic parameters such as
the bending rigidity κ and the local spontaneous curvature m. In fact, as far as vesicle
shapes are concerned, the most important fluid-elastic parameter is the spontaneous
curvature. For planar bilayers, this curvature can be computed by identifying the
microscopic torque across the molecular bilayer with the nanoscopic torque as obtained
from curvature elasticity [14, 20]. The extensions of the latter approach to spherical
vesicles, using the corresponding nanoscopic torques [154, 155], leads to the Eq. 5.12
which provides the systematic way of calculating the spontaneous curvature.
The magnitude of the bending rigidity κ can be obtained from the area compressibility modulus KA of the bilayer using the relationship κ = KA `2me /48 which provides the
same κ-value as the computationally more expensive fluctuation analysis [13, 19]. For
the vesicle membranes in Figure 5.1, the area compressibility KA = Kil + Kol ' 30 kB T
and the membrane thickness `me ' 5 d which leads to κ ' 15 kB T . Using this κ-value
in Eq. 5.12, together with the Rmid -values in Table 5.5 and the numerical values for the
first moment T of the stress profile in Figure 5.6a and Table 5.4, we obtain the values
of the local spontaneous curvature m as shown in Figure 5.6b. Inspection of this figure
reveals that m increases linearly with the lipid number Nol in the outer leaflet and
that all three definitions, CHAIN, HEAD, and COM, of the midsurface radius Rmid
lead to very similar values for the spontaneous curvature m, in accordance with the
Rmid -values in Table 5.5.
In the absence of flip-flops between the two leaflets, the theory of curvature elasticity
predicts another nonlocal contribution to the spontaneous curvature [156, 149] arising
from area-difference-elasticity [25, 27], which depends on the difference ∆A = Aol −
Ail between the outer leaflet area Aol and the inner leaflet area Ail . This nonlocal
contribution to the spontaneous curvature is proportional to the deviation of ∆A from
its reference value ∆A0 for tensionless leaflets. However, the four spherical vesicles in
Figure 5.1, corresponding to v = v0 and tensionless bilayers, have practically the same
midsurface radius Rmid , see Table 5.5, and thus the same area difference as the relaxed
vesicle in Figure 5.4a with v = v0 . Therefore, for these vesicle shapes, the nonlocal
contribution to the spontaneous curvature is very small and can be ignored. On the
other hand, once the nanovesicles have attained strongly nonspherical shapes, areadifference-elasticity should make a significant contribution, which is, however, difficult
to determine quantitatively because it is shape-dependent and involves another elastic
modulus.
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Figure 5.7. Shape transformations of the spherical vesicle in response to deflation. Each row
has different spontaneous curvature, see Table 5.4 The first, second, and third panels in the figure
correspond directly to the third, fourth, and fifth panels of Figure 5.1

5.3.12 Polymorphism of vesicle shapes from continuum model
The spontaneous curvature and the reduced volume are used as control parameters for
energy minimization of vesicles. As a result of energy minimization, we found a set of
similar morphologies as that of Figure 5.1 . The deflation trajectories as for morphologies of vesicles are shown in Figure 5.7 for different values of spontaneous curvature and
deflation states. The first, second, and third panels of Figure 5.7 have one-to-one cor-
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Figure 5.8. Vesicle Morphology diagram in the space of reduced spontaneous curvature m̄ and
vesicle reduced volume v. Vesicle shapes are obtained from energy minimization of triangulated
membrane surface.

respondence with the third, fourth, and fifth panels of Figure 5.1. Unlike for the DPD
simulations, energy minimization sometimes leads to two different co-existing solutions.
For example, in a reduced volume of v = 0.9 in Figure 5.1a, both stomatocytes and
prolate are existing solutions, where stomatocytes have lower energy. This qualitative
similarity confirms our protocol for calculation of spontaneous curvature.
Figure 5.8, shows all shapes obtained from energy minimization in the space of spontaneous curvature and reduced volume. This sparse morphology diagram is in agreement with the outcomes of previous studies using variational calculus [7]. For a better
description of the small vesicles, the effect of area difference elasticity, as an extra energetic contribution, should be taken into account. In addition, it is possible that the
local spontaneous curvature can be coupled to deflated state. However, such coupling
effects are not taken into account here. Further investigation is required to study the
latter effect via analysis of three-dimensional stress profile.
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6.1 Conclusions
In chapter three, we have shown that the line tension in DPD simulations of a nanodroplet adhering to a bilayer membrane is negative for a wide range of parameters.
As the mechanical membrane tension is reduced, the negative line tension leads to
a morphological transition from axisymmetric to non-axisymmetric membrane-droplet
morphologies (Figure 3.3). The latter type of morphology persists until the nanodroplet
is completely engulfed by the membrane and the membrane neck attains an elongated,
tight-lipped shape, as displayed in Figures 3.3d and 3.13 for symmetric and asymmetric
bilayers, respectively. The formation of such a membrane neck provides an example for
a liquid nanostructure that undergoes a morphological transition with a spontaneously
broken symmetry. We also argued that this unusual neck shape is likely to impedes
pinocytosis and fluid-phase endocytosis of nanodroplets. Examples are provided by oilin-water nanoemulsions [106, 107] as well as aqueous two-phase systems sufficiently far
from the critical demixing point [78], which are both characterized by interfacial tensions Σαβ of the order of 1 mN/m, in the same range as investigated here (Figure 3.10b).
When such oil-in-water or water-in-water droplets interact with GUVs, they may be
completely engulfed by the vesicle membrane but the resulting membrane neck will be
stabilized against scission by its tight-lipped shape. When these droplets interact with
cells, on the other hand, the cellular uptake often involves membrane-bound proteins
such as clathrin or caveolae. Indeed, both clathrin-dependent [85, 83, 87] and caveolaedependent [83] pathways have been discussed for pinocytosis and cellular uptake of
nanoemulsion droplets.
In chapter four, we studied the interaction of nanodroplets with vesicles in the context
of membrane-wetting theory. The studied nanodroplets have very low interfacial tensions comparable to biomolecular condensates of the order of µN/m. A new regime of
broken symmetry is identified to appear at low contact area, where the droplet takes the
form of two connected elliptical caps, Figure 4.2. Symmetry breaking in the high contact area regime is also observed, consistent with the DPD simulation results in chapter
three. We showed that the adhesion of nanodroplets can transform the morphology of
vesicles by wetting the membrane as a response to capillary forces, see Figure 4.1. We
found that all three material parameters, including interfacial tension, bending rigidity
and line tension, affect the shape transformation of vesicles. In addition, we found a
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prominent effect of the spontaneous curvature on the membrane-droplet morphology,
capable of changing of the membrane curvature in the segment which is in contact
with nanodroplet, see Figure 4.3. For low positive spontaneous curvature, an in-bud
morphology is observed, similar as for vanishing and negative spontaneous curvature.
However, for higher positive spontaneous curvature, an out-bud morphology is predicted. The symmetry of the contact line is found to be broken for a broad range of
parameters, also for the out-bud morphology. We introduce a contact line symmetry
hyper-surface which separates the symmetric and asymmetric contact line geometries,
in three-dimensional material parameter space obtained for zero spontaneous curvature,
see Figure 4.4c.
In chapter five, we showed that spherical nanovesicles can transform into a multitude
of nonspherical shapes- prolates, oblates, discocytes, stomatocytes, and dumbbells as illustrated in Figure 5.1 and 5.4. This polymorphism has been obtained in DPD
simulations by reducing the volume of an initially spherical vesicle for fixed total number
of lipids and for a fixed distribution of the lipid molecules between the two leaflets.
Alternatively, we may also consider a fixed volume and shuffle some lipids from the inner
to the outer leaflet. Experimentally, the latter morphological pathway could be induced
by adding lipid or surfactant molecules to the exterior solution which then insert into
the outer membrane leaflet and increases its area. The different shapes displayed in
Figure 5.1 and 5.4 arise from small variations of the number of lipid molecules in the two
bilayer leaflets. The resulting shape transformations can be understood in terms of the
individual leaflet tensions Σil and Σol , which act to stretch or compress these leaflets
when we allow the vesicles to attain nonspherical shapes by reducing their volume.
We also identified, for a given vesicle volume and total lipid number Nlip = Nil + Nol ,
the reference state of the spherical vesicle for which both leaflets are tensionless with
Σil = Σol = 0 (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). Even for vanishing leaflet tensions, the two leaflets
had different areas per lipid, a0il = 1.3 d2 and a0il = 1.1 d2 (Table 5.4), corresponding
to a more loosely packed inner leaflet and a more densely packed outer leaflet. To
characterize the stress asymmetry of the spherical bilayer, we extended previous results
on planar bilayers to obtain a simple relation between the radius of the midsurface,
the (local) spontaneous curvature, and the first moment of the spherically symmetric
stress profile (Eq. 5.12). The spontaneous curvature obtained from this expression, was
found to increase linearly with the number of lipids in the outer leaflet as shown in
Figure 5.6b. Finally, we also argued that the nonlocal contribution to the spontaneous
curvature arising from area-difference-elasticity can be ignored for spherical bilayers.

6.2 Future Perspectives
One interesting question that requires further study is how protein-dependent pathways
of pinocytosis are affected by a negative line tension of the nanodroplet. If the negative
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line tension leads to a tight-lipped membrane neck as observed here in the absence of
proteins, scission and cellular uptake of the completely engulfed droplet will be strongly
suppressed. On the other hand, it is also conceivable that the protein coat can control
the engulfment process in such a way that the closed neck becomes circular even for
a negative line tension. Another open issue is the sign of the line tension for ultralow
interfacial tensions Σαβ ' 1 µN as found for aqueous two-phase systems close to their
critical demixing point [78] as well as for biomolecular condensates [79, 157]. Linear
extrapolation of our simulation data predicts a negative line tension for the whole physically meaningful range Σαβ > 0 (Figure 3.10b) but we cannot exclude the possibility
that the line tension becomes positive for sufficiently small values of Σαβ . For rigid
nanoparticles, clathrin-dependent endocytosis and cellular uptake depends nonmonotonically on the particle size, with an optimal diameter of about 50 nm [158]. This
size dependence can be understood in terms of the spontaneous curvature mpro generated by the protein coat which implies a preferred radius of 1/|mpro | ' 40 nm for the
clathrin-encaged endocytic vesicle [159]. Because of this preferred size of the endocytic
vesicle, the uptake of nanodroplets should also be characterized by a nonmonotonic
dependence on the droplet size. The latter prediction is accessible to experimental
studies in close analogy to those performed in Ref. 158.
The measurement of the line tension with available experimental methods is still
very challenging. But, an observation of contact-line symmetry seems to be feasible
using super-resolution microscopy at the nanometre scale, similar to the observation
of endocytosis by proteins condensates [64]. Such observations, combined with the
extrapolation of simulation results, suggests a possibility to estimate a range for the
physically meaningful line tension values for vanishing spontaneous curvature.
In chapter three and four of the thesis, we studied nanodroplets with a constant,
time-independent volume, but, based on our simulation results, we can also draw important conclusions for the closely related time-dependent processes corresponding to
surface nucleation and growth of nanodroplets at membranes. A single droplet that has
been nucleated at a membrane will initially attain a partially engulfed morphology as
in Figures 3.2 or 4.1a and will keep this morphology during its diffusion-limited growth
provided the membrane tension is sufficiently large. For small membrane tension, on
the other hand, we will observe a competition between the engulfment and the growth
of the droplet. If the growth is slow, the droplet can only grow up to a certain size
before it is completely engulfed by the membrane. This competition becomes particularly interesting if we consider multi-site nucleation of several droplets because the
tensions of the membrane segments along the contact line of one droplet will now depend on the engulfment states of all droplets. Thus, the first few droplets that are
nucleated at a membrane may become completely engulfed but the nucleation of additional droplets will effectively increase the membrane tension which tends to open the
closed membrane necks up again and to allow the droplets to continue their growth.
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We are currently extending our computational approach to address these nucleation
and growth phenomena in a systematic manner as will be described in a subsequent
studies.
In chapter five, we focussed on nanovesicles with a single lipid component and studied
several distributions of lipid numbers Nil and Nol within the two leaflets, keeping the
total number N = Nil +Nol fixed (Figures 5.1 and 5.4, Table 5.3-5.6). As a consequence,
we explored a certain range of leaflet tensions Σil and Σol as depicted in Figures 5.3 and
5.5. For this tension range, the lipids did not undergo flip-flops between the two leaflets
over the time scales of our simulations, which were of the order of 50 µs. However, such
lipid flip-flops are expected to occur if the lipid numbers Nil and Nol become sufficiently
different and the resulting leaflet tensions sufficiently large. An interesting objective for
future studies regarding the outcomes of chapter five is to determine the corresponding
threshold values for the leaflet tensions. A related problem is the relaxation of multicomponent bilayers that contain (at least) one lipid component such as cholesterol
that undergoes frequent flip-flops even for relatively small leaflet tensions. For planar
bilayers, it has been recently shown that these flip-flops lead to bilayers with tensionless
leaflets [20].
One type of cellular nanovesicle that has attracted a lot of recent interest is provided by exosomes, small extracellular vesicles, which are increasingly investigated as
biomarkers for diseases and as targeted drug delivery systems [136, 137, 138, 139].
Exosomes are produced within late endosomes or multivesicular bodies by inward budding of the endosomal membrane and are released to the extracellular environment
after fusion of the multivesicular bodies with the plasma membrane [134, 135]. These
nanovesicles have a specific lipid composition enriched in cholesterol [160, 161] and can
attain a variety of different morphologies [162, 137], including long tube-like shapes.
Such shapes could be formed at various stages of the exosomes’ biogenesis: already
in the multivesicular bodies or during exocytosis or after release into the extracellular
medium. One possibility is that these different environments impose different osmotic
conditions on the vesicles. If these changing conditions lead to strong osmotic deflation
of the exosomes, their morphology can be transformed from spheres to long tube-like
prolates as in Figure 5.1c. Alternatively, the shape of extracellular vesicles could be
molded by the activity of flippases which are present in their membranes [163, 164] and
translocate lipids from one leaflet to the other.
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7.1 The Interpretation of Lagrange Multiplier Tensions
In this appendix, we show that Lagrange multipliers are essentially the membrane
segments mechanical tensions. We take a two-step minimization approach as proposed
in Ref. [21], but it is generalized to the case of the membrane with two-segments.

7.1.1 Incompressible membrane
The shape free energy of incompressible membrane exposed to three distinct aqueous
phases (see Figure 3.2 and 3.5) can be written in the form of:
"
inc
Emem
{S} =

X

#
iγ
Ebe
{S}+(Pγ −Pi )Vi {S}

+Σiγ Aiγ {S} +Σαβ Aαβ {S}+λαβγ Lαβγ {S}

i=α,β

(7.1)
here the superscript inc denotes that membrane is incompressible and the curly brackets
refer to being a functional of membrane shape S. This shape energy can be written as
an energy function of explicit control parameters:
"
inc
Emem
(∆Pαγ , ∆Pβγ , Σαγ , Σβγ )

=

X

#
iγ
Ebe
(Vi , Aiγ )

+ (Pγ − Pi )Vi + Σiγ Aiγ

i=α,β

(7.2)

+ Σαβ Aαβ + λαβγ Lαβγ
The membrane bending energy can be expressed as a function of area of membrane
segment and droplet volume using Legendre transformation of membrane energy and
can be expressed in two forms for the αγ and βγ segments of the membrane:
"
αγ
Ebe
(Vα , Aαγ )

inc
=Emem
−

βγ
Ebe
(Vβ , Aβγ )

X

−

#

(Pγ − Pi )Vi + Σiγ Aiγ − Σαβ Aαβ

i=α,β
αγ
{S eq }
− λαβγ Lαβγ = Ebe

(7.3)
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and:
"
βγ
(Vβ , Aβγ )
Ebe

inc
=Emem

−

αγ
(Vα , Aαγ )
Ebe

−

X

#

(Pγ − Pi )Vi + Σiγ Aiγ − Σαβ Aαβ

i=α,β
βγ
− λαβγ Lαβγ = Ebe
{S eq }

(7.4)

the two Lagrange multipliers Σαγ and Σβγ , which are introduced to assure the constant
area implies that:

Σαγ

Σβγ

αγ
(Vα , Aαγ )
dEbe
=−
dAαγ

!

βγ
dEbe
(Vβ , Aβγ )
=−
dAβγ

!

(7.5)
(Vα ,Vβ ,Aβγ ,Aαβ ,Lαβγ )

(7.6)
(Vα ,Vβ ,Aαγ ,Aαβ ,Lαβγ )

7.1.2 Compressible membrane
Now we include compressibility of the membrane by including the stretching energy
and allowing the membrane segment’s areas to change without any constrains. The
shape functional of the compressible membrane can be written as:
#

"
com
Emem
{S}

=

X

iγ
Ebe
{S}

+

iγ
{S}
Estr

+ (Pγ − Pi )Vi {S} + Σαβ Aαβ {S} + λαβγ Lαβγ {S}

i=α,β

(7.7)
now we can take two step minimization procedure as Ref. [21]. First we minimize
the shape functional in the presence of Lagrange multipliers which we obtain by the
αγ
αγ
same equation as Eqs. 7.3 and 7.4, i.e., by setting Ebe
(Vα , Aαγ ) = Ebe
{S eq } and
βγ
βγ
{S eq }; where the S eq denotes to the membrane equilibrium shape.
(Vβ , Aβγ ) = Ebe
Ebe
In the second step, the elastic energy should be minimized for both membrane segments.
The total elastic energy functional reads:
"
X
i=α,β
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"

#

iγ
{S eq }
Eel

=

X
i=α,β

iγ
Ebe
{S eq }

#

+

iγ
Estr
{S eq }

(7.8)
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and since the stretching energy is an explicit function of the segment areas, thus one
can minimize the equilibrium elastic energy function instead of the equilibrium energy
shape functional. The total elastic energy function reads:
"
X

#

"

#

iγ
Eel
(Vi , Aαγ )

=

i=α,β

X

iγ
Ebe
(Vi , Aiγ )

+

iγ
Ebe
(Vi , Aiγ )

2
(Aiγ − Aopt
1
iγ )
+ Kiγ
2
Aopt
iγ

iγ
(Aiγ )
Estr

i=α,β

"

=

X
i=α,β

#

(7.9)

In equilibrium, the change of total elastic energy with respect to the change in membrane segment area reads:
 dE αγ (V , A ) 
α
αγ
el

dAαγ

(Vα ,Vβ )

 dE βγ (V , A ) 
β
βγ
el

dAβγ

(Vα ,Vβ )

=0

(7.10)

=0

(7.11)

eq
which determines the two equilibrium areas Aαγ = Aeq
αγ and Aβγ = Aβγ and the
equilibrium condition leads to:

Kαγ

Kβγ

opt
(Aeq
αγ − Aαγ )

Aopt
αγ
opt
(Aeq
βγ − Aβγ )

Aopt
βγ

 dE αγ (Vα , Aeq ) 

=−

αγ

be

dAeq
αγ

(Vα ,Vβ ,Aβγ ,Aαβ ,Lαβγ )

 dE βγ (Vβ , Aeq ) 

=−

be

βγ

dAeq
βγ

(Vα ,Vβ ,Aαγ ,Aαβ ,Lαβγ )

(7.12)

(7.13)

the left hand sides of the Eq. 7.12 and Eq. 7.13 are membrane segments mechanical
tensions by definition, where the right hand sides are Lagrange multiplier tension as
derived in Eq. 7.5 and Eq. 7.6. This leads us to the conclusion that Lagrange multiplier
mec
tensions are equal to mechanical tensions Σαγ = Σmec
αγ and Σβγ = Σβγ , in equilibrium.
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8.1 Force Balance of Droplets at Membranes
8.1.1 Parametrization of an axisymmetric shape
In this appendix, we provide the detailed derivation of the force balance at the contact line between two aqueous phases enclosed inside vesicles and the membrane (see
Figure 8.1 and Eq. 3.9 ) for vanishing spontaneous curvature [33]. The force balance
has an identical form for a single droplet adhering to a membrane [29], as shown in
Figures 3.2 and 3.5.
The free energy of two aqueous phases enclosed inside the vesicle, as shown in Fig-

r

Figure 8.1. Cross section through an axisymmetric shape of a vesicle containing one α and one β
droplet, with the axis of rotational symmetry aligned with the z-axis and the distance from this axis
r. The arc length denoted by s, and the local tilt angle of the tangent by ψ . All of these variables
depend on the contour parameter t with t0 = 0 ≤ t ≤ t2 . The contact line is located at t = t1 .
The gray area corresponds to the spherical cap with volume ∆Vβ and tangent angle θ. The figure
is adopted from Ref. 33.
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ure 8.1, reads:

E=

X

"Z

#

dAiγ [2κiγ (M −miγ ) +κG,iγ G]+(Pγ −Pi )Vi +Σiγ Aiγ +Σαβ Aαβ +λαβγ Lαβγ
2

i=α,β

(8.1)
where M is the mean curvature of the vesicle which tries to adapt itself to the spontaneous curvatures mαγ and mβγ of the two membrane segments. The bending rigidities
and the Gaussian curvature moduli are denoted by κiγ and κG,iγ for the two membrane
segments, respectively. The Lagrange multipliers Σiγ and (Pγ − Pi ) are set to ensure
that the area of the membrane segments and the droplet volumes are constant. We assume the identical bending rigidities and the Gaussian curvature moduli καγ = κβγ = κ
and κG,αγ = κG,βγ for both membrane segments, as well as vanishing spontaneous curvature miγ = 0, with i = α and β. Now we parametrize the energy of the membrane
in axially symmetric geometry in cylindrical coordinates (z(t), r(t)) based on three parameters: distance from symmetry axis r(t), local tilt angle ψ(t) and the arc length
s(t), where t is the general contour parameter.
The volume contribution terms can be re-written as:
X

(Pγ − Pi )Vi =

i=α,β

X

(Pγ − Pi )

Z

i=α,β

i

dtπs0 r2 sinψ + (Pα − Pβ )∆Vβ

(8.2)

now the second terms in the right-hand side of the Eq. 8.2 together with the interfacial
energy in Eq. 8.1 can be parametrized by considering the area and the volume of the
spherical cap and the Young-Laplace equation:
−2Σαβ
∆Vβ + Σαβ Aαβ
(8.3)
R
where R is curvature radius of spherical cap. The spherical cap area and volume can
be calculated as:
(Pα − Pβ )∆Vβ + Σαβ Aαβ =

Aαβ =

Z
0

θ

2πRsinωRdω = 2πR2 (−cosω)

θ
0

= 2πR2 (1 − cosθ)

(8.4)

and
∆Vβ =

Z
0

θ

1
πR2 sin2 ωRsinωdω = − πR3 (3cosω − cos3 ω)
3

substituting Eq. 8.4 and Eq. 8.5 into Eq. 8.3 leads to:
(Pα − Pβ )∆Vβ + Σαβ Aαβ =
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θ
0

1
= πR3 (2 − 3cosθ + cos3 θ)
3
(8.5)

2π
(1 − cos3 θ)Σαβ R2
3

(8.6)
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r1 = Rsinθ is the contact line radius. One can write:
h

cos θ = cos θ
3

2

i3/2

h

= 1 − sin θ
2

i3/2

"

= 1−

 r 2

#3/2

1

(8.7)

R

Thus the right hand-side of Eq. 8.6 together with Eq. 8.7 can be written as:
 r 2
2π
2π
1
(1 − cos3 θ)Σαβ R2 =
Σαβ R2 1 − 1 −
3
3
R
"

"

#3/2 #

(8.8)

Two local principal curvatures are C1 = ψ 0 /s0 and C2 = sinψ/r and dA = 2πrds(t) =
2πrs0 dt, where the prime indicates the derivative with respect to contour parameter t.
The parametrized vesicle-droplet energy functional then has the form:
X
E
=
2π i=α,β

Z

 r 2
1
1
dtLi + λαβγ r + Σαβ R2 1 − 1 −
3
R
"

"

#3/2 #

(8.9)

with the Lagrange Functions:

κi
ψ 0 sinψ
Li = rs0 0 +
2
s
r

!2

1
+ Σiγ rs0 + (Pγ − Pi )r2 s0 sinψ + Υ(r0 − s0 cosψ)
2

(8.10)

here Υ is a Lagrange multiplier which is used to ensure the geometrical relation r0 =
s0 cos ψ.

8.1.2 First Variation
The first order variation of the energy functional Eq. 8.9 reads:
X
δE
=
2π
i=α,β

Z

+

i=α,β

("

dt
t1 ,i

(
X

t2 ,i

∂Li
δψ
∂ψi0

#

"

#

)

∂Li
d ∂Li
d ∂Li
∂Li
∂Li
d ∂Li
−
−
δΥ
δs +
δψ +
δr −
0
0
0
∂ψi
dt ∂ψi
∂ri
dt ∂ri
dt ∂si
∂Υ

t2 ,i

t1 ,i

∂Li
+
δr
∂ri0

t2 ,i

t1 ,i

∂Li
+ 0 δs
∂si

t2 ,i )

+ λαβγ δr + Σαβ r1 cosθδr
t1 ,i

(8.11)
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where the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. 8.11 is the first variation of Eq. 8.8
which reads:

(

 r 2
2π
1
Σαβ R2 1 − 1 −
3
R
"

"

#3/2 #)

 r 2
3
2π
1
Σαβ R2 − 1 −
δr =
3
2
R
"

"

""

= 2πΣαβ

1−

 r 2

1 − sin θ

= 2πΣαβ

#

r1

#1/2

cos2 θ

!#

#

#1/2
2

""

×

2
− 2 r1
R

r1

R

""

= 2πΣαβ

#1/2

1

#1/2

#

r1

= 2πΣαβ r1 cosθ
(8.12)

8.1.3 Shape Equations
At equilibrium δE = 0, thus all terms in the first variation Eq. 8.11 should vanish. The
bulk terms vanish when the Euler-Lagrange equation satisfies the conditions:

"

#

∂Li
d ∂Li
−
δψ = 0
∂ψi
dt ∂ψi0

"

#

d ∂Li
∂Li
−
δr = 0
∂ri
dt ∂ri0
"

#

−
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d ∂Li
δs = 0
dt ∂s0i


∂Li
δΥ = 0
∂Υ

(8.13)
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which leads to the shape equations:
Υ
(Pγ − Pi )
cosψsinψ ψ̇
rcosψ +
sinψ
− cosψ +
2
r
r
2κi
κi r
ki
ki sin2 ψ
Υ̇ = ψ̇ 2 −
+ Σiγ + (Pγ − Pα )rsinψ
2
2r2
ṙ = cosψ
ψ̈ =

(8.14)

here the overdots denote to the derivative with respect to the arc length s, which is
obtained by reparametrization of the shape using the s.

8.1.4 Boundary Conditions
By considering the fixed tilt angle of the membrane at the symmetry axis, one gets
δψ(t0 ) = δψ(t2 ) = 0 and by coupling of the shape of two segments at contact line one
obtains δψ(t1 − ) = δψ(t1 + ) = δψ(t1 ). The stationarity of E with respect to the
variation of δψ 6= 0 leads to:

∂Lα
δψ
∂ψ 0
∂Lα
∂ψ 0

t1 −

t0

−
t1 −

∂Lα
∂ψ 0

∂Lβ
δψ
+
∂ψ 0

∂Lβ
∂ψ 0

=0
t1 +

!

δψ(t1 ) = 0

(8.15)

t1 +

=
t1 −

t2

∂Lβ
∂ψ 0

t1 +

using the Lagrange function Eq. 8.10 one obtains:
ψ 0 (t)i sinψ(t)
∂L(t)i
=
κ
r(t)
+
i
∂ψ 0
s0 (t)
r(t)

!

(8.16)

and assuming the same curvature-elastic properties in both membrane segments (i.e.
κα = κβ and mαγ = mβγ = 0) one obtains the first boundary condition at s(t1 ) = s1 :

ψ̇(s1 )α = ψ̇(s1 )β

(8.17)
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where the overdot denotes the derivation with respect to the arc length s. This boundary condition represents the torque balance at the contact line
By considering the fixed radius of the membrane at the symmetry axis one gets
δr(t0 ) = δr(t2 ) = 0 and by coupling of the shape of two segments at contact line one
obtains δr(t1 − ) = δr(t1 + ) = δr(t1 ). The stationarity of E with respect to variation
of δr 6= 0 leads to:

∂Lα
δr
∂r0
∂Lα
∂r0

t1 −

t0

t1 −

∂Lβ
δr
+
∂r0

∂Lβ
−
∂r0

t2

+ λαβγ δr + Σαβ rcosθδr = 0
t1 +

!

(8.18)

+ λαβγ + Σαβ cosθr δr(t1 ) = 0
t1 +

using the Lagrange function Eq. 8.10 one obtains
boundary condition reads:

∂Li (t)
δr = Υ(t), and thus the second
∂r0

Υ(t1 + ) − Υ(t1 − ) = λαβγ + Σαβ cosθr(t1 )

(8.19)

which can be reparametrize with respect to the arc length s as:
Υ(s1 + ) − Υ(s1 − ) = λαβγ + Σαβ cosθR(s1 )

(8.20)

By considering the fixed arc length of the membrane at the symmetry axis, one
obtains δs(t0 ) = δs(t2 ) = 0 and by coupling of the shape of two segments at contact
line one obtains δs(t1 − ) = δs(t1 + ) = δs(t1 ). The stationarity of E with respect to
variation of δs 6= 0 leads to:

∂Lα
δs
∂s0
∂Lα
∂s0

t1 −

t1 −

t0

∂Lβ
−
∂s0

∂Lα
∂s0
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∂Lβ
δs
+
∂s0

=0
t1 +

!

δs(t1 ) = 0
t1 +

=
t1 −

t2

∂Lβ
∂s0

t1 +

(8.21)
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using the Lagrange function Eq. 8.10 one obtains:
κi r(t)  ψ 0 (t) 2  sinψ(t) 2
Pγ − Pi 2
∂Li (t)
+
=
− 0
r (t)sinψ(t)−Υ(t)cosψ(t)
+Σiγ r(t)+
0
∂s (t)
2
s (t)
r(t)
2
(8.22)
then Eq. 8.21 can be rewritten as:
"

#

 ψ 0 (t − ) 2  sinψ(t ) 2
κα r(t1 )
1
1
− 0
+
2
s (t1 − )
r(t1 )
"

#

Pγ − Pα 2
r (t1 )sinψ(t1 ) − Υ(t1 − )cosψ(t1 ) =
2
"
#
 ψ 0 (t + ) 2  sinψ(t ) 2
κβ r(t1 )
1
1
− 0
+
2
s (t1 + )
r(t1 )
+ Σαγ r(t1 ) +

+ Σβγ r(t1 ) +

(8.23)

Pγ − Pβ 2
r (t1 )sinψ(t1 ) − Υ(t1 + )cosψ(t1 )
2

assuming the continuity of r(s) and ψ(s) along the contact line as well as the same
curvature-elastic properties in the two membrane segments (i.e. κα = κβ and mαγ =
mβγ = 0) together with the first boundary condition Eq. 8.17, we derive:








Σβγ r(t1 ) − Σαγ r(t1 ) = cosψ(t1 ) Υ(t1 + ) − Υ(t1 − ) +

Pβ − Pα 2
r (t1 )sinψ(t1 )
2

Σβγ r(t1 ) − Σαγ r(t1 ) = cosψ(t1 ) Υ(t1 + ) − Υ(t1 − ) + Σαβ r(t1 )sinθsinψ(t1 )
Σβγ − Σαγ =


cosψ(t1 ) 
Υ(t1 + ) − Υ(t1 − ) + Σαβ sinθsinψ(t1 )
r(t1 )

(8.24)

where the Young-Laplace equation is used Pβ −Pα = (2Σαβ sinθ)/r . Reparametrization
of Eq. 8.24 with respect to the arc length s leads to:

Σβγ − Σαγ =


cosψ(s1 ) 
Υ(s1 + ) − Υ(s1 − ) + Σαβ sinθsinψ(s1 )
r(s1 )

(8.25)

The first shape equation Eq. 8.14 together with the assumption of the continuity of
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r(s) and ψ(s) along the contact line gives:
(Pγ − Pα )
sinψ(s1 )
(Υ(s1 + ) − Υ(s1 − ) −
r(s1 )cosψ(s1)
ψ¨β − ψ¨α =
κr(s1 )
2κ
(Pγ − Pβ )
+
r(s1 )cosψ(s1 )
2κ
(Pβ − Pα )
sinψ(s1 )
(Υ(s1 + ) − Υ(s1 − )) −
r(s1 )cosψ(s1 )
ψ¨β − ψ¨α =
κr(s1 )
2κ
Σαβ
sinψ(s1 )
(Υ(s1 + ) − Υ(s1 − )) −
sinθcosψ(s1 )
ψ¨β − ψ¨α =
κr(s1 )
κ

(8.26)

By substituting the second boundary condition Eq. 8.20 into Eq. 8.25 we obtain:

cosψ(s1 ) 
λαβγ + Σαβ cosθr(s1 ) + Σαβ sinθsinψ(s1 )
r(s1 )

λαβγ 
= cosψ(s1 )
+ cosθcosψ(s1 ) + sinθsinψ(s1 ) Σαβ
r(s1 )

Σβγ − Σαγ =
Σβγ − Σαγ

(8.27)

Similarly, by substituting the second boundary condition Eq. 8.20 into Eq. 8.26 we
obtain:
 Σ
sinψ(s1 ) 
αβ
λαβγ + Σαβ cosθr(s1 ) −
sinθcosψ(s1 )
ψ¨β − ψ¨α =
κr(s1 )
κ

Σ
sinψ(s1 )
αβ
ψ¨β − ψ¨α =
λαβγ + cosθsinψ(s1 ) − sinθcosψ(s1 )
κr(s1 )
κ

(8.28)

By knowing the geometrical relations of θα∗ = ψ(s1 ) − θ one can write:
cos(θα∗ ) = sinψ(s1 )sinθ + cosψ(s1 )cosθ

(8.29)

sin(θα∗ ) = sinψ(s1 )cosθ − cosψ(s1 )sinθ

(8.30)

where θα∗ is called intrinsic contact angle. Thus the second equations in Eqs. 8.27
and 8.28 can be written in alternative form of:
Σβγ − Σαγ = Σαβ cosθα∗ +

λαβγ
cosψco
Rco

Σαβ
λαβγ
ψ¨β − ψ¨α =
sinψco
sinθα∗ +
κ
κRco
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where Rco = R(s1 ) is the contact line radius and ψco = ψ(s1 ) in the angle between
the vesicle contour and the projected contact line. The boundary conditions Eqs. 8.31
and 8.32 describe the tangential and perpendicular force balance, respectively, along
the contact line of smoothly curved membrane.
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9.1 Calculation of the Bending Energy of Membranes from
MD Trajectories
Calculation of bending energy from particle-based molecular dynamics simulations
(MD) based on the curvature-elastic model, requires the construction of a bilayer surface. This can for example be based on the position of head-group beads. A practical
way is to construct a triangulated mesh from the bead coordinates and find the meancurvature and area for each vertex on the mesh. Then using the Helfrich bending energy
one can calculate the bending energy. To do this, the bending rigidity of the membrane
still needs to be estimated separately using the area compressibility modulus or the
membrane fluctuation spectrum. Because of the thermal fluctuations in MD simulations, such triangulations lead to a very rough surface with extremely high bending
energy, because of numerous kinks on the mesh which are formed during triangulation.
To reduce such roughness, we use the mean face normal filter for smoothing the triangular mesh. Such a smoothing procedure can either be applied iteratively for a finite
number of steps or terminated after an energy criterion is met, e.g., the bending energy
change corresponding to one iteration falls below the energy threshold.
The continuum model predicts zero bending energy for the flat membrane and 8πκ for
a spherical vesicle, respectively, for vanishing spontaneous curvature. Here we test our
protocol to calculate the bending energy for control systems of the flat membrane and
a vesicle with vanishing spontaneous curvature. The calculated numerical bending energy from the proposed protocol is in good agreement with the theoretical predictions.
Finally, we have applied the method to calculate system of non-trivial geometry of the
membrane bud with an elongated neck as shown in chapter three. The present method
can also be applied to calculate the energy arising from the area difference of the bilayer
leaflets as well as the stretching energy.
Theory
Helfrich bending energy. The energy of an elastic membrane can be described using
Helfrich bending energy by:
Eb = 2κ

Z

(M − m)2 dA

(9.1)
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where κ is bending energy, m is spontaneous curvature, M is the mean curvature,
and dA is the area element of the elastic surface. Helfrich energy describes the bending
energy of a continuum thin surface. However, lipid bilayers are discrete surfaces because
of molecular excluded volume. In addition, due to thermal fluctuations, the atoms
which belong to lipid hydrophilic head group, can be considered as the cloud of points.
It is the same for the model of membrane in particle-based simulations. Even though
constructing such a continuum surface from the cloud of points is challenging, yet, one
can build a discrete surface using a triangulated mesh from the coordinates of lipid
head beads. Then, a plausible alternative of continuum bending energy is the discrete
counterpart of the Helfrich energy functional:
Eb = 2κ

(Mv − mv )2 Av

X

(9.2)

v

where the summation is over all vertices and subscript v denotes the vertex. Here Av is
an effective vertex area. Since each facet has three vertices, the associated area of each
vertex is Av = Anf /3 where Anf is the total area of the neighboring facets of vertex v.
As a consistency check, if we calculate the the total membrane area A using summation
over the facet areas Af , the outcome is identical to the sum over the effective vertex
P
P
area A = f Af = v Av .

Stretching energy. When the area of the membrane A deviates from the optimal packing area A0 , then membrane experiences a mechanical tension in the form of stretching
or compression. This would lead to another source of energy termed by stretching
energy:
(A − A0 )2
(9.3)
Est = (1/2)KA
A0
where KA is the area compressibility modulus. The stretching energy contributions
can be calculated from the area of membrane midsurface using the simple expression:
A=

X
f

Af =

X

Av

(9.4)

v

where membrane area A can be estimated both from the sum of facet area Af or sum of
the effective area of vertex Av . Area compressibility modulus still has to be determined
separately via tension change as a function of area dilation Σmech = KA (A − A0 )/A0
or from bending rigidity by κ = KA `2me /48.
Area difference elasticity. The area difference between leaflets can introduce an extra
energy contribution to the total energy of the system. This energy contribution is
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expressed in the area difference elasticity model:
EADE =

κ∆ π
(∆A − ∆A0 )2
2A`2me

(9.5)

where κd is the non-local bending rigidity, `me is the membrane thickness, A is the
total area of the membrane and ∆A0 is the optimal area difference of the two leaflets
in vanishing tension and ∆A is the area difference of two leaflets under tension. The
latter energy contributions can be calculated from the area of membrane leaflets using
the simple expression:
X
X
Af
(9.6)
Af −
∆A =
f ∈fout

f ∈fin

here fout and fin , are the facets in outer and inner leaflet, respectively.

9.1.1 Numerical algorithm
In MD simulations, due to thermal fluctuations, lipid head beads can delocalize along
the membrane normal and form a layer with finite thickness. Thus, immediate construction of triangulated surfaces from MD trajectories results in a very rough surface
full of sharp kinks with very high bending energy output. Such artificial high-energy
can be resolved if we systematically smooth the surface. Here we tackle this issue using
an easy-to-use protocol. First, we introduce the method for finding the midsurface.
Second, we explain the triangulation procedure and the parameters that can affect the
quality of the mesh. And finally, we elaborate on the calculation of mean curvature
and smoothing algorithm.

Construction of the bilayer midsurface and leaflet surface. For a flat lipid bilayer
it is rather easy to find the midsurface by averaging the height function. Even for vesicles with spherical geometry, it is possible to find the midsurface using the Cartesian
coordinate transformation into the spherical coordinate system. However, for highly
deformed bilayer with non-trivial shape, none of those methods can be applied to calculate the midsurface. Here we use a relatively easy and fast algorithm to find the
midsurface using the nearest neighbor scheme. We first construct a list of the nearest
neighbors from the other leaflet for each lipid head beads in each leaflet. Then we find
the arithmetic average of the Cartesian coordinates of these neighbors which should lie
in the midsurface. On the other hand, construction of the leaflet surface is relatively
easy. To construct the leaflet surface, one can take the head bead coordinates separately in each leaflets of the bilayer and find the alpha shape of two leaflet surfaces.
Caution should be applied when choosing the number of neighbors used for averaging.
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The number of neighbor beads depends on the density of lipids, and it should be tuned
for different models. For instance, the choice of 10-20 nearest neighbors seems reasonable for dissipative particle dynamic (DPD) models used in this thesis.

Triangulation of the membrane surface. Delaunay triangulation is a conventional
way of surface reconstruction from the cloud of points. Employing this method, along
with criteria for finding alpha shapes (i.e., class of piecewise linear curves related to the
shape of cloud of points), leads to a very powerful tool in surface reconstruction. There
is a shrinkage factor s associated with all triangulation algorithms which affects the
alpha-shape. The choice of a small shrinkage factor leads to formation of holes in the
triangulated surface while a large shrinkage factor results in an unintended connection
between adjacent parts of the deformed membrane in one leaflet. A reasonable choice
of shrinkage factor would be s = 3 for DPD models. This factor should be tuned for
other models.

Calculation of the mean curvature. Mean curvature is the average of the principal
curvatures M = (C1 + C2 )/2. In the discrete form of the surface, M can be calculated
by different numerical schemes. Here, we calculate the mean curvature Mv of a vertex
in three consecutive steps:
1. Mesh is rotated to be described in the XY plane, where the normal vector of the
vertex lines up in [-1 0 0] direction.
2. A least-squares quadratic patch f (x, y) = ax2 + by 2 + cxy + dx + ey + g is used
to fit the local neighborhood of each vertex
3. The vertex mean curvature (Mv ) is calculated from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. In summary, Hessian of the function f (x, y) reads


fxx fxy

H(f ) = 


fyx fyy



2a



 
=

c

c



(9.7)




2b

where the matrix is symmetric fxy = fyx . In order to find the eigenvalues of the
Hessian |H(f ) − CI| = 0 we need to find the roots of following quadratic equation
2 ) = 0, where the two roots are the principal
C 2 − (fxx + fyy )C + (fxx fyy − fxy
curvatures:
q
1
2
C1 & C2 =
fxx + fyy ± (fxx − fyy )2 + 4fxy
2
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for the function f (x, y) the mean curvature will boil down into a simple expression:
1
M = (C1 + C2 ) = a + b.
2
The algorithm has been introduced by Dirk-Jan Kroon [101]. The second and third
neighbor list of each vertex can be used for fitting. Using the third neighbor of vertices
for fitting makes the curvature of the surface smoother but less local.

Smoothing of the triangulated mesh using mean face normal filter. Among the
methods used for triangulated mesh denoising, the mean face normal filter [102] is one
of the most robust algorithms which exclude drawbacks such as oversmoothing [165].
In summary, the mean face normal filter works based on averaging of the facet normals
in three consecutive steps:
1. For each facet on the mesh compute the facet normal n(f) and calculate the area
weighted average:
1 X
mw (f ) = P
Anf n(f )
(9.9)
An nf
where nf refers to all the neighboring facets with a common vertex or edge with
facet f .
2. Normalize the average normal:
mw (f )
mw (f ) ←
||mw (f )||
3. For each vertex of the facet f update the vertex position X(v):
Xnew (v) ← Xold (v) + P

X
1
A(f )P(f )
A(f )

(9.10)

−−→

−−→
where vector P = XC.mw (f ) mw (f ) is the projection of XC onto the direction
of the mw (f ) and C is the centroid of the facet. The summation is taken for all
neighboring facets of vertex v.

Applying these three steps iteratively leads to a smooth triangulated surface without
sharp kinks. Normally 10-30 iterations seem to be enough for convergence [102] of
most of the noisy meshes, see Figures 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3. In the case of lipid membranes,
one can use a bending energy criterion for smoothing. For instance, one can calculate
the bending energy of the surface after each step of smoothing. Then, if the energy
difference of two consecutive steps |∆Eb | falls below a specified energy tolerance ET
we can stop the smoothing procedure (|∆Eb | < ET ), Fig.9.4. The choice of a very
low energy tolerance leads to very slow convergence and oversmoothing of the mesh.
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Such oversmoothing leads to two different unintended outcomes, i) vanishing the small
undulation on the membrane and/or ii) removing the large deformations of highly
curved segments of the membrane.
Numerical algorithm in summary. Our protocol for calculation of the bending energy
follows six main steps:
1. Construction of membrane surface from head groups coordinates, separately for
inner and outer leaflets or for membrane midsurface.
2. Triangulation of each surface based on the Delaunay scheme combined with alphashape criteria.
3. Calculation of the vertex mean curvature Mv and the effective vertex area Av .
4. Calculation of the bending energy based on the discrete expression of Helfrich
energy Eq. 9.2.
5. Smoothing the triangulated mesh using the mean face normal filter [102].
6. Repeating steps 3 to 5 until reaching to the specified number of smoothing steps,
or once bending energy change is below specified threshold |∆Eb | < ET .
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9.1.2 Control systems:
To test the proposed algorithm, we first need to calibrate the protocol for systems of flat
membrane patches and the spherical vesicles. A flat membrane and a spherical vesicle
are a good choice since we know the theoretical estimate for their bending energies as
discussed earlier.
The flat membrane has zero curvature. Thus the bending energy is zero for vanishing spontaneous curvature in minimum energy state. However, The calculated energy should be slightly higher than the theoretical estimate because of the undulations
caused by thermal fluctuations in MD simulations, see Figure 9.1.
A spherical vesicle has a constant mean curvature M = 1/R and a constant area
A = 4πR2 . Thus for vanishing spontaneous curvature, the bending energy reads
Eb = 2κA (1/R2 )4πR2 = 8πκ. If the algorithm reproduces a numerical outcome close
to the theoretical estimate, it can be considered a reliable method and can be applied
to geometries with more complex shapes.

Figure 9.1. Triangulated mesh and calculated mean curvature for the midsurface of a flat membrane
from DPD simulations. The panel in the top row shows the side view of the triangulated mesh, and
the bottom row shows the top view of the calculated mean curvature. The column (a-c) show the
effect of smoothing iteration on the quality of the mesh and the total area and the bending energy.
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Figure 9.2. Calculated mean curvature for the inner leaflet and outer leaflet of a vesicle from DPD
simulations. The panel in the top row shows the side view of the calculated mean curvature for the
inner leaflet and the panel in the bottom row shows the same calculations for the outer leaflet. The
columns (a-c) show the effect of smoothing iteration on the quality of the mesh and the total area
and the bending energy.

In addition, we studied the effect of the smoothing iterations on the calculated total
area and energy for both membrane leaflets, see Figure 9.3. The result suggests that 30
steps of smoothing seem reasonable, as the area and energy converge to the expected
values.
Finally, we have applied the method to calculate bending energy and the area of nontrivial geometry of the membrane bud with an elongated neck, as shown in Figure 9.4.
The effect of smoothing algorithms on the calculated bending energy is also investigated. We find that face normal smoothing performs better compared to Laplacian
smoothing, see Figure 9.4. Face normal smoothing can remove the kinks in the initial
triangulated mesh but do not affect the large undulations and the general geometry.
However, the Laplacian smoothing, remove the kinks and change the geometry of the
membrane in highly curved segments, compare the neck region in Figure 9.4a-d.
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Figure 9.3. a) The effect of smoothing iteration on the calculated total area for both membrane
leaflets of spherical vesicle, and b) The effect of smoothing iteration and the second and third
neighbor vertices, adapted for fitting in mean curvature calculation, on the calculated bending
energy for both vesicle leaflets.

Figure 9.4. The effect of smoothing criteria on the calculated bending energy. a) Initial mesh
without smoothing. b) Only 30 steps of face normal smoothing are used. c) The smoothing is
initiated with 30 steps of face normal smoothing, and then the energy criteria are used to perform
extra face normal smoothing steps. If the energy difference of two consecutive steps is ∆E < 1 kB T
then smoothing stops automatically. Here we need 25 more steps to reach bending energy difference
below energy tolerance of 1 kB T . d) Only 30 steps of Laplacian smoothing are used. The large
deformations do not get affected by face normal smoothing, but Laplacian smoothing has a longrange smoothing effect, compare the neck geometry in panels a-d.
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C1

First principal curvatures.

C2

Second principal curvatures.

M

Mean curvature.

K

Gaussian curvature.

κ

Bending rigidity.

κG

Gaussian curvature modulus.

κ∆

Non-local bending rigidity.

m

Spontaneous curvature.

m̄

Reduced spontaneous curvature.

mnlo

Non-local spontaneous curvature.

mef f

Effective spontaneous curvature.

S(q)

Undulation spectrum.

KA

Area compressibibility modulus.

`me

Bilayer thickness.

PN

Normal component of pressure tensor.

PT

Tangential component of pressure tensor.

∆A0

Optimal area difference between leaflets.

IM

Integrated mean curvature.

ρext

Density of osmotically active molecules in the bulk solution.

s(z)

Stress profile in Cartesian coordinates.

s(z, r)

Stress profile in cylindrical coordinates.
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s(r)

Stress profile in spherical coordinates.

σpr

Protrusion tension.

σ

Spontaneous tension

Σ̂

Total membrane tension.

Σmec

Mechanical tension.

Σ

Lagrange multiplier conjugated to vesicle area.

∆P

Lagrange multiplier conjugated to vesicle volume.

Tnan

Nanoscopic torque density.

Tmic

Microscopic torque density.

Ebe

Bending energy of a membrane.

Est

Stretching energy of a membrane.

EADE

Non-local area difference elasticity energy of a membrane.

Evol

Volume energy of vesicle.

Etot

Total energy of a membrane.

EW

Total energy of wetted state.

ENW

Total energy of non-wetted state.

∆E

Wetting energy.

θα

Apparent contact angle of the α phase with the membrane.

θβ

Apparent contact angle of the β phase with the membrane.

θγ

Apparent contact angle of the γ phase with the membrane.

θα∗

Intrinsic contact angle of the α phase with the membrane.

θβ∗

Intrinsic contact angle of the β phase with the membrane.

Mαγ

Curvature of the spherical cap in αγ segment of the membrane.

Mβγ

Curvature of the spherical cap in βγ segment of the membrane.

mαγ

Spontaneous curvature of αγ segment of the membrane.
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mβγ

Spontaneous curvature of βγ segment of the membrane.

Σαγ

Mechanical segment tension of αγ segment of the membrane.

Σβγ

Mechanical segment tension of βγ segment of the membrane.

Wαγ

Adhesive strength of αγ segment of the membrane.

Wβγ

Adhesive strength of βγ segment of the membrane.

Σαβ

Interfacial tension of αβ interface.

Σ̄αβ

Reduced interfacial tension of αβ interface.

D
Σ̄DP
αβ

Reduced interfacial tension obtained from DPD simulation.

∆Σ,co

Curvature dependent contribution to the force balance.

λαβγ

Three-phase contact line αβγ tension.

λ̄αβγ

Reduced line tension.

λef f

Effective line tension.

Lαβγ

Length of three-phase contact line.

Aαβ

Area of αβ interface.

Aαγ

Area of αγ membrane segment.

Aβγ

Area of βγ membrane segment.

Vα

Nanodroplet volume.

s(t)

Arc length as a function of general contour parameter t.

ψ(t)

Tilt angle as a function of general contour parameter t.

r(t)

Symmetry axis as a function of general contour parameter t.

ψco

Tilt angle at the contact line.

Rco

Radius of the contact line.

∇LB

Laplace-Beltrami operator.

Ω

Grand canonical free energy .

Ωαβ

Surface excess of αβ interface to the grand canonical free energy.
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Ωαγ

Surface excess of αγ interface to the grand canonical free energy.

Ωβγ

Surface excess of βγ interface to the grand canonical free energy.

Ωαβγ

Linear excess to the grand canonical free energy.

θ

Droplet contact angle on a solid surface.

θY

Macroscopic Young’s contact angle.

ξ

Line tension length.

ξS

Spreading pressure line tension.

S

Spreading coefficient.

−1
lcap

Capillary length.

fij

DPD force parameter between bead types i and j.

FijC

DPD conservative force between bead types i and j.

FijD

DPD dissipative force between bead types i and j.

FijR

DPD random force between bead types i and j.

R
γij

Friction coefficient.

ζij

Gaussian white noise.

kb

Spring constant.

kφ

Bending constant.

eq
rij

Equilibrium separation of adjacent beads of type i and j.

eq
θijk

Equilibrium angle of three consecutive beads of type i, j and k.

Mv

Mean curvature of vertex v.

Av

The area of adjacent facets of vertex v.

L||

Lateral simulation box size parallel to the bilayer plane.

A||

Base area of the cuboid simulation box.

∆af f

Affinity contrasts.

ρ(r, z)

Density profile in cylindrical coordinate.
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ρ(r)

Density profile in spherical coordinates.

al,βγ

Area per lipid in βγ segment of the membrane.

al,αγ

Area per lipid in αγ segment of the membrane.

Is

Index of sphericity.

rc

Lennard-Jones potential cut-off.

τ

Basic time scale of DPD.

kB

Boltzmann Constant

T

Temperature

Aves

Area of vesicle.

Vves

Volume of vesicle.

Rves

Vesicle characteristic length scale.

v

Reduced volume of vesicle.

Σ̄fαβit

Symmetry hyper-surface.

A∗

Fraction of contact area of the droplet.

Nil

Number of lipids in the inner leaflet of the vesicle.

Nol

Number of lipids in the outer leaflet of the vesicle.

Nlip

Total number of lipids in the the vesicle.

Nil∗

Unique number of lipids in the inner leaflet for which both leaflet tensions
vanish.

Nol∗

Unique number of lipids in the outer leaflet for which both leaflet
tensions vanish.

isp
NW

Number of water beads enclosed by the initial spherical vesicle.

NW

Number of water beads enclosed by vesicle.

ρC (r)

Density profile of the chain beads.

ρH (r)

Density profile of the head beads.
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Rmid

Radius of the bilayer’s midsurface

Ril

Midsurface of the inner leaflet.

Rol

Midsurface of the outer leaflet.

ail

Lipid area in the inner leaflet.

aol

Lipid area in the outer leaflet.

Σil

Mechanical tension of the inner leaflet.

Σol

Mechanical tension of the outer leaflet.

∆il

Area dilation of the inner leaflet.

∆ol

Area dilation of the outer leaflet.

Σil

Mechanical tension of the inner leaflet.

Σol

Mechanical tension of the outer leaflet.

Kil

Area compressibibility modulus of the inner leaflet.

Kol

Area compressibibility modulus of the outer leaflet.

GUV

Giant unilamellar vesicles.

LUV

Large unilamellar vesicles.

SUV

Small unilamellar vesicles.

DPD

Dissipative particle dynamics.

MD

Molecular dynamics.

PEG

Poly(ethylene glycol).

CW

Complete wetting.

PW

Partial wetting.

AA

All-atoms.

CG

Coarse-grained.

FDT

Fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

AFM

Atomic force microscopy.
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IDRs

Intrinsically disordered regions in proteins.

ODE

Ordinary differential equation.

PDE

Partial differential equations.

EM

Electron microscopy

NV T

Canonical ensemble.

NPT

Isothermal-isobaric ensemble.

COM

Center of mass.

P BC

Periodic boundary conditions.

LJ

Lennard-Jones potential.
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